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BENEFIT ACCOUNT BOOK,

pass book designed for the use of all classes of
dealers in every department of trade, and is an invaluable medium for encouraging cash payments for
a

goods,

As an economical measure it has no equal in the
interest of both buyer and seller. Its adoption will
save 20 per cert in the cost of living.
Price β 1.20 per dozen. Sent post-paid in packages
ol any number, to any part of the United States or
British Provinces on receipt of order with price inI c1os<h1. Full particulars on application. Sample
copies by mail post-paid for 10 cents.
I XI. A. .llcKMVKEY a CO., Publieher».
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The childless Father bas become a
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Mme. Christine Nilsson Kouzeaud lost by
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book is written m Mr.
Trowbridge's usual
lively style, and the sketches of a New England village and its inhabitants are
Hut one man hai died at Cheyenne with
very nat\j
to sell at our previous
XX
ural and graphic. All those who
have read
his boots off since the town sprouted, and be
"Jack Hazard and h's Fortunes" will leel an
had them in his teeth, and was crawling out ;
interest to follow the hero
through the presof a b«droom window, when an avenging
ent volume.
ball
let daylight shine through him.
pistol
Published by J. R. Osgood it Co. For sale
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Colonel Krzyzanttwski has been named—
j Hints on Dress—oit What to
Weak,
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When to Wear it, and iiow to Birr it,
191 Fultou Street,
enable mortal larynx to name
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at Hew Orleans.
little volume, on the much vexed
question of
dress. The writer is evidently η lady of sound
PRICE*.
Λ man will die for want of air in five min:
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CAPITAL HALF A MILLION DOLLARS.
practical sense, and while fit
cognizing
ute·, for want of sleep in ten days, for want
the universal right of woman to make herself
of
water in a week, for want of food at
This is an organization of capitalists for the purvaryas lovelya-s
po*silj|e, shows that nothing can
Ulidtlle nuil Ο Temple Street*,
ing intervals, depending on constitution, hab- be
pose ot Importing TEAS direct from place of
growth,
lieautiful that i > not aopropriate ami that
tj its of life and the circumstances
and distributing them throughout the United States
of the oc- ;
nr»vl5
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by good taste and economy a more pleasing
for
lilMUII.
ONE PROFIT ONLY.
result is obtained than by
following all the
This Company has resident agents and business
A rocking horse in an Elm street family
extravagant caprices of fashion. In addition
connections with all the principal ports and Tea growhas two yards of red flannel about its neck,
to many valuable general hints on
dress, the
ing districts of China and Japan. The Teas are
anil smells strong enough of arnica to knock
writer has given some advice as to
bought expressly for their trade alone, in the best
over an
materials,
from
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The
apothecary
their cost, durability, «fee., which cannot fail
TEA districts, and are sold for ONE PROFIT.
youthful owner canuot go to school because
Send for Price List to the
his horse is sick.—Danbury yews.
to be very serviceable.
We recommend the
GREAT ATLAMIC & PACIFIC TEA CO.,
the book to the attention of all our
lady read1S1 FULTON and 2 and 4 CHURCH Streets.
It was a man living near Mendota, who ι ers.
Insurance
I". O. Box 55015
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NEW YORK.
cleaned out his chimney the other day by
Published by G. P. Putnam, New York.
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And when his eves ; For sale by Loring, Short <t Harmon.
shooting
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he
representing
following companies, all of which !
are out of the Boston Fire,
get well he's going to hum sweet things in
Masox, 13ΛΚΕΚ <Sr Phatt, 14.' and 144
! Be deceived, but for coughs, colds, sore throat,
the ears of the mau who told him thai- was a Grand St.. New York have
I hoarseness and bronchial
published A "Condifficulties, use only
cordauee to the Constitution of the United
WELLS' CARBOLIC TABLETS. SOUND AND RELIABLE. good way.
States, with a classified index"' edited by
Worthless imitation* are on the market, but
A Georgia man stationed his son, armed ;
the onlv scientific preparation of Carbolic Acid tor
Charles W. Stearns, M. D. The conPhœuix
diseases
is
Company,
Hartford,
with
a
when
$1,400,000
Lung
chemically combiued with
shot-gun, to watch a favorite corn- cordance is v?rv
otliei well known remedies, as in these tablets, arid
full and
Nationni Company, Hartford,
complete
650,000 ; patch. Stealing around a short time after to and
all parties are cautioned against using any other.
will be an Invaluable assistant in
'
Orient Company, Hartford,
In all caac* of irritation of the mucous meniacquir«50,000
•ee if the lad was at his post, he chanced to
: braue these tablets should be
that familiarity with our National Charier
freely used, there International Co., »vr York,
1,000,000 make a little rustling in the leaves ; there was ing
cleansing and hea ing properlies are astonishing.
which should be possessed by
Be warueil, never neglect a cold, it is easily
Continental Co., New York,
every American
2,000,000 a flash atiij report, and that perforated parent
I cured in its incipient state, when it becomes chronic
citizen. The book is neat In mechanical exI the enre is exceuingly difficult, use Wells* Carbolic Hoffinau Company, Sew York, 300,000 is now fully convinced of his eon's reliability.
ecution and convenient in form and
Tablets as a specific.
Atlantic Company, Providenee, 350,000
arrangeJOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Piatt St,· New York,
ment.
Sole Agent for United States.
Alps, of Erie, Pa.,
350,000
A Daricu man discovered that the fumes
Price 25 cents a box
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Alemannia, of Cleveland,
425,000 of burning brimstone was a preventative of ; Λ
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CUBIOCS case ol drowning, and at the
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same time a most
VOl'Ktt .Hen, Teacher*. I,adJc* or Minstriking iiiu-tration of the
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went to dinner while it burned. He subselunacy produced in men's minds by
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Merchants, Trader* and Householders and others 1
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reported in the Rochester pahaving risks to place maybe accommodate*! by us j quently admitted to a neighbor that that strong
tions. Extra terms. Prospectus free. Ziegler & McThe storv, in brief, and as told on ihe
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Curdy, 274 Main St., Springfield, Mass. oct30-4wf
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tragedy,
that Cicero never owed a horse and yet wa s
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and
Michael
whose
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who
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the
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same house, concluded last
! start with sent tree by mail. Addtess with 6 cent
Sunday to indulge
A St. Paul cow desired to call upon a friend.
Companies on as favorable terms as with any Agency !
! return stampM. YOUNG & CO., Ιϋ Cortland St..
in a row-boat trip down the Genesee river as
in Portland.
A gate was in her way, which she proceeded
; New York.
oct30-4wt
far as Charlotte.
The boat was procured,
to open. She opened it considerably more
All
and
the sail was duly
persons holding Policies with the
ADIEU Ac
enjoyed, but nn reachthan she calculated to do, for it slipped <>tl" ;
Agents wanted
IJ to sell Protean«BNTIiBMElV,
C'iiarlotle
Button Hole Cuter, 25cts.; Buttou
they lell in with friends and
its hinges and slipped on her horns.
She ing
Hole Worker, 50ets.; Needle Threading Thimble,
EXCHANGE COMPANY, OF BOSTON,
commenced drinking, until both were conwas considerably
disturbed in mind, that j
25cts.; Morocco Needle Book, 50ctP., (6 large and 5
under the influence of liquor, I)enpapers small Needles. $15 per day snre; sample free
cow, for the gate was big.
She gave one j siderably
(which has been compelled to suspend) are requested
nison being quite drunk.
to any one at above price. 0. THORNTON &
In this condition
Co., 509 40 call at our office without delay and surrender
then ran ; and at the end of the
tragic
shriek,
Broadway, Ν. Y.
their policies, their risks having been protected
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by the seventh mile fell down exhausted, likeus iu other soun.l companies.
as the soberer man of the
Munz,
two, assumwise surprised, for that identical gate was
A Great Oifer !
ing the oars. While on the way Denniton
still upon her horns.
grew quite noisy, and lie finally started up.
I icill dispose ofsixlOO PIANOS, ME L ODE ONS, mid
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ORGANS, of
W. D. Little &
first-class makers, including Watexclamation, "Mike, I don't
ers*, at very low price for ea*h,or/)arf cas/i«rtrf
care a d—η for my lift.·," he
down the depot stairs, the other morning,
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improvement, for
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didn't you say so, you wooden headed old swam ashore.
Dennison then sunk to the
bottom and was drowned. On
To the Creditors of the late firm of W. II
FEEE TO BOOK AGENTS.
regaining the
fool, an' I'd a come with yon, an' showed
Fletcher Ac Co.
shore, Munz told his story and was at once
AN ELEGANTLY BOUND CANVASSING BOOK
the ν ay."
you
taken into custody to await further
for the best and cheapest Family Bible ever published
developundersigned. constituted by an Instrument
will be sent free of charge to any book agent. It conmeuts, which may, however, put a different
dated Sept. 30. 1870. Trustees of the estate of
tains nearly 500 tine Scripture illustrations, and
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vanity than a woman. This is the way that
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A Low-Down Race.
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ING CO. Phila., Pa.
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America:
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tate and property belonging to each.
"Transplanted into the New World, the
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Death* by
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The new book by Miss Jeau Ingelow, the
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the North."
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them, therein describing tho extent and character of appearance of which has been so eagerly
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twenty-live to I the erection or deposit so permitted, as required by awaited, now lies before us. Anil what more
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many do who, being devoid of all conscience,
MANUFACTUREE BY
when the skies seemed higher, the bells rang
Send for specimen pages and circulars, with terms. ί
aim to humbug the afflicted, that
Address, National Publishing Co. Phila.Pa. oc'2 * 4
they may sell
j
WM. £. HOOPER ÔL SONS·
clearer, and birds sang wonder-stories and all their often worse than worthless
compounds.
I
was
a
true
No
hand
could
ISend
for
l\l
11
-,
fairy-tale.
depict Hut if my Gotten Medical Discorery is employstamp
Catalogue on Send for price-list.
Baltimore, Md.
Bui Iners Building. A. J.Bicksell&Co. ;
junl5-6m
the curious fancies and superstitions that j ed in the first or early stages of the
|27 Warren St., Ν. V.
disease, I
oct22Mw j
I
haunt the brain of an imaginative child, j know from ample observation and acttial test
IS NO HUMBUG I
9 Κ
more delicately and truthfully than Miss In- I in lui ml reds of cases, that it will arrest the disBy sendingOOcENTe with age, ι
NO. 17 PLI JI STKKKT.
1 height, color of eyes & hair, you will receive l»y rchas done. And when later the hero- j ease and restore health and strength."
gelow
! turn mail, a correct picture of your future husband
Wo have bought out the above establishment, with
S&\Vk
ine Dorothea and her brother Tom are transor wife, with name and date of Marriage.
BIG
Address | all the machinery and good will of the same, with all
W. FOX, P. O. Drawer, No. 20, Fultonvflle, N. Y.
i the admirable facilities, conducted by a practical
ferred from their home in the quiet river-side
From
increased
Physical and Mental
0Ct22t4w
I chemist and dyeis; fully confident of* turning out
town to their uncle's ship, the interest only
work that cannot rail ot giving satisfaction.
Strength of persons who use Fellow·* ComLadies' dresses colored and finished in a
superior
without in the least diminishing;
]K>nnd Syrup of Hvpophosphites, their augamong all classes. Old people, the mlddlechanges,
rfj
eleansed
and
Gent's
colored
without
style.
goripents
w aged, those who are just entering life,
and
rrlpj>ed,and warranted not to smut,aud pressed and the fresh sea-breeze, the rocking waves mented faculty of endurance, the regular ami
"Z youth of both sexes buy and read with the being
in a superior style. Piano and table covers, Marand the bluff, strong-hearted sailor uncle are healthy action of the Heart, Lungs, Stomach
^greatest profit.
seilles covers bleached an·I framed; blankets scoured
9
and Bowels, ami their improved appearance,
described with the same vigor and fidelity to
3i γ jolly FRIEND'S SECRET
and the wool raised. JOHN S. MILLER & CO.,
sep2P>
Proprietors.
nature. Terribly realistic is the description
DIO LEWIS' last and lxwt book.
demonstrated in thousands of cases within our
ί
I
of the burning ship; and among its passen!
"£ It Is meeting with the greatest success;
NOTICE.
knowledge, its power of restoring tho great
uncle
! W
Rollin
rescued
and
his
brave
ajand there'». JIOJiF.Ï II? IT.
by
gers,
sympathetic aud muscular system on which
Send for our circulars.etc., which are sen
I
The subscriber having taken the Tea Store
men, we do not at once recognize the hero
efreo. Geo. MAcLeah, Boston. oetî.'Mw
full and healthy development depeuds, is cerof the novel, in his first appearance, any
Corner of India and Congress Streets,
tain.
more than does Dorothea, so smoky and benovlfi-dlw&wU
; *β$75 to $250 per iiatnth everywhere, male
fermorly occupied by J. Deeming,
grimed is he. In the scene where Dorothea
Φ and female, to introduce the GENUINE 1M
Chapped Hands, face, rough
skin, pimples,
PUOV ED COMMON SENSE FA M1L Y SEWING
ties up her nosegay. Miss Ingelow breaks inwill keep hi addition to a choicc stock of
ringworm, salt-rheum aud other cutaneous afIm MACHINE. This machine will stitch, hem, fell,
to a sweet dissertation, that for its delicacy
I
tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid, and embroider in a
fections
Tea
and
of instinct recalls the well-known words of
cured, and the skin made soft and
! ^ most superior manner. Price only $15. Fully
Perdit.a. The genius of Miss Ingelow is most
smooth, by usiug the Juniper Τλπ
^ licensed and warranted for live years. We will
a large stock of
Soap,made
nrw
a
will
that
for
machine
!
§1,000
of
stronghuman character,
any
ι Pay
receptive—impressions
by Caswell, Hazard & Co., New York. Be
er, more beautiful, or more elastic seam than
of natural scenery, the evanescent sentiment
j § ours.
Provisions.
Iflcats
and
sure
to
the
Stitch."
Country
It
Lock
llio
"Elastic
makes
get
Every*
Juniper Tar Soap, as there arc
j 35
of a rosy, passing cluud or a bird in the blue,
Produce
: -W second stitch can be cut, and still the cloth canmany worthless imitations made w ith common
j g* not be pulled apart without tearing it. We pay of all kinds. Having had an exj»erience of thirteen are at onee placed before us in clear and nattar.
ural form. The dramatis persona: are very
I φ agents from $75 to S250 pei month and expenses,
novl4-12w
years in this city, he hopes to merit a share of the
commission lrom which twice that amount can
j fcr\°r amade.
individual and well indicated. Dorothea's
public iwitronage.
Λ
Secomb
Mas».;
Address
Co.,
Boston,
JtV
The Purest and Sweetest Cod-Jjver Oil
womanly nature, Mr. Brandon's strong, manj ^ Pittsburg, Pa. Chicago, 111., or St. Louis, Mo.
lflighe»t Price pniil for all kind* of Coiiu
is Hazard's and
ly cbaiacter, Tom, Miss Tott, whose morbid
OCt22-t4w
fry ft*roduch. (Sailer, JEgK»« Arc.
Caswell's, made on the seasentimentality is very amusing in print, how- shore, from fresh selected livers, by Caswell,
Homes
Σ
Free
Farms
j <<lieap
I
join s. fitz,
ever unpleasant it might be in real life, the irreIt is absolutely
Hazard & Co., New York.
Ου the line of the UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD
pressible Valentine, life and torment of the ge« c23dtf
(lateof
the
firm
of
Buxton
Fitz.)
&
and
mineral
pure and mreet. Patients who have once taken
the
best
of
acres
19,000.000
Farming
nial family circle, and who, through weakness

Clothing Cleansed.

ner.

V
C

retains all the medicinal virtues peculiar to the
plant
as a permanent curative
agent.
of action in your Liver éfc
Wpleen? Unless relieved at once, the blood becomos
impure by deleterious secretions,
producing scrofulous or skin diseases.
Blotches, Felons, Pustules,
Canker, Pimples, &c.f &c.
Take Jurubebn to cleanse,
purify and restore
the vitiated blood to
healthy action.
Have you a Dynpopntic Ktomnrh ? unless
digestion is promptly aided the
system is debilitated
with loss of vital
force, poverty of the Blood, Dropsical Tendency, General
Weakness or Lassitude.
Take it to assist Digestion without
reaction, it will
Impart youtbtul vigor to the weary sufferer.
Slave you weakness of the Intcstiues ?
You are in uanger of Chronic Diarrhoea or
the dreadful Inflammation of the Bowels.
Take it to allay irritation and ward off
to
tendency
in flam ations.
Haï* yon weakliest of the Uterine or
Urinary Organs i You must procure instant relief or you are liable to suffering worse
than death.
Take it to strengthen organic weakness or life be; comes a burden.
Finally it should be frequently taken to keep the
system in perfect health or you are otherwise iu great
danger of malarial, miasmatic or contagious diseases.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Piatt St.. New
York,
Solo Agent for the United States.
Priée One Dollar per Bottle. Send forCircular.
novl5
4wt

Cleansed and Repaired at short notice

I shall pav
his date.

sovereign rem-

City and County Bonds registered under the laws passed at last session of the Legislatuer. Semi-annual Interest Coupons and Principal
provided for by State taxation, and paid by the
State Treasurer in New York. There is no expense
for collecting and no tax deduction. Present indebtLands in America.
cdness is small and therefore
easily paid and must re3,000.000 Acres in Nebraska, in the Platte
in ai η so under the registration laws of the State,
Bonds recommended tor safety as well as profitableValley, now for sale.
ness, bearing ten per cent interest, and selling al
Mild Climate, Fertile Soil,
rates that give prospect of a profitable advance ir
! for Grain growing and Stock liaising unsurpassed by
prices. This is a good opportunity to convert Gov- I
any in the United States.
ernment Bonds into those more remunerative. OrCheaper in Price, more favorable, terms given,
ders and inquiries promptly attended to.
1 and
more convenient to market than can be foiipd
CHARLES HI. HAWKJC8,
I elsewhere.
£$
at·.
Portland
Exchange
Free
dtf
rach22
floiueMends for Ac lu ul Settlers.
;
The best location for Colonies—soldiers entitled to
I
; a Homestead of KlO Acres.

4w

Caution.
this (lay forbid all personsharboring or trust·
vile
ing my
Mary E. Peaco on my account a

a

°

Tonic and
so by the leading medical
authorities of London and Pans, and has been
long
used by the
regular physicians of other countries with
wonderful remedial results.

Dr. Wells

we

g
V SHEETINGS, irj

THIS

BANKERS,

Λ. CAED.
We call ©special attention to

11 K. 14th St., New York,

of your

ALLEN, STEPHENS & Co

is,

Chime Christmas,

CHOICE

justly

is more than one-third larger than any other PianoForte Manufactory in the world, and
in every rei-pect, Clie meut complete as regards machinery and
the facilities tor doing the very best class of work.
Messrs. C.
Sons have, since "the establishment ot
their business in 18'23, made and sold 41,000 Pianos,
and these Standard Instruments are now offered at
Reduced Rates upon the «One-Price System," Iree
from all discounts and commissions: and they are,
beyond all refutation, the very beat and Very
Cheapest Firat-C'laas Pianos now offered.

Not only the tinkling, xweet-toned little Music
Boxes, but larger a^d larger ones, up to immense instruments that produce sonnds as powerful as those
of a Pianoforte, and fill a house with melody. Call
soon at. 33 COURT 5TÎIKKT and select one from tk©
'ar?e «îoek, so that it may

ears

were

the First Prize.

BONDS.

Λ 7 per cent, mortgage bond for sale on one
of the great roads running from New York City—en
the third largest road in New York State. The most
desirable bond of al! the Midland issues, a&ording the
largest income and promising the greatest profit.
Price, 85 and interest
W> fcplicve them one of the safest and most profitble investments oftered in this market for years.

pronounced by all the great artists.

are so

entitled to

«ESTERAI, AGENTS,
23 Nassau St.. Xew-York
sep9—il&w3m

the

MIDLAND

still regarded and universally

Dr. Franz Liszt says: "I consider the Chickering Piano superior ίο any made in Europe or Amer-

—OB —

Year, in

CONVERTIBLE

Firm

The Standard Instruments of the World,

W. Λ SHATTUCK & Co., Bankers

easj

M. O. PALMER.

are

our

COMPETITOR*.

OVER AI.fi

These Pianos
conceded to be

OLIVER DITSON Sf CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO New York.
nov9-d&wtf w45

sold since 1823. and

Have been awarded to

CANTATAS.

Mailed post-paid, on receipt of price.

Fortes

First Premiums

Eighty-onp

PORTIiANP.

ο
on

Have been made and

—AND—

New

0

Standard Piano

Messrs. Swan & Barrett, Bankers,

ring the
family!

System

OF THESE

MUSIC BOXES ! MUSIC BOXES.

HOWE

offered at Reduced Rates at

41,00

GOLD,

Payson, Esq,

EASY

For Musical Societies and Clubs, Choirs, Seminaries and Classes, that fear to attack the oratories and
classical cantatas.
Belahazzar's Feast,
.30 Flower Queen,
75
50 Indian Summer,
Pilgrim Fathers,
00
1.00
Winter Eve'g
Burning Ship,
&5
1.00
Quarrel of Flowers,
Eutertaiment,
Festival of Rose,
CM) Book of Cantatas,
1.50
Child'n of Jerusalem, 30 Esther,
50
50 Picnic,
Fairy Bridal.
1.00
50 Culprit Fay,
Daniel,
1.60
1.00 Flower Festival,
45
Haymakers,
torni King,
38 Twin Sisters,
50

These Standard Instruments

Prônent price 90 and accrued interest <ïom October let in currency.
The last week of our sales of Illinois Division·
to $500,000.
Early orders are
, Dorps amounted
] therefore suggested, in order to secure any lOTtion of
tliis extremely desirable loan.
For further particulars, statement of earnings,
maps of the line, &c., apply to

M.

Clarke's New Method for Reed Organ.
Pleases everybody by its thorough course of instruction and raoBt pleasing miu4c. Price,$2.£>0.

AND

payable April an;l October.

Henry

THE STANDARD !
Ranks, and will rank among the very best Church
Musie Books, Price,$1.50,
Specimen sent, at Present, f ,r $1.25"

FRANCE.

cars.

7 PER CENT.

Continue in great demand. Remember to buy one
a Holiday Present.
Price, ^îi.50 B'ds;
$3.00 Clotb.

for

AMERICA,
ΕΛΟΙ,ΑΝ»,

mortgage upon such a road, at the rate of
£18,500 per mile is a safe investment, and we know of
no other railroad bond, at the price asked for this,
that cau demonstrate a similar value as a security for
savings banks and others.
We have sold nearly two millions of these bonds to
savings banks, trust companies and the most careful
investors, and have but $£50,000 bonds remaining.
They are for $1000 each, and have forty years to
IntaTvSt
ruu.

Portland, Me.

all other First Class

Sewing

j

OEMS OF STRAUSS Σ

Sons

I*

Ο

dim

DITSON Λ CO'S

Over all Competition

now

STREET,

PORTLAND.

no6

Mexican President Lerdo beains business

promisingly. He promises that cattle-steal- j
ing shall be investigated.

Yachter's Series" and h an account· of the
adventures of four boys, who made an expedition into tlie north-western part of
Maine, in search of a lejd-mine, hoping In
this way to make
money enough to buy a
yacht. If, ax the preface i
idieates, "Camphig Out' is written by one of the
boys whose
deeds it
records, we suggest to him—while
assuring him that he has made an entertaining and exciting book for his
contemporaries
—that a little more
refinement of wording
would be a decided
improvement, and not at
all at variencc with the general
good, manly
tone of the book.
Published by James II. Osgood & Co.
For sale by Hall L. Davis.
Is Extremis. By Mrs. Richard S. Greenougli. author of "Lady Tremyea," "Arabesques"—ami I.iliaii ( ?).
A beautifully written book, of which the
style is refitted and brilliant. But we must
protect against the mistaken idea of duty to
which the heroine sacrifices not
only herself,
bat those dearest to 1er, and the sad and harrowing complications which might have Ιχ·«·ιι
prevented by clear judgment and honest,
plain speaking. Of the interest of "In Extremis" as a novel, "We leave each reader to
judge for himseil ; of its literary merit there
can be but one opinion and that a
favorable

4K?Broadway N^Y.,

VELVETS,

«β & 61 MIDDLE

|.

Have Taken the First Premium

Are

—

some very extra quality, and width, made
expressly
for LADIES CLOAKINGS.

179 Commercial st.

&

ALSO

LYONS

PIANOS

A first

J. II. U J1SWS,

York and
and other

& STURD1VANT,

Chickering

Coal district at Brazil.
The Iron and other materials for the Indiana Divi
eioii have all been bought anil paid for in cash, a
]>art of it is now in operation, and the entire Division
is to be finished this season and opened to a profitable business.
The company is not in debt, and owns a large and
very valuable real estate in Chicago, beside having
an equipment of twenty-three first-class locomotives

GEORGE D. JOST,

JV

Company.

eighty miles in length, traversing extensive
Coal fields, and making a direct (and the
shortest possible) line bet ween Chicago and the Block

jan24-ly

dryness,
Intermingling

ROSS
mar26thdtf

Bituminous

Xo. 80 MIDDLE STREET.

elements of its

points east.

—

Wanted.

freight Coal from New
Philadelphia to Portland
To

is about

EDGAR S. BBOWai,

CASTOR BEAVERS.

W. E., Press Office.

Vessels

THE INDIANA DIVISION

jan22tf

OT^Partieiilar attention paid

evening. Address

sep26

is seldom that Mortgages upon new Railroads
are considered sufficiently safe for the investment ot
Trust Funds. It is only when a Railroad is earning,
net, an excess of its interest obligations, with a certainty of a steady growth, that its Bonds can be said
to be perfectly safe.
The Chicago, Danville & Vincennes Railroad is doing this, and lias this certainty.
That
part of it known as tiie Illinois Division (from
Chicago to Danville, 132 Miles.) was finished last year,
and its gross earnings have increased from $31,464 07
in December, 1871, to $57,587 95 in August, 1872.
The net earnings for August were $30,412 46, or at
the rate of $361,949 52 per annum. The total interest 1 ability upon the total issue of Bonds upon both
the Illinois and Indiana divisions is $280,000 gold.
The Illinois division is, therefore, earning, net, more
than enongh to pay interest upon the entire bonded
debt upon the whole road.

Co.,

AND

AN

the

palmed ott on the public as
but it is a mont powerful

In
stock of

Ί^Ο

MOSCOW,
ESKIMO,

Wanted·
experienced bookkeeper and accountant,
wants an opportunity to keep a small set of
books or accounts, or to do oopying, or other work, in

au23tf

line of

Consisting of

i

Symonds,

full

a

ocl7d&wtf

COAT

a

C LOAK INGS!
i

Wanted.
and Pant makers and Machine Girl, at
CHESLEY'S. 1Π7 Middle st.
sp26tf

It

jan31

PHILADELPHIA.

will open to-morrow

SÈLL,

To Carelul Investors.

AND

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
til SOUTH DELAWARE AVENUE,

COMMISSION

of Silas

Me,

THE—

Railroad

I CHADBOURN & KENDALL

the face. Any person finding the same will be suitably rewarded by returning tne same to SILAS RUSWest Cumberland, or ANDREW LEIGHION, corner of Milk and Market streets, Portland,

BROKER,

SHIP

2nd ;

the

Danville & Yincennes

CHAS. A. WARREN,
Warren

OF

CLOAKINGS !

pasture
Russell, Bay Colt,
four years old, with white hind feet and star in
IrSROM

CHICAGO

Ϊ3ΓΆ11 orders promptly attended to.
my28tf

W.

Brown, J.

MAINU.

SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

Board reasonable at Λ ο 4 Locust St.

STRAYED 011 STOLEN.

LANGUAGE.

References:

the owqer wants to go West.

LADIES'

Oct 2ec-dtf

PRIVATE liESSOHS—Office Hours, from
1 P. M. till 3 P. M.

Order Slate at 0. M. & E. P. Brooks, 833
Congress Street.

J.

11WO

gentlemen.

PAINTER, THE LAST OF THE LOAN

PORTLAND,

(Formerly

Boarders Wanted.
good rooms with board for a gentleman and
wife; also good accommodations for two or three

BLUE.

in French at the Portland High School.

I

As

jan31

to do by a young man who is willing
Address Λ. W. L., Press Office.
octl2-tf

to work.

j Instructor

1

O.,

I

WILL BE SOLD CIIEAP !

Gossip and (ileaiiinjrw.

TT

—

BLANKETS,

It i.s not a pliysie which may
give
relief
to tlie sufferer for the first
few do es, temporary
but
from
continued use brings Piles and kindredwhich,
diseases
to
aid in weakening the
invalid, nor is it. a doctored liquor
which, under the popular name of "Bitters" is so

DON

SPRING-VALE.

Wanted

ALDEN J. Β LEI HEN.

FRENCH

TEBBETS" HOUSE,

A

OF PAKIS,

popular house, which

FRESCO

single

State Street, for Sale.

FOR SALE !

Board and nice

let with board in a priwith board for
minutes walk Jot the City
Box 1003, Portland P. O.
tf

oil

STORY Brick house on New State street, next
to Congress street, has ten rooms and furnished
with Gas, Sebago water hot and cold, bath room, two
water closets, furnace, dumb waiter, wash room, two
cellars &c.
Is a very healthy location, every room having the
sun shinning in some p;irt of the* dm*.
Terms easy.
For further information apply to G. G. LARKIN,
311 Congress Street or HENRY A. JONES. Gait
Block. Commercial Street.
oct9-tf

Boarders Wanted.

Jules Ch. L. Morazaiu,

£. CRAM & CO., Proprietos.

House

3

FEW BOARDERS can be accommodated, also
table boarders at No. 11 Myrtle Street.
oct!8
dtf

Boys,

LITTLE

E.

ηονδ

SCHOOL
!

PORTLAND, MAINE,

L.

have

Parlor tc

gentlemen.
?building. Address

Tear will open Sept. 2, and continue
Forty-Three Weeks.
Send for Catalogue, or address the princiral.

Scandinavian Jmmigrauts.

W.

novlldlw*

School, SOMETHING

Family
For

19 1-2 Market Sqr. (up SUirs.)
A good variety of cases always ready made.
63T"Mr. B., is always ready to obtain employment

United States Hotel,

to

on

2w*

j

THIS

to

Oxford street».

Wilmot and

vate family; also
A PLEASANT
Within five

Me.
I

Those desirir g such
at No. 10 Elm St.

Μ

by
JONES PENNELL,

rooms

Foreign Patents,

or

cars from Gorliam
can have the game

Boarders Wanted.

when

help can apply as above
junifteouGni

owner

can

209 Congres» St., Portland, IVle.

for

the

on

The

novO

OF

II. Λ.

Said house is one of the best locations on
the street; tine neighborhood. Consists of
two story framed House and ell, containing ten
finished
roomn; painted walls throughout;
highly
gas ; good cellar and heated by furnace ; large brick ciswell
drained.
One of the most desitern, filtered;
rable and convenient houses in the city ; close to
of
can
buseen from 3 to δ P.
street
liue
cars;
Spring
M. Terms easy. Enquire on the premises.
June 10.
dti

be accomodated with

Boarders Wanted.

and Solicitors

aud

! House No. 24 Einery St., head ol
i'uslmiaii Street.

at

good
GENTLEMEN
Rooms at 27£ Danforth Street.

EDUCATIONAL.

SCRIIiNER & JORDAN,

American

Portland.

sepSdts

1872.

FOR SALE !

in the

block,

same

can

ELIZABETH

Mrs. Ο. K. S. FliCsR.

Portland, Sept. 4tû,

cf two or three new Books that, will have a large sale
and wishes a partner who thoroulily understand s the
business to manage the sale. No one will be accepted who has not canvassed for more than a year and
can dril agents euccoeeftilly.
First «ass references
as to character and ability required.
Only a small
capital will be required, ae the advertiser will furnish
his f-hare, and more than half if necessary. No answer will be leturned unless tull name and residencce
is given, and then only when acceptable. Address
PUBLISHER, careT. C. Evans, Esq., Boston, Mass.
nol2
S Tu Tli3w

To Let·
No. 92 Middle street, recently occupied by
&
Breed.
Fogg
Hoyfc,
MATTOCKS & FOX, 88 Middle st.
jo3-jf

Ac.

-bO±i
ΓΪ1ΗΕ riinl estate of tlie late Mrs.
X SMITH, No. 6 Chestnut Street.
Mease address

partner
Subscription Book
WANTED—A
business. The advertiser has secured the sal·

LET.

SHKPARD & COMPANY,
J. C. PROCTER.

5^*All kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture
oct5-'69TT&Stf
boxed and matted.

Attorneys

WALLET found

proving property.

MB». II. E. THOMPSON,
Lowell, Mass.,

of

Or,

OF

rooms

No. 34 Plum St.

sepl3-tf

Wallet Found.

GJT" If applied for immediately will be let low-

Suite, Lounçes. Spring
Keels, M!attres«es,

IHcDonongli

THOMPSON

THE

TO

Nos. 31 aud 33 Free St.,
Parlor

boarders

corner

IN

For Sale or To Lei,
Gas and Sebago water.
Apply to Ε. II. GILLESPIE,

40 Rooms

novl31w

GENTLEMEN
good board and

sepliMf

1872.

St. Lawrence House.

Boarders Wanted,

of those large and commodious stores

more

tfaprtî

ALLEN HAINES.

food

A

Street, occupied by

Portland, Sep. 18th,

SUCCESSFUL SALESMAN as General Agent
for three of the New Egnland States ; special
in hardware line. Any good man with $1000 to
r»000 capital to invest, and desiring a profitable and
permanent business, will do well to apply, persenally
to T. C. EVERETT. Poplar street, Danvers Mass.
nov!3
lw

fro. 47-49 Middle St.

State

on

lw*

ϋ.

TO LET.
Store and Basement

Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Con I mined by Messrs. Hamu-ett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also ior sale at lowest market price,
Wilkesbarre, Scrauton, Lackawanna, and Pittston
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Ves-

Ί^ΗΕ

SITUATION by a lady to do family sewing.
For particulars inquire at 37 Brown street

4

1872.

house

the uudersigned. This house is thoroughly built of
brick and stone and has all modern conveniences.

Wanted.

WITH

179 Couianereia! Ml., Portland.

MANTFACTUREU

For Sale.

Danvers, Mass.

Famished Rooms to Let,
or without board, in the immediate vicinity of the City Building.
at
Press Office.
Apply
aul9dtf

WHOLESALE COAL DEALERS

UPHO

Let.

house No. 80 Clark sreet, containing 13
with modern improvements.
Enquire of
MARK WIGGIX,
on the premises.

BRICK

CHANDLER, Prop'r.

P. 8.

oclCdtf

Wanted.
4 Ν enterprising BUSINESS MANAGER of integwith
to $10,000 capital to invest in a
$5000
rity,
special manufacture in the hardware line—goods partially introduced, and saleable every where—protected
by soveral patents, and defy competition. $50,000
capital can be used to advantage, as the business
may be enlarged to any extent, For further particular* apply, in person to T. C. EVERETT, Poplar St.,

septlldtf

30 ExehmiKe Kl., Portland.
Formerly of the U. S. Treasury Department and
rn
all the courts in the District of Columbia,
Attorney

J. H.

A

store in the Racklef! Block, corner
j\. of Middle and Ceurch streets—basement and
first floor, eleganth "finished and adapted to
jobbing
dry goods or other similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES.
Apply to

No.

tranportation
]>oint desired.

time

Wanted.

largo brick

4

I1JÎKKÏ F. T. jlEKKILL,
COUNSELOll AT LAW,

procured for the
of shipments. any

Will

novl3

ME.

PORTLAND,
hours—9 to 11 Α. M., 1 to 3 and

or

Exchauge street,

STORETOLET.

Cor. Pine and Emery Streets.

Vest

making.
give
Address "A. B.," Press office,
ÏJOwhile learning.Portland.
novl4d3t*

To Let.
Oxford Stacet, near Elm, with all tho
improvements; Gas and Sebago Waoct30tt
Enquire on the premises.

OUSE 140
modern

_SALE.

THIS

at the
PRESS OFFICE.
2w

be

and must be taken
Is there want

House will accommodate 75guests. Always
filled with summer tourists during thy season,
with a good show of business travel during the year.
The best location in Bethel, situated at the head of
the Park. It has 50 largo well ventilated rooms in
good repair, with stable and ice house. Will fee sold
with or without the Furniture on the most favorable
tenns if applied for at once, as the subscriber is going West. Apply to

Partner Wanted.
9700 Capital.
Enquire

learn Boot

D.,

FOR

MANASSEH SMITH

AJîD

—

SATURDAY MORNING, >0Y. 1β, 1872.

were

extensively

HOUSE,

THE PRESS.

US.
ç CONGRATULATE
jj
Thinking goods
lower than tliey wοnld-«--*■
la^er the «eason,
purchased
very U
C heavy
c

IsîWsXfllTl û s ι »Ί If jjfJ jfHf

Brokers.
tf

BETHEL 1IILL, ME.,

A large black Newfoundland Dog about
3 years old. A sutiable reward will be paid
for bis return to

ITII

MISCELLANEOUS.

1Ί

SALE.

CHANDLER

TERMS $8.00 PEE ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

fcoMË s

SECOND hand Baggies Printing Preis, card
and circular, for sale cheap. Call or address.
HARRIS BROS·,
oct30dtf
135 Spring St., Portland, Me.

A

novlMlw*

nol4d3t*

dtf

M.

FOR

Dog: Lost.

ONE

4M Exchange Street.

Fop24

as nurse

NO. 12 NEWBURY STREET.

M.C. It. R.

_

norlgage

Real Estate and
woman,

Wanted—Λ House.
Western
of city; 7 to 8 rooms. Oooil locaINtion, water part
anil gas. Addreae TICKET OFFICE,

for

To Let.
half of double House No. 47 Pleasant street,
iu good order, eleven rooms, furnace, gas and
S* hago water. Stable room for one horse and carriage.
nov2tf

has removed to

port

HALL

Wanted.
middle aged

situation to take care of an elderly lady.

a

iiolG»d3t

A Few Good Rents
Τ V applied for at once.

1

respectable

Apply

Dancing Schools, Parties, Balls, &c.,

nov5dtf

Χ. Λ.

dljr*

BYwishes
at

On the 15th of this month, and will be let on very
reasonable terms. Apply to J. COLE, 16 Brown
btroet, or at the Hall.
nov5dtf

GEORGE E. BIRD,

of

nol5

a

splendid order

Will be in

BUSINESS CARDS.

sels

BY

Τ

J^E

IiAi\€Ai§T£R

Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

at

considerable experience and
young
unexceptionable references, a situation as Bookkeeper, or any situation requiring c«re and attention
ana good handwriting.
Apply to "M," Press office.

lw*

MISCELLANEOUS.

We are prepared to loan money 111 nuiuh
from $100 to any amount desired, oa flrel
elan* uiortagi'N iu Porllaad Cnpr Kli»»belh, IVeNtbrook, or Deering. Parties déni roue of buildiagcan also lieaccommoda
ted with loans.
GEO. R. DAVIM & CO,,

Wanted·
man

1872.

to Loan ! ! !

ΜΐΟ,ΟΟΟ

soft
a

16,

BULLETIN.

same

JAMES MILLER'S,
91 Federal street.

per montli.

BURNHAM, 631 Congress St.

Τ Ο

at

or

ESTATE4

NOVEMBER

Oeo. R. Davis A Co.'s

to

by leaving

novlStf

ARTIES in search of rooms and board can be acco niuadated bv applying at 2U Free S free.
nol2tf
MRS. M. I). WOODARD.

P

bills

PRESS office,

Board.

tion.

Attorney

BILL

BOOK, containing
amounting
to $800 for collection. The flutter
A from $600
will be suitable rewarded
the
at the

GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.

to

REAL

Lost.

\

Κχοπλνόε St, Portland.
Eight Dollare a Year in advauce·

At 109

MORN TNG,

SATURDAY

Send for the new
maps, published in

Descriptive Pamphlet,

new

English, German, Swedish and
Danish, mailed free everywhere.
O. F. DAVIS,
Address,
Land Com'r U. P. R. R. Co., Omaha, Ned.
oot22t4w

J money
Traveling
Agents,
for

J

with

at work

Waine

(Jo., Portland,
oct30-4wWF&M

D. L. Edwards &

Send for particulars.

Who Wants
j

Employment

?

No book ever sold like MARK TWAIN'S
*ROl<« II I!\<; IT
80,000 printed in si* months.
Old Agents often make #26 a day : new ones ran make
$5 to .f 10 easily on this book. Try it once and see.
We want 1000"more agents;don't be afraid to apply—
For
old aud vouug. Women do spJendilv with it.
lull
information, address AMERICAN Publising
oet22t4w
Co., Hartford, Conn.

1 à^ Γ\τΤί

ϋ-VJXiil Αία

SOMETHING NEW, C salable
articles,sell at sight. Catalogues
and one sample fh?e.N.Y.MTg

; WANTED.fv'··21 c°ar"an^*Y■
WOOD !

WOOD

SOFT WOOD for sale at Ko. « Lin
coin street. Alio Dry Edging*.
WM. HI SE.

HARD

and

rather than wickedness, supplies the necessary shade of the sunny picture—all these are
very real personages to us. Lest we should
mar the pleasure of our readers we will not

it

prefer it to all others. Physicians have deitjsuperior to any of the other oils in

cided

market."

norl4-12w

attempt to give any resume of the plot of
Mkrbv's Museum has been united to the
"Off theSkelligs," which is
original and full Youth'» Companion, of Boston—a union of two
of interest throughout, and free from the
of our oldest youths' publications.
Ν a than ie 1
least suspicion of anything
commonplace or j Willis, father of N. P. Willis, first
sensational. In closing this brief notice, we
published
the Companion, nearly fifty years
must be allowed to
ago—and, tocongratulate Miss Ingelow
it
is
one
of
tho
on having written a most charming work of
day,
spriglitliest and most enfiction, and so placing herself high among terprising sheets in the country, novlld&w
the novelists, as she has already done among
Advertisers naturally seek the means ο
the poets of the present day. (Published by
Roberts Brothers, Boston. For sale by Ix>r- reaching the largest number of readers, and
those of the best
ing, Short <Sfc Harmon.)
quality. The Oaily Press
fills the bill in both particulars better than any
Camping Out. Edited by C. A. Stevens.
This is the first volume of the "Toung other daily journal in Maine.

iSSs."

τ IT in

SATURDAY MORXING, XOV. 1β, 1872.
mrM

—

We do not rea l anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication
as a guaranty of good faitb.
Wo cannot undertake to return

but
m

jnications that

are

preserve

or

com-

not used.

The Growth of α Dickens Literature.
Shortly after the death of Charles Dickens
it began to be said by a timid few that his
place in literature vas only comparable with
that of Shakespeare. Of course this opinion
was muttered under the breath by those who
knew that the kind-hearted author of stories
which were new evangels was in the index
expurgatoriua of such awful authorities as
Dr. Holland and the Rev. Dr. Fulton. But
the short time which has since elapsed ha»
done much to justify that opinion. Contemporary popularity is counted a poor criterion

Tan now Veimont Central Railroad Uli
the Semite on Thursday, cauie*
An amendment to one secsome comment.
tion of the bill provides that the new company may issue bonds and secure the same
by a mortgage or pledge ot any franchise,

edly some of us

literature in voluminousness.

friend* of Sunday Schools in
Washington county will hold a convention in the
Baptist
church at Calais, Nov. 29, commencing at teu
o'clock a. m.
In the little village of
Athens, near the centre of Somerset
county, are four religious denominations, and each denomination owns onefourth of the village chapel.
Each church has
a minister, so that the house of
worship is occupied every Sabbath. The ministers live in
peace, each sharing the respect and confidence
of his brethren.
Uev. J. C. Snow, pastoo of the UniverAlist
church in Anburn, commences a course of lectures to the young on the first
Sunday in December'
The work of plasteridg the audience room of
the Payson Memorial church in this city, is
about completed. It is to be hoped that liberal
contributions will tlow in so that this beautiful
edifice may be completed next season.
Rev. Mr. Tinker, who was compelled by ill
health to withdraw his acceptance of the call to
the pastorate of the Auburn High street Congregational church, is eoou to sail from Boston
through the Mediterranean toCadiz,*n λ trip for
his health. He will be absent about six months.
The Auburn church yet
hope to obtain Ιιίτι for
their pastor, and will wait to see what effect
the trip may have upon his health.
Bev. E. L. Foster has retired from the pastorate of the church in Milltown, St. Stephen.
This retirement was made necessary by Mr.
Foster's sickness.
His physician has enjoined
upon him a long rest from all ministerial work.
He will spend the winter at the South.
The Congregational Society in Calais hope to
dedicate their new sanctuary about the first of
January. It will be one of the most beautiful
church edifices in the State.
The Congregational church in Eliot is engaging a revival of religion. Seven have been
received into the church within a month, six of
whom were from the Sabbath School, and others ar« to join at the next communion.

English Republican agi-

who are

living now will »ee a
government established in England in which
the Democratic principle will be more strongly implanted than in that of the United
States.

writers ami critics at work upon him in so
short a time after his decease. The Dickens

One of the Blair family has been writing
a letter in which he considers the causes and
lessons of Greeley'» defeat. He say« that
the administration is sustained by only a

Shakespeare

Within a few

months two very elaborate works have been
published, the purpose of which is to render
any important passage in the novels of Dick-

of voters, while its opponents include three-fifths of the white voters in the

minority

instantly available. This is a kind of
compliment that has hitherto been paid to the
Bible alone.
Authors and publisher» can
afford such concordances only of writers
who»e words have taken a deep root in the

country whom time will compact and so restore popular government. It is a consoling
thought that the American people will never
place in power a party in which the leading

heai ta anil lives of millions of men.

ticians.

en»

characters will be of the Blair school of

It may
affectionate interest that now

iu

personal history of the greatlists, will soon fade, and that the
next generation of his admirers will not read
the "Pen-Photographs" of Kate Field or lier
English imitator, that no one will care to

poli-

his

swallowing

Mb. Blanchard, the Boston agent of the
associated press, informs the Maine paper·
that lie left on file at the telegraph office

first American oyster will be forgotten, together with the description Edmund Tates
is now

giviug

wrinkles

on

UILTU

ÛUl

will

«t
and

on

lyceum platform

the

of the

M

prUIMIUIlllJ lilUL
increase rather than
in

that

two

111 IS

1ΠI 'T-

diminish,
from

centuries

now he that effaces the smallest memorial of
Charles Dickens will incur the wrath of man-

8000 words

York papers,

j

was

very full and accurate,

=====
_

ν

uuamxtu U->

r- Λ.

ill Κ

ALABAMA VIiAIMH.—

degree as did the meddle- Gen. Cushiug has written a letter to one of the
lome sexton who had Shakespeare's effigy in
I Alabama claimants, explaining the condition
the Stratford church-y^rd whitewashed—the
and probable mode of adjustment of the claimsfellow whom Charles Lamb wanted to clap He takes pains to show the difference between
the present and the old French Spoliation
fast in the stocks as "a sacrilegious varlet."
And it is

same

claims.

Tn the latter there was no money paid
over to the United States for the benefit of its

comfort to know that so many
photographs, busts, portraits and descriptions
a

citizens,

whereas in the Alabama claims there
will not only be such a fund, but it has been

of him exist that

posterity will not be compelled to rely for their knowledge of the color
of his hair and eyes on snme rude effigy which
official stupidity can easily destroy with a single coat of paint. Two hundred years hence

founded

individual claims already filed.
Gen. Gushing sums up this part of the matter
"
There is ne contingency, uncerby saying:
tainty or doubt in all this; you ai.d the other
parties in interest may, I do not hestatc to say,
rest assured of the honor and good faith of the
Government of the United States in this respect, with just as much of certitude as in the
payment of the gold bonds of the Government."
The money will be distributed under the direction of Congress, probably by a Board of As-

his admirers will be able to see him much as
some of us saw him 011 that March
evening
of

1808,

when he sprang so lightly and rapidly up the stairs from the floor to the platform
of City Hall, strode briskly forward, leaped

without

a

moments hesitation the little chasm

on

STATE

ages that had made life so much better worth
living. But the kind, beaming eyes, the mo-

Cider can be

power of benevolence and kindness of heart
on the human features.
And it is sorrowful
to reflect that while the deep scars left by

thought on the face of the novelist
will b« faithfully reproduced for posti rity, the
beauty given to it by the beautiful soul withThe coalition game is played out, the respective actors have put their puppets up,
removed their stage toggery and now appear
in their original light. The World which
called Mr.

Greeley on the morning of November 4th, "a marvel of tact aud wisdom/'
said his "spirit kas been high mnd chivalrous"
and declared that "he had shown perfect selfpoise aud solid good sense." Now that the
the election is over and disguise· are no longnecessary, the World says that Mr. Gree-

ley "confesses to hollowness and folly of the
distinguishing thing i'i the platform" on which
he stood; "he makes haste to renounce and
trample under his feet the evasive juggle
which alone made his nomination possible;"
"he cannot escape the imputation of having
given his sanction to a miserable fetch whose
dishonest emptiness he perfectly understood,

asked if

he ever

It

seems

Tribune, but ·ο
late unuatural union, it is

their

a

plied Castelar,

large majority but the
Uerediiury branch of the legislative—the
peers—rejected the bill by a nearly unaniThe Emperor announces that
mous vote.
he wiil secure his contemplated reforms even
if he is obliged to employ his constitutional
a

create

peerages, and he has
already made sixty lifj peers pledged to his
reform measures and intimates that if these
are not sufficient to overcome the opposition
powers

to

majority, he will create another lot. In this
action, the Emperor furnishes an excellent
argument against hereditary governments.
The Republican papers of New York

arc

question
already discussing
Hcspeaker of the the next Assembly.
ratio Seymour onee said that .lie had rather
be Speaker of the Assembly than Governor
the

of who shall

be

of the State.

SpeaKer

of the

Another paper says that the
Assembly gives tone to the

whole

body; if he is a strong, decided,
straightforward man, the Assembly is likely
to be of the same
character; but if he shows
weakness and signs of
corruption, the Assembly will tall into the same evil way.
Among

other candidate» Hon. A. B.
spoken of.

Connell is

The fact that the
French arms calumny campaign document
and Senator Wilson's
reputed Know Nothing
speeches, were spread broadcast, shows how
little influence the reformers had even when
appealing to former national prejudices.
one-sixth are Germans.

Γπε opening of the Intercolonial
Railway
between Halifax and St. John was
not made

the occasion of

public demonstration as was
first regular train run
over the road last
Monday after a lew mishaps. Before winter sets in it is expected
that trains will be run upon schedule
time.
a

The

"admire your

majesty'»

^awiiru κι.
ijowfii, οι Bangor, says the
Whig, has been missing for several days and
fears are entertained that he has committed
suicide.
He was employed in Williamtr
jewelry store.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
The Observer says that
Major Hastings
of
Strickland,
Bangor, recently enforced the
liquor law on John L. Page at the head of
Moosehead Lake.
Henrv O. Pratt, formerly of
Foxcroft, has
been recently elected Representative to Confrom the Fourth Congressional District in
owa by about 8000
Republican majority.
Dover expects to have a spool
factory soon.
The Observer advocates the abolition of
the
school district system.

cour-

fress

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

Mrs. Dike of Bath, has found situations for
a dozen of the girls
lately thrown out of employment in Boston if they will accept them.
Mrs. Dike has written to
parties in Boston to
co-operate with her.
Mrs. Addie F. Small and nine others of Bath
have petitioned for a new street

the window.
Roswell Miner, of Steuben, Ν. Y.. having
got
a particle of the poisoned mucous from a
glanderei horse in his eye, suffered great
agony for
a week or more, and
finally died. Instances of
human death from contact with glandered

by

A prominent

WALDO COUNTY.

The Belfast Aye says that
Steplieu Knowlton
of Belmout, an industrious
farmer, has lately
became insane, and, a few days
ago, wandered
away from his home, and no intelligence has
since been heard of him.
The Age says that R. S. Plummer is
carrying
a forty pound mail from Albion
to Belfast on

already

pieces

of straw, two of coal,
an apple seed, two small chickcn
bones, a
piece of gravel and a black beetle.
There is an old fellow out at New Salem,

Ind.,

who

professes

a

belief in the devil

as

foot.

the

object of divine worship, and to him he
offers down his daily prayers. He
recently
tried to start a prayer-meeting after his own
creed, but the enterprise failed, and he is the
only pillar of the faith.
true

CoL Hayes of North Berwick, had one cf his
from his head by being thrown
carriage at Salmon Falls Friday of
last week.
John J. Hatch of Wells, lias been held to
hail in SJ000 for
discharging a gun at the
engineer of the Eastern construction train,
Oct. 31st.
He waits trial in the Portland

at

philosopher, sitting

him down

it, aud

until he roared for mercy.
The ladies of Oshkosh,

Minu.,

nre

The Biddeford Journal complains that the
Boston & Maine Railroad contractors have
made the Alfred road impassable and
crimiualy
leave it 10.
A man named Kldridge,
engineer of the Boston & Maine Railroad, was so
badly injured at
Berwick, Thursday, that he died. In stepping
from the moving engine his foot
slipped, and
he fell across the track. The whole train
passed over him, mangling him in a horrible
manner.
Both legs were cut off, and one arm
so badly crushed that he died
during amputation.

for the
the stove

compiling

list of the disreputable houses in their city
and the gentlemen who visit them.
Some Princeton College students did a very
disgraceful thing the other night, in smearing
with tar all the seats in the college chapel, and
even the Bible.
In Craquet, Ν. B., complaint was
recently
made against a woman who had made
way with
a child
aud upon
her
the

searching

Charles Whitten of Alfred,

the

A memorial

residence,

meeting

G. Meade is

next Monday
addresses are

speakers.

to

in honor of the late
Gen.
be held in

afternoon,

Philadelphia

at which
appropriate
made by
distinguished
thousand dollars have been

to be

Thirty
that city for

his family, who have no
property, and it will probably be increased to
one huudred thousand.
raised in

a

brakeraan

on

Portland & Rochester
Railroad, while
standing on the top of a freight car, Thursday
ifternoon, was struck by the bridge between
Springrale and Alfred, and so badly injured
hat he died soon after.

skeletons of two children were found and the
body of a child in perfect state.
The Boston Advertiser
gives a list of ten killed, nine woundep and six
missing from the effects of the fire.

Geo.

we are

DYSPEPSIA.
This

glad

report that with but one excep-

to

tion the contents

wsre

FULLY PRESERVED.
Orders received for these Celebrated Safes
at the

X. A. IIAYDEN

Rooms of

ESQ, General Agt.

Wheeler & Wilson Sewing Machine Co.,
103 MIDDLE STREET,
PORTLAND.
Β. B.

DYEB, Agent,

For Morri* <fc Ireland.
Portland, Nov. 16. 1872.

novlBantf

J. Β. BROWN & SONS,
Β Λ Ν Ε Ε Β Si

No. 40

Manufacturers of

PUREST

MAINE.

DEALERS in Government and other Investment
Securities and in Gold and Silver Coin*
DEPOSITS received subject to check at sight. Interest at the rate of Four per cent, per annum allowed on all Daily Balances. Accounts rendered and interest credited monthly.
CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT issued bearing nterest as by agreement and available at. maturity in
Portland, Boston or îsew York.
STERLING Exchange purchased. Sight and sixty
day drafts on Englnnd, Ireland, Scotland, and al
the principal cities of Europe. Also, Gold and Currency Checks on Boston, New York and Montreal

Wore to

Shadow.
Flesl», muscle and mind alike deteriorate when the
a

touiacli falters in its duty and the bowels do not pertheir part as scavengers of the system regularly
nil ralurallv. In chronic dyspepsia the body is

oral

! isually

emaciated, the muscular fibre loose and tiab-

1 iy, and the brain incapable of prolonged or vigorous
xertion. Every organ, every member, even the iniaortal mind itself, 1» to a certain extent dependent
ipon the etomsv-h for support. Strengthen anil reguitc this feeder ef the
with Hostetter's
system
itoraach Bitters, when it fails to perform its funcions properly. A good ap)>etite, an increased flow of
lie gastric Juice, and
perfect disgestion and assimilaion will
assuredly be the result. The manner in
yhicli the great tonic and alterative ettecte a
cure of

!
1

j

AND

Any Desired Shade
Prepared for

sale of the

First Mortgage Bonds ot the Portland & Ogdeusburg Κ. B.
se39

M&Stf

en

ο

ο

PANTS AND VEST

MAKERS WANTED
Ο IV

BEADY

ΟΒ1Λ
novllsntf

OIADB

WORK.

1IAWK.ES & CO.,

390 Λ39ί Congres· Street.

se28-eodtf

F.

DEALERS IIV SECURITIES,
invite inquiries relating to investments, and give
below the prices of a few of the most desirable
Bonds :
B., C. R. & M., Milwaukee Extension, 7s
52£

DENTAL

BATCHELOR'S HAIR DYE.

Every Man.
or SELF-PRESERVAon the Cause and Cure of

Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in Man, Ner-

Physical Debility,Hypochondria, Impotency,
Spermatorrhœa or Seminal Weakness, and all other
diseases arising from the errors of
youth or the inand

discretions or excesses of mature years. This is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been
taught by this work the true way to health and happiness. It is the cheapest ana best medical work

ever published, and the
only oue on this class of ills
worth reading. 190th edition, revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful French cloth.
Price only $1. Sent by mall post-paid on receipt ef
price. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bulfinch Street, Boston, Mass., or Dr.
W. H. PARKER, Assistant
Physician. Ν. B. The
author

the above as well
requiring skill and experience.
on

as

all

mar25-dly

SHIRTS
—

AKD

wait

Plain and.

Df

on

those

requiring

his

professional services.

PORTLAND,

nov7

ME.

invite

BANK OF PORTLAND.
un lersigned will carry
strictly Banking business, at the Banking

on a

now

assuring all that

Hose

examination oi

we

GOODS
—

—

In Geneva, Ν. Y., Nov. 14, Persia H., wife of D. H.
Furbish.
[Funeral at Geneva on Sunday.]
In Bridgton, Nov. 10, Mrs. Jane B., wife of Amos
Libby, ana daughter of the late Rev. Joseph Pliinney,
aged 55 years 11 months.
In Biidgton, Nov. 12, Mise Lydia J. C. Frost,
aged

56 years 8 months.
In Otisfield, Oct. 30, Mrs.
Chambers, aged 94 years.

Dorothy, widow of Thos.

FIRE!

Nestorian
—

VERY

AT

Olympus
City of Paris

—

LOW

Australia
St Laurient
Wiscousin
Russia
Crescent City
City of Bristol

PRICES.

CHARLES CUSTIS

&

CO.,

Erie

493 COTOKERH STREET.
octll

BDtf

To Lei
commodious four storied Brick Store, No. 57
THE
Commercial St.—immediate posession given.
of

Inquire

ELIAS THOMAS & CO
No. 90 Commercial St.
W. W. THOMAS, Canal National Bank.
sei>tl2sntf

Or of

PARLOR
The

STOVES!

Very Bent iu the market, and for
■ale at Lovr Price·
by

BUCKNAM & BAILEY,
No. 199 Fore St, between
Exchange and
Plnm Streets.

ootlO-slitf

MUNICIPAL & REAL

ESTATE

SEVERITIES !
BONDS of Towns and Cities, and MORTGAGES
of improved Keal Estate in tho
west,
10 per
cent, interest, payable in tho east, for bearing
sale bj
CHAULES M.
28 Exchange
Portland.

HAWKES,
st.,

sep28sntf

CAHBOLATE

LIME.

Highly recommended for use In Stables to prevent
HORSE DISTEMPERS
other

Disease*

so

prevalent

now·

Sold cheap by

>V. W. WHIPPLE k CO.,
Druggists,
market Square.

oct25sntf

GUNS,

SHOT,
CAPS.
BUY THEM AT 81 EXCHANGE ST.,
OF

lA'CAS.

Sept 18-sntf
SEDAUA WATER
A few of

sale by

BONDsT

these popular ten per cent City Bonds for

CIIARLE8 Λ. HAWKES,
iiov9sn3w
28 EXCHANGE 8TREET.
To

the

Consumptive.—Wilbor's

Com"

Cod Liver Oil and Lime, without
possessing the very nausoatine flavor of the article as
heretofore used, is endowed by the phosphate of iime
wiih a healing property, which renders the
oil
sific îeious. Remarkable testimonials of its doubly
efficacy
can be exhibited to those who desire to
see them. For
*ale bv A. B. Wilbor, Chemist, 1C6 Court
St., Boston
novl4eod3t
pocnd of

Tlie Press

as an

..

November 16.

...6.33 I Moon rises
4.36 High water

|

5.30 PM
12.00
M

all the choice «hades.

in

Hunt.

Sch May Evelyn, McKeen, Jamaica—master.
Sch Fred Walton, Rich, Bluehill—Ε Freeman.
Sch Delia Hinds, Wells, Calais.
Sch Utica, Thorndike, Rockland —C A Β Morse

Advertising

Medi-

um.
The attention of advertisers is called te the excelent and constantly improving condition of the
Daily
Press as an advertising medium. Its circulation
ivhicli has long been the largest in Maine has considerably increased during the past six months, and is
tteadily and rapidly increasing. It goes to the very
jest class of readers in Portland and
vicinity, is sold
argely on railway train· and steamboats, and is I
bund iu all public placée.
sn
!

DOMESTIC PORTS.
GALVESTON—Sid 7th inst, brig Lizzie M Merrill,
Dockendorf, Liverpool.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 9th, ship John Ο Baker,
Spear, from Boston.
Cld 0th, ship Genevie Strickland, Strickland, Liverpool; barque St Cloud, Barstow, Genoa; brig Η M

Rowley. Rowley,

Boston.

SW Pass 9th. ship John Patten.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 6th, sch Stamj>ede, Dow,
New York.
Cld 7th, sch Wm Penn, Thompson, Providence.
Cld 8th. schs Altavela, Joy, and Hermon Curtis,
Curtis, New York.
BRUNSWICK—In port 8th, brig Sullivan, Giles;
schs Ade'i
Huntley, and Loretta Fish, Wiley, Idg,
for Northern ports.
SAVANNAH—Cld 13th, ship John Watt, Morse,
Havre.
Sid 13th,

ship Seminole, Holmes, Boston.
WILMINGTON—Ar 11th, brig Isola, Snowman
Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 12th, brig Harry. Sedglev, Fajardo, PR; schsSkviark, Loring. New York; Laura
Bridgman, Harris, Darien; Maggie Mulvey, Allen,
Waluoboro; Delraont, Gales. Portland.
Cld 12th, schs M C Mosely, Coggius. for Curacoa
Arctic, Norris, St Pierre ; M H Reed, Benson, Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 11th, barque Hornet, Hopsins, Malaga.
Ar 13th, sch Lizzie Cochrane, Cochrane, Jamaica.
Cld 13th, brig Mary C Rosevelt, Roberts, Charleston ; sch Mary Ε Staples, Godfrey, Boston.

oclOeoel-'w

having adopted the

!
PATTERNS,

SYSTEM,

CASH

and customer* to give him
will find all kinds of

PROVISIONS AND GROCERIES

I
Our

CHEAP

ί Would invite his friends
call, where they

KNOT.

Τ Η Ε

BY

BUXTON,

W.

We also shade

selling the same

CHEAP FOR CASH.
Ull

oc22

stock of

MAY Ac CO.,

SLIPPERS,

!

ψ

Hardware & Metals,

OTTOMANS,

7

BRACKETS,

14, 16, 18

AND BONNETS,
are

Claiming

attractive.

Oliver Street,

& 20

as we

—AT

OF

—

do tbe

million*

WAS

give us

a

But

we

Bound Volume* from 1852 to 1869
inclusive, bound Volumes and
unbound from 1863 to 18 7O.

for tbemse'vee.

see

APPLY

of

LOW

D. W.

DAVIS Ac
NO.

FIRE',

yards were destroyed,
sell as

AS

BLOCK.

Saved from the Fire.
C. F. IIOVË1 & CO.,

EVER

FESSENDEN,

!*KW CITY BtTILMKTG.

wovl4d4w

1w

POST OFFICE ADDRESS

will

we

TO

CLERK'S OFFICE.

ηονίβ

—

follow i ii ur

Chailton, late
"

John

OF

THK

—

Individuals

desired.

Co. B, 17 Me. Inf.
"
·'
"
·'
Jordan B1 ickstone,
E, 44
: Henry T. Welch alia* Walsh late
Private Co. E, 13
Me. Inf.
33 Summer
! Joseph N. Walsh, late Private Co.
4th. Mass. Cav.
B,
41
44
44
I John A. Sargent, 44
1st, Me. 44
44
44
41
take great pleasure ψ announcing to their old pat- i Thomas Givens,
Vet.
G, 44
u
4i
44
Thomas
Fox,
rone and tbe public, that their
H, 29th,44 Inf.Vol·
44
44
4'
44
Chu. H. Merrill. 44
92th,
Benj. M. Winch, 44"
5th, 44 44
JOBBING- and RETAIL
! David
"
"
"
"
"
Given,
E,
"
"
"
Jos. N. Stnnworth,"
F. 11th, "
44
44
Orman E. Hines, 44
A. 1st, Battlin IT

long as they last,

as

CO.,

CLAPP'S

10

fill all or15(11 w

nov

Kennebec

Weekly
Journal,

say to all de-

lo

SALE.

FOR
The Thrice

MAINE,

call and

DESTROYED

receu- Fire, and we are prepared
with our usual promptness.

ders

siring

to

NOT

i by the

—

FANCY GOODS

THE—

BOSTON
whereby

BOSTON.
We hereby give njtice that our stoTe

LARGEST STOCK

it is impossible to enumerate.

Private

St.,'Boston,

of Wool

··

de-

ADVANCE IN WOOLEN GOODS 15 PER
CENT.

Goods

Dry

House

remains intact in all its departments.

Advance in Cotton Goods
ΙΟ Per Cent.
Gotdi

a·

Lew

NOW

Ever.

FALL AND
BARGAINS IN SHAWLS.
Λ

Bargains in Ladies' Underwear.

J.XJLJU

COVELL & CO.,
Cor.

Congress

Brown

WINTER

GOODS!

St.,

STATE OF .HAINE

β'·

PORTLAND

β'·

CLEVELAND, ΟΠΙΟ,

Τ»»

ZANE8VILLE, OHIO

8'·

HT, I,ΟΓΙ»,

C'a

LOUISVILLE, K.V.,

Τ»·

COOK COUNTY

7'·

dated,

Also

CHICAGO,

st

DANVILLE &

»'■

for

SALE

Not

Burned Out,

At the Old

BY

note

HT It Κ ET.

BOSTON.

of Administrator of tha estate of
McMALE, late of Portland,

Black. Blue-Black
and Bine,

AND PKESSED, KEADV FOR WEAK.
No Kipping required.

JOHN DUNPHY, Adm'r.
nolGdlawiwS·

Portland, Oct. 15, 1872.

!

AT

J

nancial Record, an especially interesting article on
Dress in our Schools by "Our Young Woman," and
ten eolumns of interesting miscellany.

over

FOMTEB'N

It

PARTNER W AMTED
old established

Planing and moulding Mill
with latest improved Machinery for all kinds of jobbing in carpentering and woodwork. The death of ^
partner, and reeent disastrous fire leaves an opening ?
For investment of capital never offered in this line of
business.
Ad.ress JACOB RAND, 17 Wareham [|
street, Boston.
novlSdlw
Bookia the market is
1f

Petroleum Y.

Nasby,

t i· illustrated by THOU AN
NAST, the greatet of American Artists, and contain·
an introduction
>y Hon. Charles Sumner.
Agent· wanted for thin

■nrt others popular book·. Address I. N.
lilchardion
k Co., Boston Mas» ., and St.
Louis, Mo.
novlG
tlw

AGENTS!

A

CHAR.Κ-

INC." How either ser
may fascinate and
;ain the love Λ nflctli.n of any perton
they ehooie
intantly. This simple mental acquirement all can
«sites», free, by mail, tor 28c.,
with a mar-

together

iage guide, Egyptian Oracle,
Dreams, Hints to
A queer book. Address
„aaic«,, Se.
IP
T. TTTT
WILLIAM & CO. Publisher Phila.
nov!6
tlw
«

»

—

HOVIB.

RARE

CHANCE

We will pay all Agent· $40 per week in cash, who
will engage witn us at once.
Ererythlng furnished
and ex|>ena«B («1(1. Address
A. COULTER & CO., Charlotte, Mich.
noietlw
/

Orders

issued to discontinue the sale ot Course
HAVE
Tickets for the Army and
Navy Course until
further
been

advices,

as

it is

thonght

the

<1700) has been largely exceeded.

limits fixed upon

A

Wllmot near
call on
L. TAYLOR.

Clerk Wanted.
GOOD,

smart youns man in a business office.
Must be a ready penman and prompt and steady
3n habits. Address
"CLERK," Press office.
novl6d3t
Portland, Me.. Nov. 15, 1872.

A

and Canada Butter.

Also the best brands of Family Flour for sale
by

William H il liken & Co.,
384 COXGREfttf STREET.

hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly appointed Executor of the Will of
EDMUND LIBBY, late of Portland,
in the County of
Cumberland, deceased,and has taken upon himself that trust
by giving bonds as the law
directs. All persons
having lemands upon the
estate of said deceased, are
required to exhibit the
is

Chinese and

Japanese Hoods.

We have Just recelred overland
IVORY

AND

a

rnnidgnment

SANDAL.

of

WOOD

and other Good*, nome very rare and beautiful.
There are «àlarr B.sr·, ( brin .Tira. l'a··.
which we invite ati>-nilon.

Panic*, Ac., to
HAYES
novU

Λε

DOUGLASS.
'w

RECEIVED THIS DAV

130 Tnbs choice Vermont Butter,
Made in September and October.

I). B. RICKER & CO.,
Wholesale Grocers, 185 I'ore Street.
tdecU

novl&13t

To Let.
PLEASANT rent of 7 rooms, on
Congres· Street. For particulars
nol6tf

Vessels Wanted.

π
/Μ|\Αλ

to

load I. «m be rat Portland, Bangor,
Calai», Montreal, and South-

pnrt, for the Hirer Pintle.
To los<> Cawl. at Picton, Llngan, and Port
Al»o
Caladonla for New York.
tlieSouond port»,
and St John, Ν. B.

Boston,

BIRD PERKINS ât JOB.
103 State St., Boston. 27 South St, New York,
novlt
d3m

Nottce.

Vessels Wanted
TO LOAD

AT

Picto·, Sydney, Lillian and Port
Caledonia, C. B.,
—

>iT>8VCHOJIANCV,orenCL
Ι

DVB

14 1"ηί·ηΝ·

FOR SALE EVERY WHERE.

HE bent

Warranted not to crock.

Jy23codnew tf

THE STATE

«telling
of
Γ The Straggle*

»epl9-T Τ tSJin

same: and all persons indebted
to said estate are
called upon to make payment to
EDWIN COBURN, Executor.
Portland. Nov. 6, 1872.
no«-lawS*3w

Dyed Brown,

in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
given
bonds
as the law directe.
All persons having
demands upon the estate of said deceased, are
required to exhibit the same ; and all nersons indebted to said estate are called upon to maite payment to

an

Garments

OR

JOHN

novl6

CALL AND TRY A. PACKAGE

NOTICE

<Mw

CLEANSED,

is hereby given, that the subscriber has
NOTICE
been duly appointed and taken upon himself
the trust

in

Brown & CO.,

Gentlemen's

TO-DAY

HIDEOUT SISTERS, Sole agent» for Portland.
Offlce at 301} Congres» Street.

6S Tabs Vermont

118 MILK STREET,

will contain, among other contributions,
a paper on Spectacular Polities, leading articles
the topics of the week, reports and reviews, Fi-

The Woman's Tea Co.

novl3d2w·

Sept 7-eodtf-n

on

Stand,

Supply Order·.

I·

Fairbanks,

Bankers and. Brokers.
MIDDLE

Tea !

CHOICE BUTTER.
Readr

SWAN & BARRETT,
IOO

eod3w

KTOTICE is hereby given that the subscriber has
±.1 been duly appointed Executor of the Will οt
CHARLES J. WILLAKD, late of Cape Elizabeth,
in the County of
Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon himself that trust
by giving bonds as the
law directs. All persons
having demands upon the
estât*· of said deceased, are
required to exhibit the
same, «ad all persons Indebted to said estate are call-

Imported by

»'■
»··

HUMAN HAIR
At lowest Cash Prices.

Tlandarin

VIN-

ATCHISON, TOPEKA Λ β. V. Geld

and Oak Sts.

nice assortment of

BENJAMIN J. WILLAKD, of Portland,Executor.
Cape Elizabeth, Nov. 6th, 1872.
no9 law3wS·

SCALES,

·>·

CENTBAL IOWA Β. B. G«ld

a

ed upon to make payment to

7-30Ί

CENMER Β. B. «eld

Millinery'

no®

STANDARD

Τ'·

EUBOPEAN A Ν. AM. Β. Β., Geld

UlliO

CUSHMAN'S,

CongreH8

Cor.

FAIRBANKS

BONDS.

A

—

Fall and Winter

MRS.

C. F. HOVE I" A CO.

ηοΐβ

Ο X

or

.JUST RECEIVED AT

43 AYON STREET.

MW&Ftf

ηοΐβ

*T

11 XJ
—

both Wholesale and Retail Depart-

Κ■ triture to

Seaman U. S. Navy,

of

MANTLES &c. &c.

,

BARGAINS IN EVERY DEPARTMENT.

44

late Private 9th, Mass. Battery.
C. P. MATTOCKS, 88 Middle Street.

novSdtt

SILKS, VELVETS,
RIBBONS, CLOAKS,
SHAWLS,

BARGAINS IN FLANNELS.

IT. S. Inf.

Charles Nichols,
Kobert D. Bond,

Henry Burnham,

OPEN,

full assortment

a
as

Company.

MEMORANDA.
for particulars of the wreck of schr
H W Wellington.
Sch Roswell, Hurlbut, from Windsor, NS for New
York, put into Eastport 13tii with loss of fore boom,
flyiug Jib, gaff topsail and boat, iu a heavy gale on
■Tuesday night (12tn) off Quaco. The gaff topsail was
blown out of the gaskets after it was furled. Capt Η
reports the gale very furious for a short time an l
thinks vessels on the coast must have suffered heavily
in loss of sails, &c.

F.

GOODS

NOBTHEBN PACIFIC Β. Β

Friday, Ν·τ. 1.9·
ARRIVED.
Steamer New York, Winchester, St John, NB, via
Eastport for Boston.
Sch W Η Andrews, (new, 187 tons, three masts)
Avery, Kennebunk, to load for Philadelphia.
Sch Antic, Alley, Jonesport—dry fish to Curtis &
Davis.
Sch Hattie, Hucklns, Lubee for Boston.
Sch Plymouth, (Br) Stewart, WaWoboro.
Sch J Η Kennedy. Webber, Bremen.
Sch Sea Pigeon, Seavey, Steuben lor Salem.
Sch Waterfall, Cameron, Rockland for Norfolk.
Schs Solon, Tolman, and Livonia, Mullen, Rockland for Boston.
Schs Trader, Elwcll, and Ariosto, Mooney. Rockland for Boston.
Sch Oregon, Perry, Rockland for Boston.
Sch Stephen Bennett, Bennett, Gardiner tor Wilmington.
Ar 8th—Seh Geo F Keene, Keene. Western
banks,
with 400 qtls fish.
CLEARED.
Brig Martha A Berry, Berry, Matanzas—George S

Place.

Provision & Grocery Store

WORSTEDS, WORSTEDS!

FIRE Σ !

DRY

INTEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND,

Temple

Co.,

Cor Chestnut and Oxford su».

ΙΊΑΙΝΕ CENTBAL Β. Β. CanMli-

MARINE

address

CHEAP CASH

WARRANTED.

Notwithstanding the Immense Destruction of

DATE

Quebec... ...Liverpool
Nov 16
Boston
Nov 16
Liverpool
New York. .Liverpool
Nov 16
New York. .Glasgow
Nov 16
New York. .Havre
Nov 16
New York. .Liverpool
Nov 20
New York. .Liverpool
Nov 20
New York. .Havana
Nov 21
New York. .Liverpool
Nov 21
: .New York. .Rio Janeiro.. .Nov 23
Nov 23
Quebec
Liverpool
New York. .St Thomas.. .Nov 23
Boston
Nov 25
Liverpool
New York. .Liverpool
Nov 27
New York. .Liverpool
Nov 27
New York. .Havana
Nov 28
Portland .Liverpool
Nov 30

Miniatisre Alimtnnc
Sun rites
Sun sets

FOR

EySee locals

POWDER,

J. B.

Sarmatian
Erie
Liberia
Cuba
Nevada
Columbia
Moravian

FROM

Evei-y

\. If. WHITE &

A specialty of all desirable make*, and everv pair

ments
ΚΑΜΕ

on or

in

BOSTON.

BARGAINS

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS

Ο Β A W Ε R S

For particulars call

KID GLOVES!

IN

All Oar Dre··

afternoon at 2 o'clock,

i

11

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

DIED.

aged 32 years 8 months.
[Funeral services Sunday
at No. 21 Alder 6treet.

Good Agents Wanted
Town.

Prices satisfactory to All.

Sept 25, lat 11 27 S, Ion 34 35 W, ship Helicon, Rogers, from Cardiff (Aug 27) for Bombay.
Sept 28, lat 85 N, Ion 25 30 W, ship Wm Leavitt,
from Liverpool lor Bombay.
Oct 11, lat 36 S, Ion 24 42 W, ship Lottie Warren,
from Liveri>ool for Calcutta.
Nov 6, lat 31 04, Ion 70 42, barque John Ε Chase,
from Bostou for Savannah.
Nov 7, lat 36 30, Ion 67 W. barque Clara Eaton, from
Galveston tor Liverpool.

10,000,000 pounds
stroyed

In this city, Nov. 15, of consumption, Geo. H. Ross,

more

Machine* Sent int· the Can η try.

AND AT

GOOLD.

In Yarmouth, Nov. 13, by Rev. L.
Bartlett, Hon.
P. Benson of Winthrop and Miss Esther Burbank
of Yarmouth. [No cards.]
In Norway, Nov. 10, Alvin R. Frost and Serena
S. Frost.
In Topsham, Nov. 7, Wm. R. Hildretli and Julia
M. Adams.
In Skowhegan, Nov. 6, Horace Jewett and Lizzie
*
S. Oakes.

Twenty I· Thirty Dollar* per .Utath,
than enough to pay their instalment on machine.

GOODS,

shall continue to offer the

BEST

brig Havana, Benms, from

OF

KINDS

MBWUVO
UtiHIIVM sold on Mmnll
.Honthly Cnnh I n»tn Ιιικ-ιιΐ». or work furnish"!
alter the first payment of TEN DOLLARS which we
require in cash, the balance to be paid for in work,
which we furnish at go^ prices. This is an extra
chance to get a good Sewing Machine on easy puyment. We will pay cash for all work done fw (Ml
dollars per month. Ladies on our work can easily
earn from

oar

INFANTS' CAPES

Banking Business.

MARRIED.

ALL

SPOKEN.

occupied by the Second National Bank,

Portland. June 24th, 1872.
j un23newit then sn tf

TTAS

Sewing Machines !

FALL & WINTER

Naples.

in Portland, Maine, under the style of the "BANK
OF PORTLAND" ami as such, will receive Deposits
and make Discounts, in the regular course of the
W. N.

auedemeod

ESPECIALLY

an

MIDDLE ST.

46 & 48

CHILDREN·

unsurpassed,

WE

guarantee

anil

pure,

AGENTS FOB TIIE C O.,

SIZES,

Fleeced-Line
AND

Mrictly

W. F. Phillips & Co.,

Oar stock of

i·

warrant to be

—

FOR BIISSES AND

Chase. Dunkirk for New York.
Ar at Hull 31st ult, Loretta Fish, Carnei, Callao.
Ar at Accapulco 14th ult, Volunteer, Hutchinson,
New York.
Ar at Palermo 27th ult, McGilvery, Nichols, trom

sutf

On, aud after this date, tl;e

we

that for .fineness, body and durability, it in not surpassed by any Lead in the market, cither foreign or
American.
fyln order to protect ourselves, we have adopted
as our trade-mark an eight-poiuted red star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every package of our Pure Lead. None genuine without it.

Fancy Stripes,

ALL

31st ult, Moravian, Graham, for Portland; J S Harris. Durie, tor New Orleans.
Cld at. Cardiff' 30th, Oakland, Heed, Callao.
Ent for ldg 30tli, Leonora, Griffin, Ibr Callao.
Ar at Portsmouth 30th ult. barque Augustine Kobb,

Entrance to Dental Booms,
39i Congress Street and 95 Free Street,

S.

"SCIENCE OF LIFE,

en

—

Cienfuegos.
Ent for ldg

BROS.,

Have removed their office to Rooms over George W.
Wliittier's Drug Store, Cougress Square.
Dr. Macalaster is now ready at his new office to

Rooms

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
and Instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridiculous
tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill effects of
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a suj>erb
Black or Natural Brown, and leaves the hair
clean, soft and beautiful. The genuine, signed W. A.
Batchelor. Sold bv all Druggists.
CHÀS. BATCHELOR, Prop., Ν. Y.
octl
d&w
β κ
ΙγΓ

diseases

CHILDREN.

AND

HOSIERY

Windsor, NS, 22d, ult, schs Charlotte JameJameson, Baltimore; sch Roswell, Hurlbut, tor
Philadelphia.

DENTISTS,

Reading what no one good will do ;
Read what will benefit you most,
Avoid the false—read what is true.
Read carefully the current
news,
The useful " advertisements" read,
But all mere worthless trash refuse,
Which satisfies no human need.
Read sure the 4 'rhymes of George Fenno's
Which tell where Boys shouldbuy their
"Clothes,"
Coat, Pants, Vest, Hat and Shoes complete,
Corner of Beaeh and Washington street,
novl3snlw
Boston.

may be consulted

LADIES, MISSES

son,

NOTICE.

MACALAStITr

WHAT TO BEAD.

vous

Southwestern, 8s.. .97^

Dry and Groaud in Oil,
DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD ΡΙΓΕ, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE, ΤIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
Λ FITTINGS, PUMPS, <*C., <tC.
Oar Tare White Lead, both dry and ground in oil,

—

REMOVAL.

reading let no time be lost,

Medical Treatise

90

&

Pure White Lead Î

—

FOR

—

Baltimore
Cld at Sydney

U. S. Bonds and other marketable securities allowed full price in exchange.
sep3-3mo-tt&o

novl3snlw

a

State St., Bouton.

Four per cent, interest allowed on deposit
accounts, subject to check, drawn as any city bank.
Out-of-town depositors will have their remitances and
collections promptly acknowledged.
We do a General Banking and Commission business, Negotiate Bonds, Stock, Notes and other Securities, make collections through the United States and
Europe. As

JAMES FREEMAN.

ΤΙΟΝ,"

cor.

II*

Merino Undergarments

[Latest by European steamers.1|
Cld at Liverpool 31st ult, Cardenas, Kellar, for

HAWLEY & CO.,
BANKERS,

A.

No. 1 Deronihire,

^headquarters,

A Book lor

—

Russell, York, New York;
7th, brig David Owen, Dunton, New York.
Ar at Matanzas 4th inst, sell Cora Etta, Sleeper,
St John, NB via Cardenas; 5th, brig A Η Curtis,
Merrlman, Portland.
Sid 3d, barque Norton Stover, Sherman, for North
of Hatterae.
In port 4th, brig Anita Owen, Pettengill, for New
York, id κ, (takes 2600 boxes sugar at $1.)
Ar at Bermuda 20th ult. sch Eddie Pieroe, Hawes,

DEPOSIT.

BOSTON

GOODS

WOOLEN

sn

OF

Midland Pacific, 7s
Logansport, Crawfordsviile

Arrived schooner H. PRESCOTT, from
.Norfolk, with OY8TEB8, for Hale at
No. 2 Union Wharf.

The

Commercial St. Portland.
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Mi.MKACTlRFBH OF

all kind· of

In

Quadaloupe.
Cld at

YEOMANS,
Geueral Eastern Agent,
D. M.

Co., Ag'ts,

44,91 Sc 96 Oliver Mlrft,
BOSTON.

CB 6th inst, barque Gertrude, Carlisle, Cardenas.
Oil do 27th, brig Open Sea, Yeazie, from Bangor for

we

OYSTERS.

In

€«l«r,

DURABLE, BEAUTIFUL, ECONOMICAL.

BANK
the

or

Immediate Application.

SOLD ByThe GALLON ONLY

si^d.
Agents for

!

WHITE

New York.
Ar at Havana 3d inst,
New York.
Sid 3d, brig Mattie Β

OlBce

BEST OF BARGAINS

remedy is composed of the expressed juices of
Roots and Herbs which grow in our native forests.
It is not cathartic neither does it cuntain
any mineral or any thing that would do any harm even to an
infant. Its action is tonic or strength giving. It
stimulates the Liver to secrete healthy bile, the lubricator of the bowels ; it tones up weak digestion,
gives strength and vigor to the stomach and bowels;
fortifies the nervotts spitem; speediIt relieve· Joy. Franklin; Mat-tie Holmes,
for WilCox,
and cure» Constipation, Dyspepsia, Indi- ! mington, Del; Nellie Treat, Trim, doBangor
lor New York ;
Franklin,
do
for
Benj
F
A SawFanrnham,
Lynn;
gestion Flatuncy, Piles, & c., as no other
yer, Nutter, do for Boston ; Charlotte Ann, Wood,
medicine ever has done. Nursing mothers afflicted
Rockland.
with constipation, not only find in this remedy, reSid 13th, sch Louisa A Johnson, Mahlman, Philalief for themselves but transmit its curative proper- delphia.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 14th, sch Commonwealth,
ties to the child.
This medicine is a blessing to the
Gross. Rockland.
Sid 13th, schs Billow. Torrey, Rockland; Ophir,
aged. A gentleman 80 years old who for twenty
Benson, Calais; Addie Perkins, lor Bangor.
years had suffered from constipation, and found no
ELLSWORTH—Ar 7th, schs Scioto, Sadler, and
relief except by the use of injections, was completly
Express, Smith, Portland; Frank Pierce, Grant, and
cured by the use of one bottle of LORINCr'S
Ocean. Grant, do.
Ar 8th, brig L M Merrltt, Herriman, Belfast, to load
VEGETABLE SPECIFIC. As a dysqepfor Cuba.
sia Mire wd challenge the world to qroduee its evual.
Abundant testimonials from well known eitizens are
in possession of the proprietor.
Ar at Calcutta 30th ult, ship Mt Washington, Titcorab, Bombay.
TBOS. G. LORING, Apothecary,
Sid fm Batavia Sept 17, barque Clara, Nickel*, for
Bezokie; 20th, Dirhco, Staples, Sourabaya.
novlsntf
Portland»
In port, barque Thos Fletcher, Pendleton, fm Buenos
Ayres, to load for New York.
FOR FERROTYPES, TINTYPES,
Passed Anjier 7th ult, ship Bunker Hill, Davis,
and the Chromo Ferrotypes, go to A. S. Davis & Co
from Manila for Bostou.
Cld at Malaga 20th ult, brig Mary M Williams,
No. 80 Middle St., near corner of Exchange.
Fickett, New York.
au20 d3mo sn
Sid fm Callao 3th ult, ship Montrose, McJntyre, tor
San Francisco.
Avenu i;nemicai rami to.,
Ar at Para 10th ult, sch Frank Howard. Dermott,

Exchange Street.

PORTLAND,

jail.

went
on

and

—

—

FIRE PROOF ?AFE9,

ears severed
out of his

Bridgeport man thought to put his philosophy to practical test by slightly burning the
fingers of his two young children in order that
he might leave them alone in a room with a
hot stove. Hi» wife, who doesn't go much ou

AND

—

OF OUB

of

CONSTIPATION

TWENTY
—

cure

J. H. Chad wick &

Still offer to their patron* the

Doyle. Hoboken for Saco; Ε Κ Dresser, Reed, NYork
for Belfast; Sedona, Wall, do for Providence; Géorgie D Loud, Wall. Port Johnson lor Boston; J G
Stover, New York for Bangor.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 13th, sch John Tyler. Lindse^
Calais.
RBISTOL—Ar 12th, sch Frank Maria, Wood, from I
Calais
FALL RIVER—Ar 12th, brig Ζ Williams, Veazie,
Bansor; sch Mary Augusta, Whittemore, Ellsworth.
VINEYARD HAVEN—Ar 13th, sch C C Bearse,
nBlaisdell, Gardiner for Philadelphia.
BOSTON—Ar 14th, sch Nellie M Power, Lowe, from
Dover.
Cld 14th, schs Ε J Shanks, M un roe, and Alice T,
Glasgow, Portland, to load for St John, NB; R H
Colson, Gray. Bangor.
Ar 15th, brig Mary Ε
Dana, Buckley, Wilmington;
schs Martha Sargent,
Sargent, Bangor ; Jas Garcelon,
Norton, Yarmouth.
Cld 15th, brig Shannon,
Sawyer, for Demarara;
Kemlin, Wyman, Brunswick, Ga, to load for Rio Janalro.
SALEM—Ar 12th, schs R C Thomas, Crockett,
Philadelphia; St Elmo, Davie, SoAmboy; Maracaibo
Henley, Elizabethport ; Wm Hill, Murphy, Hoboken ;
1) M French, Child», Rondout; Massachusetts, Brady, New York for Bath; Matanzas, Bragdon. and
Presto, Fletcher, Calais for New York ; Brilliant,

SPECIFIC
the successful treatment and

tor

llSCOeiOBATEI» IK 1829.)

Dolly Varden, Allen, Mosquito Inlet; Commeree,
ïorrey, Boston.
Passed through Hell Gate 13th, schs Wm Duren,

VEGETABLE

MISOFXLANEOt'S.

BOSTON LEAD CO.,

DAVIS & CO.

Laugh ton, Pembroke.

LORING'S

We have had already opened from the Ruin» of ih
terrible Are in tlie CITY OF BOSTON

a ad

YORK COUNTY.

A

science, caught him

Greeleyitc

in Shouhegan—all
are prominent— confident of the
success of
Greeley, made a bet, the loss of which ob iges
him to peddle through the streets two
barrels
of lobsters, the proceeds of which
go to the
winner of the bet.

uo means

washed out five

against

SOMERSET COUNTY.

uncommon, and owners of
animals so diseased should be required
by law to destroy them.
An Indianapolis girl is afflicted with a mania for stuffing small articles into her ears.
The doctor who is treating her has
are

security

re-

ANNOUNCEMENT.'

Ar 14th, ship Lincoln, Weeks, fm Calcutta; barquo
Hosea Rich, Pierce, Batavia.
Ar 15th, barque Nor on Stover, Sherman, Cardenas
Cld 13th, sch Allen Lewis, Lewis, Baltimore.
Cld 14tli, brig Cast illian, Crouchen, Portland ; schs

with its tormenting tortures and terrors—The "living
death", as it is called—both these distressing maladies CAN BE CURED by a newly discovered
principle in medicine secured in

Burglars and Fire.

days since Mrs. Wm. Harais of Dixmount, fell forward from her chair Into the
fire in an open fire place, and was so
shockingly burned that she died after lingering fortyeight hours in terrible agony.
Sue was over
sixty years of age, and had for a long time past
been subject to fits.
Wm. S. Frazer, who was killed
by falling
walls in Boston, was, until
recently, a member
of the Bangor fire department.

through

horses,

the most

as

scribed.
A few

a

Wisconsin gives Gen. Grant 15,00 majority, yet the census shows that one-third of
its population are foreigners and more than
two-thirds are put down as having both or
It further shows that
one parents foreign.

anticipated.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Whl·/ says the farmers of Newburg are
reparing to establish a checse factory, and
1500 of .the $3,000 necessary to build
it, is sub-

The Morcerata Hymenoptoric, a new style of
wasp, is devastating the pine trees of Michigan
Andy Johnson was successful in baffling the
wicked intentions of a midnight burglar the
other night. Andy just sat up in bed and roared, and the fellow effected an immediate exit

little un-

Kaiser William or Princ· Bismarck do
not propose to be baulked in their attempts

elective House by

COUNTy.

success.

age."

after

to reform the local governments of GennaDy.
Bismarck's reform bill passed the lower or

OXFOKD

The shoe factory in Norway will be erected
the Blake lot near the tannery.
Gol. Swett, of South Paris, has raised
91,100
toward a cheese factory, and is confident of

on

to Castelar, approached the great
Republican
orator, and, shaking his hand, said to him,
"Senor, I admire your genius." "And I," re-

again

soon

LINCOLN COUNTY.

iron rods of English make
into many sizes of wire, and an immense trade
is growiag up and out of it.
Of 487 railroads in the United States, 307
have a gauge of four feet and eight and onehalf inches, and the remaining 180 vary in
gauge from three feet to six feet.
Between
these extremes (and including them) there ar·
no fewer than eighteen other
gauges operated.
Emilia Castelar and King Amadeus of Spain
met recently in a side path in the Madri d par
do. The kiug, who had never been introduced

plank iu

natural to eee the World

into the

bought

A letter from Whitefield to S. L
Carleton,
Esq., of this city, says that two barns of Philip
Brown of that town were burned
afterMonday
noon.
Also that the widow of Theodore
Chisui was burned to death by the
explosion of
a kerosene
lamp. Her son found her on the
floor burned almost to a
crisp.

reducing wrought

ture."

pitching

was once

HANCOCK COUNT Y.

ana utner items.
Among the almost countless manufacturing
enterprise» of St. Louis, a wire miirha· been in
«uccessful operation for some years pa«t. English operatives of first class ability are there

regarded
the Cincinnati platform "as ^anything but a
disreputable dodge—a dodge which he overstated and exaggerated, as well as sanctioned,
in his letter of acceptance." He is accused
of having been all along engaged in a "heartless aud tricky canvass." "The very thing
which rendered his nomination possible, is
admitted by himself to have been an imposthe taritf

liable

11

The

and which he would have been the first to
brand under other circumstances." He is

Their claims

lawfully bought

The American says that Sumner Wooster and
wife, now living in Haucock, will have been
married seventy-five years oa the 20th of December next.
The horse disease is abating in Ellsworth.
One case of small pox is reported in Ellsworth.
Reed's Brook,an|Ells vorth subwrb. got
by the
ears about locating a school house and it
being
located by the School Committee, the contractor began to get the timber on the
ground
The defeated party the other night cut the timber so as to destroy it.
On account of the epizootic, David Prescott
of Mount Desert, carries the mail 32 miles
miles on foot, making schedule time.

Mr. Sumner's Health.—An exchange in
the way of knowing accurately, recently said
of Senator Sumner's health:
It is quietly intimated among those friends of
Mr. Sunnier who are most intimate with liiiu
that his state of health is much more critical
than the world knows; aud that, instead of the
reports of his mending being true, they are intended to reassure his friends, aud do not
represent his condition.
Those persons do not believe Mr. Sumner will return in November, as
it has been stated he would, and tliey would
not be surprised if he did not take his Beat in
the Senate during the approaching session.
Some of theui even fear that his health will be
such as to prevent him from ever
again entering official life, and many would not be surprised to leain of his death at any time; for he
lias an aggravated disease of the heart which
may deprive him of hie life at any instajt.

in will be in a measure lost.

SAFES.

1

for $23.
The Lewiston Journal hears a rumor that
New York roughs are making for that
city.
Fat turkeys bring 18 cents a pound .in Lewiston, and "sky blue ones 10 ceuts a pound.
The Freshman Class of Bates
College have
elected the following class officers for the ensuing year:—President, Β. M. Edwards; VicePresident, C. C. Littlefield; Secretary, Ε. H.
Basse; Treasuier, I. C. Phillips; Historian, C.
S. Libby ; Orator, O. W. Collius;
Poet, A. L.
Morey ;'Prophct, R. J. Everett; Odis», Geo. L.
White; Chaplin, W. H. Merrynian; Toast Master, C. L. Coffin; Class Committee, E. W.
Goodwin, W. H. Foss, A. T. Smith.

says.

time and

er

Auburn

and Classical departments were equally satisfactory with those
of the Hhetorical.
The poem anil historical
paper which were presented last evening at the
Alumni meetine were spoken of as productions
of marked merit.
The discourse of Prof. T.
on Thursday is to be
printed and the prize es-

general expression of good
amiability, told also of the plastic

DYSPEPSIA.

NEWS.

of Lewiston
cents a gallon.
The Journal says the Auburn cadets are to
have a new silk nag worth $<50.
The Journal says the Mechanic Falls
stage
after a three weeks vacation
appeared, Friday.
The epizootic is disappearing.

examinations in the English

bile face and the
will and

BURGLAR and FIRI! PROOF

COAT,
manufacturers for

IT IN MEDICINE !

fountain bead of almost every disease affecting
the human family, and its concomitant and twin brother.

the

IRELAND,

MORIilS &

lays?bv&r I

CONSTIPATION,

NOTICES.

ANDROSCOGGIN COITNTT.

platform and the stage
sessors. He advises claimants not to sacrifice
built in front of it for the reader, and stood
their claims by sale or by any contingent agenbefore us, his face and figure revealed with
cies. Good attorneys will be needed, but the
the utmost distinctness by the maroon screen
certainty of compensation would not justify
behind and the gas jets in front of him.
any excessive demand for payment of services.
Some painter, we forget who, happened, at
South Paris.—The closing ^cercises of the
one time, to have frequent opportunities of
seeing Dickens at his daily task. H· says term of the Oxford Normal Institute, occupied
The prize readings, dethat such was the intensity of his mental la. ! the last three days.
clamations and essays were given at the Conbor and such his total abandonment to bis j
gregational church, Thursday evening.
Three
creative work, that he seemed like a man sufsilver medals were given by Prof.
Thwing to
mental
fering
anguish. The face we saw be- Miss B.
Bipley, Mr. A. J. Curtis and Miss J.
fore us on that memorable evening b^re plain
E. Guptill respectively, and second prizes of
traces of all the intellectual agony which had
boeks from Principal Swasey to Miss A.
Fuller,
peopled the world with bright and happy im- Mr. Α. Τ Maxim and Miss M. E. King. The
between the main

SPECIAL

M^MeA ! NEW ADVERTISEMENTS,

yaw vrnwM* ι**·*"β»£!&
\Îrtiu<>» «5 fifty»! Ku'Unvor, >ieÉWti>rf, Qui ν esta* 30
Howland, Bydor.Owrod Tttrk: sch Ε lu.
(tândle, Pernan Una; Zntm Pel, Cook, Jackaonvll.·;
Mansanlllft, Benson, Fall Kiver; Dresden, Cole. Shuloe, NS; Onwan 1, Aiey, Frankfort; Josie, Look, C liais; Hannie Westbrook, Littlejohn, Portland; V Κ
Sates, Bumham, Augusta; Fannie, Hazard, and Jas
Mc01oekey:|Djrr, Portland ; Trimmer, Milburn, do;
Hamburg, Spragup, Machias; Grace Cusbing, Bailey,
Gardiner; Nicola, Kellar, and Fred C H olden, Oott,
Calais ; Nathl Stevens, Sauuders, Bangor.
Also ai 13th, ship Undaunted, Dlnsmore, Calcutta;
barque Wheatland, Bursley, Buenos Ayree; sehs H
A Deming, Cook, and G W Rowley,
Rowley, Vinalhaven; Jennie, Joues, Millbridge; Josie, Look, Addison ; Koret, Crocker, Gardiner; M J Laughton,

SPECIAL NOTICE*,

1

cuuruuai Duum t.u tarée cîiuui

The Congregational Society of
Rockland
have exteudedau invitation to Rev. J. F. Hall,
of Quincy, Mass., to become their pastor, at a
salary of S1800 per year.
The Methodist society in Sweden have voted
to take down, rebuild and remodel their house
of worship. It is to be removed from its present site ou "Winn's Hill to Nevers' Corner, at
or near which place it is to be erected.
The people of South Auburn have rejuvenated their old house of worship (Baptist) and
Wednesday last dedicated it—Rev. G. P. Mathews preaching the sermon.
Iu the afternoon
Mr. William R. Millet of Leeds, was ordained
to the Gospel Ministry—Rev. E. Haynes
preaching the sermon.
Mr. H. F. Wood, late of Bates College, was
set spart to the work of the
gospel ministry at
West Waterville, Nov. 6th, by a council chosen
by the Bowdoin quarterly meeting in the following order: Prayer by Rev. T. Hill (Metli.),
serinon by Rev. C. F.
Penney; prayer at the
laying on of hands by Rev. S. Bowden ; charge
and right haud of fellowship and address to the
church by Rev. >T. S. Burgess.

Sunday night respecting
the Boston fire and that the telegraph
managers can explain
why it was not sent. Mr.
Blancliard's report, as published in the New

the face of his celebrated friend.
is

kind in the

nearly

υβμιΐδΐ

Quite a religioue excitement is manifested at
the Methodist church iu South Berwick, Kev.
H. B. Mitchel, pastor.
Three came forward
for prayers last Sunday evening; thirty-nine
have joined the church by letter and on probation since last April.
The pastor of the Second Baptist church, at
Rockland, gave tho rijht haud of fellowehip to
♦ive candidates last Sunday.

service

by producing two magnificent cartoons to he found in Harper's Weekly. Now
that the campaign is over Mr. Nast can do
know the exact intonation he gave to Sam I excellent service in his peculiar line in aiding
Weller's reply to the Judge, when reading i reforms of all kinds by delineating the follies,
the trial scene in Pickwick, that James T. ! humor· and humbug· in social life.
Field's reminiscences of hia

me

dates were baptized on the 3d mst., and we
icarn that there is still an interest.
Rev. B. F. Shaw of Waterville has accepted
a call to the pastorate of the Baptist church in
Skowhegan, and will commence his labors with
the church on the first Sunday iu December.
Rev. G. G Leavens, pastor of the Baptist
church in Brooklin, has tendered h s resignation of his charge.

Thomas Nast takes leave of the campaign in which he lias done such excellent

.he

effectively

direct »nd ιΙ»ρι«( I»
}Us !
lUÛOillxy Oit au, β cleft»*· without CM|Vtihftt|( vli9
bowels roifiu&tefl the How of bile and determine* U in- j
to the right channels, and exorcises a tranquil!zing InNOTHING LIKE
fluence over the nerves.

la-

The

tator, fixes the date of the establishment of
With this end
an English republic at 1876.
in view he is about to organize a National
Republican party, on the model of the parties in the United States. The first "national convention" is to be held soon at London
or Manchester,
If the present English ministry is succeisful in enfranchising the agrtcultural laborer·, the prospects of the new
party will not be at all desperate. Undoubt-

lasting fame, to be sure, but the nature of
the tribute already paid to Dickeu· marks
something altogether different from that
evanescent reputation which i» sometimes
won by authors of the grade of James or of
the imposing Dr. Holland himself. No other
author that ever lived, we believe, had such a
crow 1 of biographer», commentators, dramatists, lecturers, indexers, imitators, descriptive

literature threatens to rival the

boring.

tion.

ot

where Kev. D. H. Cowan is

ton.

railroad, or estate, real or personal, which
they may own,or in which they may be interested; and if a mortijar/e be exeeuted as aforesaid, it shall be a lien superior to any other
security."
There is already a heavy mortgage upon
the rolliug stock, and it is claimed that this
legislation realty annuls the security and
practically wipes out the indebtedness. If so,
it is a decidedly novel step in railroad legislaBradlaûcm, the

IviIiitiUb

Religion» ïnttîHjfâgee,

Boy. J. S. Ooggiwoil i»»11 tendered i»l»
mllon of the vaftoratù of the Oongregatiou: 1
ihurch in Holdon, to take <ffect the first ot
January next.
A revival of religion is goln» on at Lexing-

passed by

WITH

—

COAL FOR CUBA.
and discharging.
Lay days guaranteed la loading
BIRD, PERKINS Λ JOB.,

ar M«Bth Strict, I». V.
norlMlm
103 State Street, But··.

MILTON

having been called
DR.away by beingM.sickHALL,
himself, exj»ects to be able
to return to
week to his

Cnmberlaud Centre the first of next
j»ost ot duty.
oct29dtf

Steam Engine For Kale.
portable Steam Engene, six horse [>ower
of the Ames Co. manufacture.
May be seen at
18 Union street.

ANEW

nov2ood3w&w4w

~~F

M:

Ο R

NORMS HULL & CO.

S ΑΙιΕ!

dark l»y mare, seven ν ear»
old.
perfectly fourni and gentle, and a good
roeder. For particular» call at
aoIlMw
28 MARKET
O

■■·.

SQUARE.

irtningi It 1» hoptd thw the
ΤΈΪΙΕ ΡΙΙΈΘΒ. JI tai part»
well, will be
and rooal
of

Gioioot a» Ma*,—lut ·ν«η1β|, m A*.
Hall, Prof. Denton delivered the Aral of

iTHti-uj&ea.
augmented

jow

a»

oau»

his series of lectures on the above named subject. The hall was completely filled and the
audience seemed to appreciate to a high degree
the offliaud and well attested statements of the

the lovers of the
by tbe presence of eouie
SATUBDAY MORNING, NOV. 1β, 1S72. ancient harmonies.
The extra train from (lurham will run during
the entire Army and Navy course.
AND
The Harbor Commissioners have reserved
! their decision on the petition of the Boston &
Maine to widen the bridge over Fore river sixTHE PRESS
May Im· obtained at the Periodical Depot»» of Fes- teen feet.
•enden Bros., Marquis, Robinson, Branell & Co.4
In common -with
Andrews, Went worth, Gleudenning, Moses, Henderourcontemporaries we return
»on, and Chisholm Bros., on all traîne that run out of
thanks iu behalf of the concert given public to
the city.
Mr. Ingraham, City Messenger; Mr.
At Biddeford, ofPillebury.
Burnhami
At Saco of L, Hodgdon.
Janitor at City Hall, and Mr. Davis of the
At Water ville, of J. S. Carter.
Police Force, for their thoughtfulness iu lookAt Gorham, of News Agent.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
ing after tho various rain-she'ters, such as
At Lewiston, of W. F. Stanwood,
waterproofs, unbrellas, coat» &c., belonging to
parties attending the Army and Navy con-

CITY

VICINITY.

Wffw AilrrrliMnieuU

To-Day·

itelilgioua Notice·.
Allen Mission Chapel, Locust Street.—Sabbath
School Prayer Meeting at 2.15, Ρ M. Sabbath
School at 3. S. S. Concert at 7 p. m.
F its τ Baptist Church, Congress st., comer of
Wilmot.Rev. Wm. H. Shailer, Pastor.—Preaching at
3; Sabbath School at 1.45. Social meeting in the Eve.
Portland Spiritual Association, Temperance
Hall, 351$ Congress st. ; Conference 3 P. M.
Spiritual Fraternity, Army and Navy UnionHall—Children's Progressive Lyceum at 10$ A. M.
Prof. Denton will lecture Sunday at 3 and 7£ P. M.
Y. M. C. Association, Mechanics' Building. ConThis (Saturday) evening, service of
gress street.
of Song ar 7i o'clock. Social religious meeting at 7J.
7|. Young

Congress St. M. E. Chubch.—Rev. C. B. Pitblado. Pastor. Preaching at 10.30. a. m. and 3 p. m.
uy

tuo

jiusiur.

Fuse St.Baptist Church.—Rev. A. K. P. Small,
Pastor. Preaching at 10} a. m. Sabbath School at
morning service. Social meeting at 7 p. m.
Advent Christian Church, Union Hall, 87 Free
St.—-Elder J. Whitmau, of West Poland, will preach
Sunday at the usual hour*. Prayer Meeting at 9.
New Jerusalem CnuRCH.—Rev. Mr. Haydcn
will preach to-morrow morning from Isaiah xxxiii,
14, IS. Evening lecture in the vestry at 7J o'clock.
India St. Universalist Church.—Rev. Geo. W.
Bicknell, pastor. Services at 10} a. m. and 7 p.m.
Preble Chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
streets. Sunday School at 2 Ρ m; preaching at 3; a
Conference meeting at 7.
All are cordially invited
close of

CAsco St. Church —Rev. A. A. Smith, Pastor.
a. m. and 3 p.m.
Prayer meeting
at 7 p. m.
Park St. Church.—Rev. Dr. Wheeler will preach

Preaching at 10}

to-morrrw.
West Cong. Chapel—Services by Rev. George J.
Pierce. S.S. at 11 a. m; Sermon at 3. and Evening
service at 7} p. m.
Williston Chapel—S. S. 10} a. m. Preaching
service at 3 p. m. Social meeting at 7 p. m.
St. Paul's Church, corner ot Congress and Locust street.—Services Sunday at 10.30 o'clock a.m.
and 3 P. M. This is a free church, with free seats

St. Luke's Cathedral—Sundays, 10.30 a.m.3 and
7.30 p. m. Daily, 8.30 a. m. and 5 p. m. Free to all.
Plymouth Church.—M. H. Williams, Pastor.—
Services morning and afternoon at the usual hours.
Conference meeting at 7 o'clock.
Mountfort Street Α. M. E. Church.—Rev.
J. H. Madison, pastor.—Services at 10} a. in., 2} and
7 p. m. Sunday School at 4 p. m.
St. Lawrence St, Church.—Rev. A, H. Wright,
pastor. Preaching at 10} a. m. and 3 p. m. Conlerence meeting at 7 p. m,

First Parish.—Rev. Eli Fay, of Newton, Mass.,

will

preach

to-morrow.

First Second Advent Church, 353} Congress
street. Elder Win. Bodee will preach to-morrow at
the usual hours. Seats free.
Chestnut St. M. E. Church—Preaching at 10} a.
m. by Rev. Dr. Board man.
Preaching at 3 p. m. by
Misd Drake. Social meeting at 7} p. m.
Pine St. M. E. Church.—Preaching at 10} a. m·
by Miss Drake and 3 p. m. by Rev. Dr. Boardman*
Sunday School at 1} p. m. Prayer meeting 7 p. in*

Superior
NOVEMBER TERM,

Court.

BEFORE

JUDGE SYMONDS.

Friday.—Amandel Barbour, Adm'r, vs. N. R.
Action to rccover damages for an alleged
malpractice upon the plaintiff's wife. Verdict for
the defendant. Motion for new trial and exceptions
filed.
T. B. Reed for the plff.
Butler & Fessenden for deft.
Hugh Campbell vs. Portland Sugar Company and
John B. Brown & Sons. This is an action on the
case to recover damages for an injury alleged to have
been sustained from an alleged defect in what is
called Brown's wharf, in this city, on November 7,
Martin.

1887.

The plaintiff says that between five and six in the
afternoon of Nov. 7, he drove his wagon with a seaman's chest dowu Brown's wharf into a large shed
at the end of the wharf, took the chest upon his
shoulder and pissed out through an open door on the
east side, upon the wharf, and turned hie steps up
the whart towards a plank which led on board a vessel then lying along the eastern side of the wharf»
nearly opposite of the shed hired by Phinney and
Jackson. The vessel had been loading by Phinney
& Jackson, further up the wharf, and had dropped
down and was then made fast at this point. Phinney
& Jackson had hired this lower end of the wharf of
the fdefendante for wharf purposes. The plaintiff
says before be reached the gangway plank he stepped through a hole in the wharf, one leg going down
and the other slipping out to one side and struck
with such force that he injured himself severely, lascerating the urethra so that he was obliged to have
the catheter used two or three times a day for weeks,
and so ou at greater intervals for three years. That
his health is very much impaired by the great pain
and suffering he has had to undergo, and that his
ability to labor has been thereby lessened to a great

degree.
Phinney & Jackson had the exclusive right to use
portion of the wharf for the purposes of their
business, but it was the duty of the defendants to
this

make

repairs.

defendants say that the plaintiff was not in the
exercise of ordinary care, in that he did not see and
avoid the hole, and went through the shed in that
way ; and furtheimorc, that these defendants are not
liable for damages resulting to anybody not in the
employment of Phinney & Jackson. The evidence
for the plaintiff is nearly closed.
Howard tc Cleaves for the plff.
J. & Ε. M. Rand for deft*.
The

municipal Curt.
JUDGE MORRIS PRESIDING.

Intoxication.

Fined

_____

Brief Jatti·!·.
The stone steps at the entrance of the City
Building are being covered with boarding to
guard against accident! caused by ice and sleet
the stone.
The street commissioner is doing a good
work on Exchange street, below Middle.
Mr. William Allen, jr., contributes a very
^■teresting article on the cultivation of peaIt seems he
nuts to the Transcript this week.
has succeeded in raisiDg them in this State.
Three pairs of saiiots, made from some white

forming

on

wood resembling bass,are to be seen in the window of M.G. rainier's boot and shoe store. These
clumsy clacking feet-covering are worn altogether by the peasantry of France,Holland and

Belgium.
Jonathan White, of| Rockland, has purchased
She
the schooner Tyrn of parties in this city.
is about ninety tons.
We understand that a meeting of our prominent citizens will be held at City Hall this
afternoon to take action in the matter of contributing to the relief of the sufferers by the
Boston fire.
Men who ought to know attribute the bad
condition of the harbor in part to the neglect
to clean oat cess pools. Others say the trouble
is caused by the sewers, and the remedy is to
pave the streets.
Many of our citizens ; have expressed their
satisfaction with the action of the Board of
Trado in regard to the condition of the harbor.
A vessel is

r«ported ashore on White Head.
General complaint is made that the City
Hall, Thursday evening, on occasion of the
Army ai.d Navy concert, was overheated. This
in future.
occurrence should be guarded against
We shall have something interesting to say
about our Portland College on Monday.
Tickets are selling rapidly for Morgan's LecHall Sunday evening next. Mr.
ture at

City
Morgan has, from the earnings of his lectures,

a church in Boston and done much good.
Congressman elect, Burleigh, was in town
yesterday, looking as well and happy as usual.
The schooners J. H. Kennedy and George F.
Keene of Bremen, both of which vessels pack-

built

ed their fish at this
port, have stocked this seaeon about 814,000.
Three other schooners from

the

same

port have stocked some $3,000 each.
Over a thousand reserved scats have been sold
for the Army and Navy course.
A laborer on the Boston
& Maine extension,
on Danforth street, had his
foot severely inured yesterday forenoon
by a rock thrown out
by the explosion of a blast.

with

will be held at the India Street Church to-mor

000

The Hum· Bank·.

F. O. Bailey & Co., will sell at tlieir uffice
this morning a parlor suit an J assortmen t of

Washington, Nov. 13.—The Comptroller of
Currency (Knox) has returned from Boston.

Several blocks at Valley Junction, Iowa,were
burned Thursday. Loss #35,000.
Sheriff Brennan is deposing deputies who
sympathized with O'Brien during the receui
mayoralty contest in New York. Lawrence
was the nominee of Brennan.
A Cuban letter states that there are 18,00C
insurgents under arms, but there is a scarcity
of clothing and medicines.
There have been
several skirmishes lately.
Spanish desertions

furniture.
Always send your friends to Geo. W. Rich
& Co.'s for Clothing. Store 173 and 175 Fore
street.
uov9W&S3w
Wanted.—An experienced Salesman in Dry
Goods at L. D. Strout's.
novl5-2t*
Dit. C. C. Bennett, Falmouth Hotel.
The best place to buy
Middle St.

Clothing

their cans there and have them filled for din-

All Kinds of Mens' Gloves at
M iddle St.

fested the forests—the enormous cave bear, the
cave liou, the wooly
rhinoceros, &c. He was
a canibal, feasted on his own species,
ate his
food raw,and was exceedingly coarse and brutal.

ou

place

War of th· Hacks.—Yesterday morning
about nine o'clock word was sent to the police
statioD that a boy had been «hot near the old

opposite the Horse Car stables on Spring
street. Officer Wyman was dispatched to that
vicinity, aud found the state »f affairs to be
field

Mr. Haskell then reported from the comuiittee to consider the subject of head
^noney, as
j follows:
Mr. President and Gentlemen of the Board of
Trade:
Your committee to whom was referred the
subject of the collection of head money from
alien passengers, ask leave to present the following report:
The attention of the public generally appears
to be directed at this time to the welfare of
Your committee notice that the
immigrants.
general government is making efforts to secure
the proper protection in person and property to
immigrant passengers on their way to the
United States. The State and city of New
York, as well as charitable societies generally,
are interesting themselves in
protecting immigrants from abuse by officers and crews of vessels employed in their
conveyance to this country, and
ittinositiotlN And PYtnrt.mnn aft^p
their arrival.
We are also pleased to notice
that the National Board of Îrade have had
this matter under consideration at their recent
session in New York, and after foil discussion
unanimously adopted the following resolutien :
''Resolved, That ell capitation taxes collected
from or upon immigrants, whether imposed
directly or indirectly, with or without color of
law, are odious and unjust and ought to be
abolished."
Your committee is informed that our
city is
one, of only two or three in the country, exthis
tax.
This custom applies only to
acting
immigrants arriving by water, while we welcome with (men arms the thousands arriving
by
rail. This discrimination operates
unfavorably
to our city, and steamships
making this their
port of entry. It is desirable to retain the line
of steamships now running to this port and to
encourage new lines, whien our extending railWisway communication· seem to demand.
dom certainly dictates a line of policy equally
liberal as that of rival cities striving to uionopolir.e this important trade.
Your committee
would therefore recommend the adoption of the
following resolution:
Retolved, that this Board present this subject
to the consideration of the Mayor and Aldermen, and earnestly but respectfully request
them to discontinue the collection of capitation
taxes (or head money) from
immigrants, believing the same to be impolitic, oppressive and
inconsistent with the advancing civilization of
the age.
Chas. H. Haskell
Chas. P. Kimball,
Cbas. J. Morris,

substantially this: As three of the boys attending'the Park street grammar school were
wending their way to the schoolhouse they encountered some hoys who w#re proceeding to
the schoolhouse on Clark strset. A "discussion
with stones" ensued, in which the Fark street
boys got worsted; one of them then drew a single barreled pistol aud discharged it. The ball

_

hit Edward Finnegan near the hip, inflicting a
slight flesh wouud. Finnegan was taken to his
home, and word sent to the police station. It

Breaking and Entering.—Yesterday morning when the proprietor of the Eureka Dollar
Store on the comer of Centre and Congress
street·, entered his place of business, he discovered that one of the heavy plate glass show
windows had been broken, and a tray of jewelry stole». The window, which is of French
plate glass upwards of a quarter of an inch
thick, had been smashed in by a brick apparently, as there was a loose one on the sidewalk.
Up to the time of writing no clue has been
got to the perpetrators of the offence. There
were blood stains ou the window and the police would probably like to see the man with
scratched hand.
The private watuhmau who is employed by
several firms in the vicinity, states that he
passed the store at three o'clock in the morning, at which time all was quiet and the window unbroken. At four o'clock he found the
window broken and a policeman standing
there who had but recently discovered it. So
it is evident that the rebbery must have taken
place between three and four o'clock. The
loss amounts to about a hundred dollars.
a

The Λ\"recked Schooner.—Notwithstanding what the Press said yesterday morning a

of this very tax, this argument shouid
brought to bear in the resolution.
An animated discussion arose. Mr. Fobes
reading a copy of the city ordinance and arguing that the tax takes the place of a bond not
to draw upon the charity of the city f»r three

schooner

turnpikes, and

should die with them.
Mr. Farmer wished to amend the resolution
by instructing the Board to memorialize the
Legislature to abolish the tax, and to ask the
city government to do the same.
Gov. Washburn strongly advocated Mr. Farmer's amendment, stating that streams of im-

boy

was a native of Brooklin and aged 14 years.
His name we did not learn.
The anchors,

from from all quar
ters of Europe, and it would be policy for PortThe reproach
land to bring them to this port.

chains, ringing, etc., of the vessel

that Portland dorived her

heavy flexible voiae and wrought himself into
a passion with a great deal of naturalness. Miss

.with

of the city authorities, the opinion was
expressed by tbem that the Board of Aldermen
He related an
had power to repeal the tax.
instance where an emigrant steamer paid bills
for the sickness of one of its passengers who
landed at this port, notwithstanding the tax
some

Effie Keans as Meg, and Frank Budworth as
Augustus threw in the lighter shades with
considerable vicacity.
The closing farce of Barun Barney brought
out the character act'ng of Miss Keans and
Budworth finely, and produced roars of laughter. This evening they present "Still Waters
Run Deep" and "The Masquerade Ball."
Those who wish to enjoy a hearty laugh and

had already been paid.
The opinion
A general discussion followed.
being expressed that the city could take the
bond agaiust pauperism in place of the tax.
An instance was related of a Portland immigrant going to New York, becoming insane, being sent back to this State and becoming a State
paupei, tho htad money paid establishing his

get

North

rack car, when the brakemaa uncoupled the
rack from tbe other car and gave the signal for
4L.

family

were

a

meeting of the St. An

was

to wait fora

freight

train which

behind time.

modifica-

music by the Portland Band was excellent
We regret that it was not so well patronized as
it deserved.
Webster's Dining Room was rendered very
attractive last evening by one of the most elaborately set tables that wo have ever seen. About
fifty gentlemen will bear witness that it was
not all an empty show.

committee to report the resolution
Government, and Messrs. C. J.

j

TlIttCELI.AIVBOIJg NOTICED.
Hot Baths 25 cts., at Smiths,' 100 Exchange
street.
Notwithstanding the rise in the value of
clothing occasioned by the Boston fire, we shall
continue to sell our goods at former prices.
G. W. Bien & Co.,
173 and 175 Fore street

of

a

coon

when

Timmons & Hawbs have received a cargo of
oysters—prime and sweet. Seed in your

fresh
cans

supposed it was, but upon examination
proved to be a "Liberal Republican," th<

*»*

attention to the advertisement ol
Sons

piano·

to be

found in an

This house stands deservedlj
other column.
at the head of its department, aud those in
tending to purchase a first-class instrumeni
will not fail to examine those made by this fim

before purchasing.

Sunday

dinner.

splendid

stock of For-

eign and Domestic Woolens for custom trade·
Geo. W. Rich & Co., Merchant Tailors,
173 and 175 Fore street.

he

out of the woods."

for a

Call and examine our

caugbl

first one that has put in an appearance «inc <
the September election and that the public in
that locality will well remember "when he cami

cheapest

aud best Paint in the wo Id, is
the Averill Chemical.
For sale at 83, Commercial St., Portland, tf
Save youb buildings by painting them ibefore winter comes on, with the Averill Chemical Paint.
For sale at 83 Commercial St., Portland,
114 South St.,

j
!

Woolens

of the Boston fire at less than
wholesale prices, for a few days, at Strout's.
out

novl5-2t*
_____

Always buy Clothing of George W. Rich &
Co.'s 173 and 175 Fore street.

nov9W&S3w

Job

Printing.—Every description of Job
Printing executed promptly, and at the lowest
at
the Daily Press
prices,
Printing House, 109
St.
Exchange

Phila.,

tf

l'a.

Gents:—Despite the objections of my
Painter, I know the value of the Averill
Chemical Paint, and I declare it to be the very
best Paint I have ever seeu. The gloss on it
looks like varnish, aud it is of a virgin white

color, perfectly faultless and pure. You
perfect liberty to use my name attesting

are at

to its
A. Watson Atwoop.
Agency 83 Commercial^

value.

The best argument that can be used in favor
of Smolander's Bucm· is that it is a preparation constantly prescribed by family physicians
of note in our immediate community, for

kidney, bladder, and glandular diseases, loss of
vigor, mental and physical debility, female irregularities and all maladies of the urino-genital organs.

novl2-eodlw

BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE.
Lunch al Richmond.
Bath, Nov. 15.—Launched at Richmond yesterday, by James M. Hagar, a fine ship of 1500
tons, named Florida.
She is owned by the
builder and will be commanded by Capt. Isaac
Call of Dresden, late of the ship May Flower.
Insurance Mutter·.
Bangor, Not. 15.—The published statement
that a Bangor Insurance Company has suspended has given some the erroneous idea that
it

is the Bangor Iusuranoe Co., of Bangor.

This is not so, it i· the National of Bangor that
is alluded to. The Bangor Insurance Co., is
all right and will pay every dollar of its losses
without impairment of its capital and is doing
a brisk business in
writing uew policies.

MASSACHUSETTS.
THE BOSTON FIRE.
Better Feeling Prevailing
General
squaring af accounts—Becovery of stolen
Property.
Boston, Nov. 15.—As sufferers by the lire
become better acquainted with the nature and
extent of their lowsea, the feeling uf confidence
Λ

—

among all classes interested in the matter seems
to grow stronger and stronger, that both home
and foreign insurance offices which have been
brought to the verge of insolvency will in tiui
liquidate their entire debts. Tbo salvage is
found to vary from 15 to BO per cent, in proportion to the loss, and as schedules of saved property are being made out as rapidly as possible
and policies and proofs of loss are In some cases
already sent in, the work of adjustment will be
pushed forward with the utmost celerity.
Large quantities of goods stolou at the fire
have been recovered by the police, the value
being estimated at between $300,000 and $400,000, and a lot of unreclaimed property now
awaits identification at the City Hall.
Fire Items.
There are but few new items to be gathered
relating to the fire. The safe of Messrs. J. M.
Beebe & Co., in Winthrop square was opened,
but nothing remained of the contents except a
few charred books aud papers.
Messrs. Haswell, Kensley & French recovered from their safe a lot of silver ware in a damaged condition, aud portions of family jewelry
partially melted. The safe contained a small
portion of gold coin, which was melted.
The property in a large portion of the safes
recovered was ruined.
Several steamers are still playing upon the
ruins.
The site of old Fort Hill is now the sceue of
active building operations, half a dozen wooden structures
being already finished and in
process of erection.
Welcome to.Mr. Adams.
Arrangements are being made in Quincy ts
a
public welcome to Charles Francis
kdams, who is expected home next Monday]
Accident.
Lewis Colen, employed in the Navy Yard,
was terribly burned
to-day, and will probably
lose bis eyesight, by accidently dropping a zinc
basket into a bath of liquid metal which spntterel in his face.

5Wo

Alleged Blaek-ûlailiag Case.

Lowklx, Not. 15.—The case of Geo. F. Hlair
charged with conspiracy to extort $1500 from
H. J7 Patterson of Chateaugay, Ν. Y., for an
alleged unfortunate intimacy of his son with
Annie Jones of this city, before reported, was
held to appear before the Grand Jury by the
Police Justice to-day in $2000, his father becoming his surety. Owe· F. Emerson, his
in the conspiracy, who was under ,$1000
onds, did not appear for examination, haping
left for parte unknown.

\\'m. M. Marks.

Old papers for sale at this office.

ter.

Hale

NEW YORK.

N«w York, Nov. 15.—At the annual meeting
of the (ietieral Missionary Committee of the
Methodist Church yesterday, Bishop J once presiding, the Treasurer showed that the receipts
of the year were $661,056, disbursements $598,647. The increase of collection for the past
year over 1871 was about $50,000. The pecuniary basis for missionary work for 1873 was
made at $800,000.
One hundred and thirty-six
thousand dollars were voted for foreign missions and about $70,000 for domestic. Reports
from several missions, domestic and foreign,
showed favorable results.
End of nu Impartant Law Sail.
The suit between the Delaware and Hudson
coal companies and the Pennsylvania coal company, for damages for violation of contract,
which has been pending since 1857, and involving nearly a quarter of a million dollars, has
just been decided in favor of the latter by the
referee, Judge Hogaboom. The testimony fills
ten large volumes, ard the fees amount to

Si»,000.

the

Bridgea Behind Them.

The Brooklyn Liberal Bepublicans have resolved to perpetuate their organization dropping the word Republican, and Invite the cooperation of the Democrats who areexpected to
drop their distinctive designation and all be
known as Liberals.
Strike.
The silk ribbon weavers in a West 29th street
establishment are on a strike, resisting 35 per
cent, reduction on their wages.
Another murder.
In a quarrel in a rum shop in Jersey city this
morning John Davis fatally shot Michael
Dougherty. Davis fled.
A Political Rumor.
The Republican leaders here are reported to
be preparing a bill for the next Legislature
which removes the heads of the New York
county departments and the establishments of
state commissioners in this city.
Kt Cetera.
The proposition to raise a fund for a monument over the remains of Walter Brown meets
with favor among the boating men.
Francis Cassidy, arrested aud imprisoned
some months ago on suspicion of connection
with the Pauormo murder, has sued Capt.
Ferry of the Brooklyn Police for $10,000.
On

Heavy

a

Snow Nlorm

Be FF ΑΧΟ, Nov. 15.—There is 20 inches of
The train
snaw at Augloa and is still falling.
aron Lake Shore R. R. due here at 4 P. M.,
rived at 2 P. M.
Sirs. Anthony Arrested for Voting.
Warrants have been issued by the United
States Commissioner Storrs for the arrest of
Susan B. Anthony and 14 other females who
The parties will
voted at the late election.
probably be brought into court next week.
Destructive Fire.
Philadelphia, Nov. 15.—The fire in Disston's saw factory was caused by an explosion of
Three buildings were destroyed
can.
an oil
Four other
valued with contents at $350,000.
were
saved.
buildings belonging to the works
The buildings covered nearly a square and gave
employment to a thousand workmen. The business of Disston amounted
to $2,000,000 per annum.
The present disaster will cause merely
inconvenience.
temporary

of Tobitcr·.

The Secretary of the Treasury has approved
the instructions of the Commissioner of Inter-

nal revenue for the sale at public auction for the
benefit of the United States, any tobacco or
snuff remaining in bonded warehouses December 0th.
Solicitor Brialow.
Col. Bristow to-day tendered his resignation
as Solicitor Gtneral
which, has been accepted,
and the commission of Samuel W. Phillips of
North Carolina, will bo made out to-morrow.
DiKorerr of an Atmospheric Ware—
Where th« Snow Storm· come from.
The signal service has discovered a phenom"
ena of a
great November atmospheric wave'
formerly supposed to be conflnca to Engl"
and Western Europe. On the 12th of November it
began to break over the shores of Oregon
and British Columbia. Ily the
evening of the
13th it had spread over nearly all the Pacific
States and the territories of Utah and Nevada,
and at
was pouring through the passmidnightMountains.
es of the
On the 14th it deRocky
scended upon Colorado, Nebraska, Kansas and
the Indian territory, and on the morning of the
15th it extended in unbroken magnitude from
Oregon aud Washington territory, eastward
through the great trough or depression of the
RockyMountain back Iwne in Idaho andMontana,and stretched thcDce to the western shores of
the Mexicau gulf. This discovery will enable
meteorologists to anticipate the approac h of win
ter by many
days and shows that American
winter storms originate in the Kooky Mountains, upon whose loftiest summits in Nevada,
Utah, Colored» and southern Wyoming, the
vapor laden air of this wave is condensed with
the overwhelming snows of the 41st
parallel.—
As this vast aerial wave is
like the
probably
wave
which
in
contues
English
successive undulations for two or three months, it may assist
in plaining the compatively high
temperature
and light preupitation in winter
along Puget
Sound and eastward.
The Civil Service— Pre»»» Cira·! Think· it
TOeana Something·
A delegation of uromineut Philadelphia
polivj

vivmun,

ucuniwi

V'SIUCIUU

AUU

UUY.

Hartrauft,
morning to

waited upou thu President this
ask the appointment of Mr. Trueman a« postmaster of
Philadelphia.
Mayor Stokeley, in behalf of the delegation,
the claims of Mr. Trueman, paying
presented
he had been very effective in keeping the Republican party in Philadelphia together, which
resulted in
giving such | a
magnificent
victory on the 5th of November.
The President said in reply that he had committed himself to Civil Service Reform and
that the Republican party in its National platform had declared in its favor, and that whenever it was possible to secure a good appointment under the Civil Service rules, he felt it a
pnblie duty to make selections accordingly.
As a rule he would oiuleavor to reward efficiency on the part of subordinates iu positions
of public trust, but when it should appear he
could secure a better opportunity by going outside of civil service rules he should not hesitate
In the prosent case Mr. Fairman,
to do so.
Deputy Post Master, was highly recommended
as in every way qualified for the positiou, and
it was not denied that by his appointment the
government would secure a faithful and efficient officer.
Under these circumstances,
therefore, he felt that he could not otherwise
than promote Mr. Fairman to the place to bo
made vacant by the resignation of Gen. Bingham, but he would take into consideration all
that had been said in favor of Mr. Trueman.
The delegation then withdrew and will leave
for home thia afternoon fully satisfied that the
Deputy will be appointed.
Consultation of Democrat* and Liberal·.
Columbus, Nov. 15.—A special cousultation
meeting of Democrats and Liberal Republicans
The latter, about forty in
was held to-day.
number, adopted resolutions to maintain their
organization; that the next Literal Convention
should declare squarely in favor of a tariff for
revenue only; that thereafter the party name
should be dropped for that of the
Liberal
party," and all organizations which have cowith them be asked to join it.
They
operated
also oppose all special legislation and special
and
adhere
to
as
equal rights their
privileges

guiding principle.

The combined meeting of Democrats and
Liberals adopted an address prepared by Senator Thomas, Gen. Ewiug, Gen. Brinkerhoff and
John M. Dashler, to the members of both parties in Ohio, reciting the re-electing of General
Grant and deploring the fact, but refused to
censure those Democrats who refused to vote
for Greeley or voted for Grant.
Instead of repelling them, it says, "strive to
bring thorn back. Its no time for relaxation of
effort, nor is it intelligent, wise or manly to
dispair of success. No reform party ever
gained the first battle. Consolidated aliuse can
only be overthrown by repeated assaults.
Monopoly and corruption ever die hard, but in
the end they do die. A free and virtuous people will their destruction. Say then to every
friend of" Reform, 'Be of good cheer.'
Ohio
is, we believe, the only State in which the
radical majority of 18β8 has been reduced. A
"
few more struggles and it will cease to exist.'
The duty of calling a State Convention of the
two organizations was remitted to two State
Executive Committees. Considerable talk was
elicited by the reading of tb« resolutions adopted by tbo Liberal meeting, but most of th· older Democrats present objected
so strongly
to
up the Democratic party and adopting in
giving
its stead that of the Liberal party, that uo
mention or resolution on the subject was
brought before the meeting.
Gold ia Virginia.
Washington, Nov. 15.—A series of well defined gold bearing veins have been discovered

Kellev's Ford, V*., five miles from Rappahannock station. The surface of the rock of
gold bearing quartz yields from $B0 to $100 per
Three tunnels are now being worked
ton.
through rich rock, and everything gives evidence of permanency.
near

The Central junta of the Carlisle are making
provision* to mise fund* to inaugurate an insurrection in Spaiu.
Charles R. Buckalew was qualified as a member of the constitutional convention of Penu.

petterday.
The

horse disease is becoming general in
and suspension is feared.
Jarvis Hade has been made the permanent
receiver of the International Insurance Company.
The Market Insurance Company of New
York will wind up its business after paying all
its liabilities.
Smith Ely, Jr., lias been appointed commissioner of education in New York city.

timony.

I

Flora Myers' New York Theatre.
A. B.

PUBCELL

Engagement of the

! Mr. J. W.
who,

Dep't,

104
192

Boston & Maine Railroad

Money

at 7 per cent.

sequence of continued issue of Railroad bonds ami
stocks. The report that the Lake Shore Co. will issue $6,000,000 of new 7
per cent, currency bonds is
fully continued, and it is stated on good authority
that additional St. Paul common stock is to be
put
upon the market. Money lenders are becoming more
uneasy in regard to margins on all kinds of Railroad
property. Pacific Mail fell to 85}, aud the whole
market closed at about the lowest prices of the day.

The following were the quotations of Government
securities:
United States coupoii6's, 1881
117
United States 5-20's 1S62
112}
United States 5-20's 1864
112}
United States 5-20's 1565, old
1121
United States 5-20's 1865, new
114|
United States 5-20's 1867
1151
United States 5-20's If68
115Î
United States 5's, new
109}
United States

10-40's.,coupon

....108$

■

Currency 6V
113}
The following were the closing quotations oi
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co
76f
Pacific Mail
85}
Ν. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated
93
Erie.
Erie preferred

50$
70

The following were the quotations for Pacific Kailroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds
100
Union Paciiic do
87
Uniou Pacific stock
34}
Union Pacific land grants
76}
Union Pacific income bonds
77
Domestic AKarbelN·
New York, Nov. 15—Evening—Cotton quiet and
unchanged; Middling uplands at 19}c; sale· 1781
bales. Flour is more active and a shade firmer ; sales
13,400 bbls; State 5 75 @7 60; Round hoopObio 6 85 @
920; Western 7 75 @ 8 65; Southern 7 00 @ 12 00.—
Wheat 2 @ 3c higher sales 168,000 bush ; No I Spring
157 Γφ 1 59; No 2 do 1 42 @ 1 51. Corn Jc higher; sales
86.000bush; steamer Mixed Western 63@63&c; do
sail 63} @ 64c. Oats active and decidedly better ; sales
80,000 bush ; new White 46 @ 50c; Western 45* @ 47$.
Beef dull. Pork quiet; new mess 15 75 @ 15 87^.—
Lard is firmer at 8J @ 8$c. Butter steady; State 24
@ 30c. Whiskey steady at 95J c. Rice firm at 7 J @

Sugar firm;

84c.

Muscovado at

9J@10Jc; refining

9} (Φ 10c. Coffee firm ; Rio 15 @ 18J in Gold. Molasse?
dull. Naval Stores—Spirits Turpentine is weak at
61 Jc; Rosin dull at 4 30 @ 4 40 for strained.
Petroleum is quiet : crude 14£c ; refined at 27} @ 27Jc. Tallow quietat 9 @ 9}c.
Freights to Liverpool firm ; Grain per steamer 9 g

Chicago, Nov. 15.—Flour nominal. Wheat firm
and advanced; No 1 Spring at 112 @114;
No 2
Spring at 1 02} on spot or Nov ; 1 02 nov : No 3 at 93Jc ;
rejected 81£c. Corn in fair demand ana higher; No 2
Mixed scarce, closing at 32c on spot ; 31Jc Nov ; rejected 29}c. Oats dull and a shade lower; No 2 at 18.
Rye quiet and unchanged ; No 2 at 52c. Barley firm
No 2 Fall at 62Jc. Provisions steady Pork at 13 23
for new on spot; 12 12£ for Jan.
Lard quiet and unchanged at 7£c cash, Dec or Jan. Hams in pickle
easier at 9} @ 10} on spot ; 9} @ 8}c for Nov. Greens
7} @ 8c on spot ; 7Jc for seller next week ;green shoulders quoted at 3} @ 32c for long clear ana short rit
middles. Whiskey quiet and weak at 89 @ 90, closing
at 89c.
Lake Freights higher and vessels
per sail 10; Wheat 12c.

scarce; to Buffalo

Cincinnati, Nov. 15.—Pork nominal; new mesi
Lard quiet; kettle at 7}c;7 55 ψ cwt oi
bid, Dec and Jan : bulk Meats nominal
snoulders at 4Jc ; clear rib sides at 7c ; clear sides 7}c
loose sales of clear rib 7c. Packed Bacon quiet and
unchanged; shoulders at 5}c; clear rib sides 10c;cleai
sides 10}c. Sugar cured Hams 16 @ 17c. Green shoulders saleable at 7Jc ; sales of clear rib at 5£c ; cleai
sides 5} : sales of fight hams at 9c. Live Hogs activc
and higher at 4 00 ig 4 20.
Whiskey dull and lower
at 14 00.
spot, 7 50

at 89c.

Detroit, Nov. 15.—Wheat unchanged; extra a1
1 72; No 1 White 1
63}; Amber Michigan 1 45. Com
■teadyfat 45Jc. Oats in good demand at30c.
to
Freights Oswego 11 @JL2c.
Charleston, Nov. Ιδ.-Cotton firm; Middling

uplands 18c.
Savannah. Nov. 15.—Cotton strong! Middling uplands at 18} @ 18|c.
Mobile, Nov, 15.—Cotton quiet and firm; Mid

dling uplands 18£c.
New Orleans,Nov. 15.—Cotton
upands 18fc.

easy;

Middlin]

.T4F~Fnr further particulars

London, Nov. 15—5.00JP/M.—Console closed at 92j
for money and account.
American securities—U. S. 5-20s, 1867, old, 93}.—
Erie 40|.
Liverpool. Nov. 15—5.00. Ρ

unchanged.

The leader of the Carlists insisted that the owners of the diligences pay him a round sum for
the privilege of the road upon penality, in case
of refusal, of the seizure of their horses. The
telegraph wires have b-βη cut by the Carlists
An engagebetween Barcelona and Geneva.
ment is reported in the department of Geneva
but there are no particulars.
China and Japan New·.
San Francisco, Nov. 15.—Steamship Japan
brought date» from Hong Kong to October
12th.
A severe shock of earthquake wae felt on the
21st of September at Shanghai.
The plains near Tientain were again flooded
on
September 10th, and the water is still

rising rapidly.
A Baptist church has been built at Meng

Dates from Yokahoma to October 23d are received.
A decadaful famine is reported among the
The authorities of Yeddo
people of Oorea.
have stopped issueing passes to passengers to
go beyond the limits fixed by the treaty, the
privilege having been abused by carrying on the
illicit trade.
Japan has exported during the last three
months to the United States, $2,530,000 worth
of goods.
The treasure of the steamer America to the
amount of 8300,000 has been recovered; $77.000
have not yet been reached.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Kryke, a Pole, under sentence of ten
years imprisonmeut in Cuba, for participating
in Byan's
exepedition in 1871, has been pardoned by the King of Spain.
The steamship Anglo Dame is believed to
have foundered in the Baltic in the storm of
Julius

Wednesday.

I

POPULAR CONCERT

charter for that city; abolishing all present commissioners and restructing the entire
city government.
Subscriptions books have been opened in
Philadelphia for the relief of Boston sufferers,
and several thousand dollars subscribed.
a new

A serions railroad accident is reported ou the
Memphis and Little Rock railroad neer Duval's
Bluff on Friday.
The engineer and several
other persons were killed.
Thomas Donnellan died Friday from the effects of a wound received in a bar-room in Jersey City.
Two inches of snow fell in Watertown, New

York, Thursday night

The official returns from

New

Jersey give

Grant 14,557 majority.
The Journal office, Charleston, S. C., was
burned Thursday night. Loss $10,000.
Bailey's furniture factory in Lawrence, Kansas, has been burned. Loss $30,000.
The case of the Kansas Pacific against the
Union Pacific Railway Company for SI,000,-

I

M.—Cotton closec

Haydn

Association

;

THE

HALL.

ON

Monday Evening,

Nov. 18,

Consisting of

CHORUSES
From
a

of the most Eminent Composers, and

some

variety

of

Commission Merchants,

Tickets,

50 Cents Each.

—AND—

and at the door.
For

further particular»

nee

«mall

NO.i'J KXC1IA1VQE HTRFM

bill*.

Next below Merchants'

nov7-10t

Jf·

J.

-Li.

Exhibition Drill !
Band and Promenade GREAT
CONCERT
—

BY

THE

CITY

All Wool Plaids, 60c.
1.25,

1.15;
iJc.

-----

23c

-----

A very nice article in Plaids
Satin Stripes

lOc.

1.70.
1.45.

The papers

are so

to enumerate all

crowded they can't give

our

WILL

us

space

*

in the

Congress
Oct 15

cor.

Brown Street.
M"W&F3m

Notice of Foreclosure and Sale.
Sarah H. Boynton and Charles F.
J Boynton of Portland in the County of Cumberland, on the twenty-seventh day of March, A. D.,
1871, by their mortgage deed of tliat date, recorded in
♦.he Registry of Deeds for York County, Book 324
page 76. conveyed to me a certain parcel of land, with
the buildings thereon, situated in Buxton, in the
County of lork, and lying on the westerly side of the
road leading from Thomas H. Davis' by Jacob Hamlin's dwelling, and bounded as follows, to wit : begiuing at t he northeasterly corner of said lot on said road

WHEREAS

RIBBONS,
WEB VELVETS.

course

TUESDAY EVENING. Nov.

KID

give a

will

at

Bent qualities, desirable shut lee, in all frizes, selling
45 per rent less than oar former pr;ce\

KEAIi MALTA LACES !

of Six Lecture* at

.ARC-A-ISTA.

Ladies'

letli,

liADI

Tickets for the course only $1.00. Evening ticket®, 25 cents, to be hail at H. S. Davis, Stockbrldge's
Music Store. Exchange St., Whittiers Apothecary,
junction Free and High Stg., and at the door.
no7
tf

Commissioners' Notice
undersigned commissioners appointed by the
Judge of Probate for Cumberland County to
meet and examine the claim of the creditors against
the estate of Veranus C. Hanson, late of Portland,

THE

deceased, represented insolvent, give notice that six
months from the seventh day of May,A.D. 1872,are allowed for said creditors to be present and prove their
claims, and that said commissioners will be in session
for the purpose of receiving said claims and prooL at
the office of A. A. Strout in Portland.County of Cumberland and State of Maine, on the third Saturday oi
June, August, and October, and the seventh day of
November A. D. 1872, at ten of the clock in the fore-

noon.

JAMES O. TUKEY.
FRANKLIN SAWYER.

May 23,

1872.

It

Commissioners.

Ladies Dresses and Cloak
Basted, fitting graceful and easy. New
CUTPatterns
constantly received. Samples shown
and
sent for from
of
the leading Houses in
goods
any
Boston aud New York. Suits and Cloaks mad to
order.
L. R. itIAKTIN,
No. 2 Modistes Building. Elm street,
nov4d2m
Portland.

SOUTH Ε RNPINE LUMBER !
Ships. Railroad Cars, Bridges, Factories, and
other building purposes, furnished by the cargo

FOR

at short notice.

KM,

33ά

YORK

dim

Sleighs! Sleighs! Sleighs!
(The Best Thine Vet.)

Smith's Patent Metallic

STtJDDEl»

ANNA J.CLMEK.

Teacher of the Cabinet Organ and Piano

This sleigh was awarded the SILVER MEDAL at
the New England Fair, held in Lowell, Mass., also
highest Frem vim at the State Fair holden in

the

Bangor. It has been extensively need before a criticising public for the last four years, and is rapidly
gaining favor for ihe following reasons:
1st—It is vastly inore durable, ίκ-tng constructed
without tenon or raurtlsc, secured by bolts only.
2d—The post with a brace is of beet quality maliron.

leable
3d—Its elegaut and light appearance,
4th—The ease with which it can be repaired.
Parties iutending to purchase are respectfully invited to call and examine our varied assoitment of
both single and double slci«?lit».

SMITH & COBB,
SOI ΤΗ Ο RAY.
eodtf

PUINU5.
e's

Bangor

Walter Qoold. References and
Reference,
ders left at Stockbridge's and Hawes & Cragin's.
G.

OCtl5

Bath

Gait Block Warehouse Company,
Nos. 5 and β Gait Block.
Flour anil Merchandise. Cars disloaded ill front of the stores. Warecharged
house receipt» given.
W. J. DYER,
S. MAI ONE.
nov4eod3w*
E. A. NORTON".
for
and

rOB

H. M.
32

Ts
î's

SALE «V

PAYSON,

Exchange Street,
PORTLAND.

1109

dtf ÎH

SPEC IAL NOTICE.
leased ray Carriage Factory (recently
occupied by Lockliart & Sloan; to ALBERT
CHASE, to continue the manulactiu Im at Carriages

HAVING

Sleighs, and knowing him to be a iiret class mechanic, and one thoroughly acquainted with all

and

branches of the business, 1 would cheerfully recommend him to my former customers.
Ε. K. LEMONT.

desire

ALBERT

CHASE,

Manufacturer of all kluds of

Made to fit the FOOT, though it be

FIT,

First Class

JELLERSON'S,
Street,

and leaving their measure. The best work is done
here. Those who have work «lone here can TESTIFY
to its qualities. The Custom Department is under
the maiiagemen ί of Mr. J. W. Farrell, one of THE
BEST workmen in New England.
Ai*o one of the
best stocks of First Class Sale Goods for retail, constantly 011 hand. All styles, sizes and widths, for
Ladiee and Gents. Call and examine for yourselves.
Portland Sept. 11th, 1872
sepl2-eodtf

Boston Lead Company,

**

We hereby give notice that

OUR STORE AND FACTORY

ARE NOT BURNED,

Distemper !

TWO

FIVE

PREBLE

Hleighs

STREET.

durability combined. Particular attention given
to all kinds of repairing. All those who wish t« have
their carriages stored ami insured durine the winter
and put In repair for
spring can do so at low rates.
A speciality of repairing all kinds of springs. Ail
orders in this line by express will be promptly attended to. By strict attention to business 1 hope to
receive a liberal share of patronage.
References-Cbarlen Sager, C. J. Walker, O. & L.
P. Warren, P. G. Blanchard, J. F. Libby, Hanson
C ay, Leander Valentine. C. F. Sargent, Elias Thomas « Co., J. M. Brown, J. P. Libby, S Baker.
oc22
TT&Stf

BONDS.
Portland City
Rockland City
Bath City
St. Louis City
Leeds & Farmington, (Guaranteed,)
Maine Central, Consolidated.

tt's
e's
β'»
β'
«'

■

Cook County, Illinois,
»'»
Clay t'onnty, Illinois.
Iowa Central, «old,
?'»
Northern l'acille <.'o!d,
7.80's
7's
West Wisconsin Κ. K.. «old,
Exchange on England, Scotland and Ireland.

FOlt SALE BY

W-TI. K·

WOOD, Aji't,
β» Kxrhanur Ml.

Sept «-.left·

Evening Classes in

Drawing.

The undersigned will receive scholars in

Free-Hand

and

Industrial

Drawing.

He will give special attention to mechanics and
artisans who wish to acquire abilUv in
«'designing'*
and In making
Forpanlculars call on or address, at St. Paul's Ohurch
Rectory,

"working-drawings."

■

"Vivvvvi

and

Having secured first class workmen in all branche
and buy nothing but the best of sto« :
..■;·<
11 in
build work second to none in
style, lightness, strength
and

Street,

BOSTON.

Carriages

At Factory of Κ. K. Lrinonl,

obtain the same, and at short notice by coining to

llorse

7's

«'s
î's

r»
Northern Pacific R. R., «old ï-m

Stylish and Perfect Fitting Boot.

24 & 26 Oliver

β'β
8's
N's
i's

....

Columbus
....
Cook County
....
.....
Cincinnati
Leeds Λ Farminsrton Κ Κ.
Portland de ltochciiter Κ. R.
Maine Central R. II.—ol«l
Central Railroad of Iowa, <>old
Chicago, Danville & Viiiceiuies
R. R.tiold

or-

eo<13n>

22,

G's

......

I'M COifOBEM RTBEET.

C. F.

SLEIGH,

(Patented by Hugh Smith.Oct. 3,1871.)

"

and tarefif.ly

TO

BRANOB,

iiovJ

Dayton Ohio

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

Ail who

money at

Portland

109 EXCHAKTQE ST.,

STORAGE

AUVAXTA^I!
save

t'ongress Street, Portland, Me.

oc22

α τ w ο ο r>,

work promptly
executed, and at the lowest prices.
ap22 to

TAKi:

LATHER'S
NEW

RYAN & KELSEY,
Commercial Street,
Portland, Me.

Every Description of

Gauntlet

down at almost cost priees.

buy bargains and

161
oct9ti

CORSETS !
K.id

Ο Ν I Κ Κ Y

Η
marked

First Lecture

We

almost half tlieir real va'ue.

KBuck»kin and
Gloves!

(Cor. Congress and Chapel Sts.,)

0E0L0GY and MAN!

qualtles, hand made.

«IMPS!

FRINGES !

HALL

Friday Evening Nov.

GLOVES!

Newest patterns, ber»t
will rush off 200 pieces at

ΒΕΛΤΟΛ

course

great sacrifice at

GERMAN AND FRENCH KIDS !
00

4t

PROF."

a

Just received 300 doz. pairs of

10th.

Mnhjrrt—(A New Lcctare.)
Tickets for the Course $1.50: Evening Tickets
cents each. Reserved seats (additional) $1.0P.
Doors open at 6}. Lecture at 7} o'clock.
noYlS

be ortereil at

SILKS

LATNER'S.

j

of the

land of Thomas II. and Nathan W. Davis and
running southerly on said road to land of Jacob
Hamlen, thence westerly on line of said Jacob's land,
to land of the heirs of William Willis ; thence northand we are prepared to 1111 all orders vritli onr usual
erly on the line of said heirs' hind to land of Nathan
promptness.
W. Davis,thence easterly on land of said Nathan W.
and Thomas H. Davis, to the first mentioned bound,
J. W. CHADWICK & CO., A (rents.
containing nine acres more or less, being the lot convefod to said Sarah 11. and Charles F. Boynton, by
novlS
eodlin
the heirs of William Willis deceased, with" authority
in the case of the breach of the condition in said
mortgage, to sell said premises at auction and from
the proceeds to pay the debt secured thereby.
Thousand three hundred and eleven Horses
Aud whereas the «aid Sarah H. Boynton and
Charles F. Boynton on the thirty-first day of Jul ν A.
cured, besides several Knox and Fearnaught
1)., 1871. by their second mortgage deed of t hat date, colts valut»! at from Ï1000 to ,«5000, with "Adamaone
recorded In the York Registry of Deeds. Book 328, j Botanic Cough Balsam."
I tables poonfuf placed
page 1, conveyed to me their interest in the above deupon the tongue once
scribed real estate, with authority in case of the In six hours thoWse must be kept warm in the
stable and fed upon Vegetables.
breach of the condition in said mortgage, to sell said
Price 3S and " cents per bottle.
premises at auction, and from the proceeds to pay
Urge sizecheop
est. Sold by all Druggists.
the debt secured therebv.
1106
eodaw
And whereas, the conditions of said mortgage deeds
have been broken by said Sarah H. and Charles F.
Wanted
is
to
notice
this
that
said
parcel of land
Boynton,
give
Salesmen, between 30 and 40 vear* of age.
with the buildings thereon, will be sold at
public
to sell our new publications.
Only' men of food
auction on said premises on the
day character and first class
twenty-eighth
references as to ability need
of December A. D. 1872, at eleven o'clock in the foreWe wish one or two Physician· to sell oik·
apply.
for
the
reason
ana
aforesaid.
noon,
purpose
Prevention aud Cure of Diseases, the best ηοοκ ror a
JAMES R. DEANE.
family medical work that lias ever be»n pubueed.
sep30 to oct5—oct30 to nov&—nov30 to dec6
School
We wish
Lawyers, Merchants and High
Teachers. A liberal salary will be Ι»Μ·
PRINTING neatly executed at t-hii
"
"η^
*a,ar5'
stating age, experience
Office.
iw
HOLLAN D Λ CO., Springfield Mass. novl3>vFM3w

JOB

*

VELVETEENS,

will

LECTURE

present

101 middle

Company,

—

recently bought in New York, consisting of

Mercantile Library Association,

bargains.

&

OF

miLLIlERl GOODS

THE

DELITER

SECOND

e»n

CALL AND SEE US.

Covell

—

Tl'K«llOEISE

DIFFICULT
tear.

Stock

Bankrupt

OSTRICII TIFFS & FEATHERS,

are the Bonrdon Kid Glore !
or

An Importers

REY. HENRY WARD REECHER

S H A W L S.
One Button Kid Glove

!

_YORK

L.

M.

NOTICE

Two Button Kid Gloves

—

HEAVY FAILURES.

HALL,

SOMETHING
XKW !
The Company will execute the entire
Company rHoremente, Munual of Arm»,
Nkirminh Drill and Bayonet ExerciM'
froiu beginning to end without commands, a thing
which has never been done by any other company in
the United States. Baud Concert previous to drill.
Tickets 50 cents each, to be had at usual places and
at the door. Clothing checked free.
SEBGT. P. K. DOW.
)
PR1V. .1. W. DOD^.K.
J Committee.
CORP. E. H.PE.4RSON, )
jyNo postponement on account of weather.
novS
dtf

35c.

Felt Skirts !

We warrant every pair not to rip

;

MONDAY KVESIXG, \ov. 18, '»»,

GOODS

offer

These

NEW

—

PORTLAND LIGHT INFANTRY,
AT

PANIC
LX

—

Book, Card & Job Printer,

For the past.we return thanks for a generous pat
ronage. For the future we promise increased effort!
to merit still further patronage, and for the
present

Exchange.

GEO. W. PARKER.
S.BAILEY,
References—Messrs. H. J. Libby & to., and Hon.
Charles P. Kimlul ronUnd. Me.; Messrs. Leonard
& Co., and Lee & Shepard, Boston.
apllt
JOSEPH

WM. M. MARKS,

Felt Skirts !

AUCTIONEERS

For sale at J. C. Stocklirldwe's, Hawes & Cragin's,

COVELL & COMPANY

All Tycoon Reps
Corded Alpaccas

public auction, t.n the
FRIDAY, the Û2d day of November
next, at 3 o'clock P. M., the following doscribed real
estate, belonging to the estate of Epiiraim P. GamI mon, fate of Portland, iu said county, deceafcd. viz:
A
lot of land with a two story dwelling house thereI
on, situated on Anderson street, in said Portland,
and numbered one on said street. The lot ensures
forty-one feet and nine inches front with a
pth of
forty-one feet. Terms made known at time of sale
D. H. INGRAHAM, Aiim'r,
¥. O. RAIIiKV A CO., Auctiourrr.
Portland, Oct. 1872.
ocM.ittW*n*v4tdtd

JgVSL·
\£&has arrived from Norfolk with Oysters foi

SELLING

tate.
license from

J Cumberland.
I premises, on

Which cannot fail to please the hearer.

43, 47 it 49 CENTRE MTKEFT.
Fat, fresh and delicious.
novl4d2wis

Washington

street, Portland, Me., con« ? î,ew
Sewing Machines aud a lot of
kinds
of
Sewing Machines, Sewing Machine attachments, 1 good s. emu Safe, l>cak,
Counter, Cases,
*c., Ac.. 2 good Horses, 2 line
Wagons and 1 Sklgh.
noriedtd
W. S. DYER, Agent.

Λ:

X. S. BAILEY «V 4 O.,

says ft hat

Cumberland Repellant,
A fair quality Repellant,

Middle
*K£.tore,No· 272
Florence

*CH. H. PBBSCOTT

WONDEROrSLV CHEAP,

we

did

other

SOLOS AMD LIGHT PIECES,

OYSTERS.

What cvory one says must be true, and every bods

DRY

nol4

to a

AND

ARE

and Glass Ware, Magee Cook Stove, togather with the entire Kitchen Furniture.
V. O. BAILKV A CO., Auction*··»™.

the Honorable
PURSUANT
Judge of Probate within and for the County of
I shall sell at

ΛΤ

1873,

WINTER.

shall

Administrator'* Sulo of lient ÏV

PEOPLE

VESSELS WANTED.—Coastwise and For-

FALL

we

side of Cass-

Positive Male at Auction.
Nov. 21, at 10 o'clock A. M., will
ONbeTUUltSDAY,
sold all the Furniture, Fixtures and Stock in

ΊΉΚ

on

The French· Assembly lia· passed the reform
jury bill by a large majority.
The Brooklyn committee of 100 are
preparing

OKsell

I Crockery

programm**.

elgu.

FOKEIGN.

number, stopped on Wednesday night, two
diligences en route from France to Geneva.

see

and

European Marked.
London, Nov. 15—11.30 A. M.—Consols opened at
92 for money and account.
American securities—U. S. 5-20's 1865, old, 90} ;
do 1867, 93; 10-40e, .87}; new 5s, 88}; Erie
Railway at

d3t^

Furniture at Auction.
THURSDAY, Nov. Met, at 10 A. M.,

1

9}d.

Signal)>

A Diet Clased.
Vienna, Nov. Ιδ.—The sessions of Tyrolese
Diet has been closed by the Governor in consequence of the refusal of members to fulfil their
duties.
Spanish New·—Carlists Actirc.
Madrid. Nov. 15.—The physicians in attendance upon King Amadeus have issued a bulletin stating that His Majesty is suffering from
articular rheumatism.
An armed body of Carlists, two hundred in

V.O. RAILEV* CO.♦ Auctioneer».
novl4

the Furniture in House west
OKLY,
j well street, rear of F. A. Clark's store, consisting of
FRIDAY AND SATUBDAY, Νου. 1δ A 16. Sofas, Easy Chairs, Card Tables, Mahogany and
Admission prices as usual. poor* open at 7i; Per- j painted Chamber Furniture, Feather Beds, Hair and
Husk Mattresses, Carpets, Extension Table, Chairs.
fonuance to commence at 8 o'clock.

Sterling Exchange, long. 108};

do short 110$. Stocks steady. State bonds dull.
New York.Nov.15—J?ve«in.<7.—Money was stringentt with the bulk of loans at 1-16 per day,
easing at
7 per cent, coin at the close of bank hours.
Currency
is going to Boston freely. Sterling Exchange scarce
at 108} @ 108J for long, and 10} @10$ for short
sight.
Gold was firm'and higher, opening at 113}, selling up
to 113}. Large shipment is
for to-morrow;
probable
engagements now $550,000 ; loans were made at 1 %
7 per cent, for carrying, with 1-32 bid lor use; at the
close clearances were $55.000,000. It is reported that
a squeeze of cash coin will be
attempted to-morrow.
Treasury disbursements were $283,000. State bonds
dull ana steady. Stocks weak and unsettled in con-

Mattresses, Fcatlur Beds, Excelsior Mattresses

appear

New York Stock mid money Market·
New York, Nov. 15—Morning.—Gold at
I13f.—

Officer, Washington, D. C.,

Nov 15. (8.00 P. if.))
Over the entire Northwest and Lake region
and thence to the Ohio vailey occasional light
snow, but clearing and cold weather will prevail. In the New Eugland and Middle States,
clear cold weather and northerly to westerly
winds. Clear weather, frosts and northwesterly
winds, with high barometers will prevail in
Teu lessee, the Gulf and South Atlantic States.
Signals are ordered for Dulutli, Milwaukee,
Chicago and Grand Haven.

Lanergan,

FLUENT

fjlaf.
[Sales at the Broker's Board, Nov. 15.1
Eastern Railroad

Auc-

at

Carnets, Comforters, Spring Beds, Extension Tables
Dining Chairs. Crockery and Gla»s Ware, Edwards
I Cook Stove, 1 Magee Cook Stove, l Model Cook Stove
Parlor and Air Tight Stoves, 25 boxes Soap, &c.

hall, PORTLAND,
FOB TWO MUirrs

«book».

Β·Μοη m«ck

TWENTY-FOUR

Office Chief

I Hair

JI MJ β I c

:UGTKOROLOGlCAL·

War

ov

eminent Actor

Will glvu an ontertalnment for

box

.,

SATURDAY next, at 10 A. M., we shall sell at
>Noffice,
Parlor Suit,Center Tablée, Chamber Setts,

FLORA MYERS,
will
in

FINANCIAL AND COMIVIERC1LA
Foreign Exporte.
M AT AN Ζ AS.—Brig M A Berry—8104

A«

tion.

the beautiful and talented

with

AUCTION SALES.
furniture, Crockcry,

Manager.

Pottsville, Pa.,
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Λ Congressional Investigating Committee
Levvknworth, Nov. 15.—The sub-committee of the House Judiciary Committee authorized to visit Kansas and prosecute their investigation lookiug to the impeachment of Judge
Delaney of the United States District Court,
met here yesterday and oommenced taking tes-

Partner

Burning

Ball.—The ball given by the
Firemen's Relief Association last night was
admirably gotten up by the committee, and the

a

it so much

The

immediately

■Firemen's

The Coon Hunter at Littlefield & Wilson'«
wishes to inform the Argus that the coon that
put in an appearance on York street Wednes
day night, was not that "same old coon;neitliei

We call

Hie

Undershirts and Drawers all grades, cheap,
at Burleighs, 89 Middle street

Religion·.

obliging them

practicable.

Chickeriug &

it.

on

Complimentary.—The people from Gorham
»nd Saccarappar, who attended the "Moulton"
CoBcert·, complimcut Mr. Turner, the new
Superintendent of the Portland & Rochester
R. R., for his courtesy and enterprise in arranging for their arrival here in season, in place of

Adjourned.

as

A

McEwen and K. McDonald.

That this committee, in behalf of this Board,
memorialize the Legislature of Maine to repeal
all State laws upon this subject, and that said
committee request the City Government to
memorialize the Legislature to also repeal said
State laws; provided the committee find it legally necessary.

he

TT„

K. McDonald; Audit Committee, Andrew Taylor, and K. Clark; Installation Committee. T.

The debate rambled on, growing wider and
wider in its scope, until it was brought to a
head by Mr. Rich, who moved the passage »f
the resolution, and it was passed.
Mr. Rich

was

If.

holden Thursday evening, the following named persons were elected
for the ensuing year:—President, T. Burgess;
Vice President, Alexander Taylor; Treasurer,
T. McEwen; Secretary, John Porteous; Charitable Committee, A. Robertson, W. Sharp, and

Mr. Jose stated that he did not oppose a modification of the city ordinance, hut wished to

committee.
The resolution offered by .Mr. Farmer was
referred to tho committee.
The resolution
reads as follows:

jump

St. Andrews.—At
drews Society, which

was

City
Morris, C. P. Kimball, G. \V. Woodman, G.W.
True and Israel Washburn, Jr. were made that

Λ

89

but have on hand a larg« r and better stock thau
ever before, which they are selling at the old
prices. Store 173 and 175 Fore street.

notified.

ing city paupers.

to the

to

passing over

action until the Stato laws are repealed.
Mr. Haskell stated that the statutes provided
that the city might abolish the tax if the steamers gave a bond to provide against aliens becom-

theu moved

1

the rack car and fell on ths
track on his lianda and knees, and, in attempting to get out of the way irai caught by the
other car and received fatal injuries, instantly
expiring. His breast was crushed by the wheel

is necessary to the honor and prosperity of
Portland that the tax should be abolished.
Mr. Parmer brought the discussion back to
the starting point, from which it had widely
wandered, by stating that the city cannot take

tion

A

tempted

vanced for the continuance of the tax would>
if put in practice, make Portland a desert and
The Allan's have
her people a reproach.
been offered strong inducements by the Vermont
Central and Boston roads to transfer their line
to that port.
Let us keep it hero if we can. It

making that

ad-

lost his life are as follows:
Mr. Hooper
was standing with the brakeman of the switch
train, as it is called,—between Titusville and
Oil City, Pa.,—on the forward car behind the

tablished.
Boston has abolished the tax with
the view of bribing the passenger lines.
Mr. Washburn denounced the tax as in effect
seizing the alien by the throat and compelling
The line of argument adhim to disgorge,

movement

we

eitv,

Mr. Jose made the point tliat the increase oj
alien passengers would not benefit Portland,
for few of them remain to increase the busiIf ten thousand
ness or population of the city.
passengers arrive here. Portland is responsible
for their pauperism until their residence is es-

a

evening's entertainment of fun,

James A. Hooper.—The Advcrtiier says
that the particulars of the railway acaident by
which the late Mr. Hooper, formerly of this

Railway.

inaugurate

an

vise to go to Music Hall.

claim iu this city.
Mr. Hersey thought the tax wholly unconstiHe was anxious to know
tutional and illegal.
why the city should discriminate l»etween
steamboats and railroads ; no tax is collected
&

saved.

J. W. Linergan,
many good points about it.
who played Luke Fielding, showed careful
study in his part, and is reelly an actor of rare
merit. Ο. A. Hill as Col. Vauguard has a

tion about the matter, and concluded that it
would be better for Portland itself to remove

the European

were

Flora Myers' Ν. Y. Theatre.—The "Willow Copse" at Music Hall last night drew a fair
llouse. The piece was well presented, having

city by foreign emigrant
capishipping-ports,
tal solely from sponging emigrants.
Mr. Kimball reviewed the cause of the agitaour

on

a

Burleigh's,

All in want of clothing will do well to call
Geo. W. Kich & Co., before purchasing elsewhere.
They manufacture their own goods
and were therefore not affected by the late fire,

Cushing'· Island Tuesschooner, which
burthen, belonged in

verely injured by the falling mast, but not so
badly as to preveut his reaching the shore.
The vessel is an old one, having been built iu
1850. Her name is the H. W. Wellington; the
name of the captain is Freethy. The drowned

pouriug in

ner.

that the

bottom went out and her masts went over. Her
crew, consisting of four men and the cabin boy,
clung to the masts. The men were washed
ashore, but no such good fortune awaited the
boy; he was swept off from the mast by the
sea and drowned.
One of the men was|se-

810 is paid to the visiting officer for each visit.
The tax belougs to the days of toll bridges and

from passensers

seems

southerly point of the island near the Portland
light, on the outer side. When she struck her

The
upon stockholders in the Portland lines.
amount collected is about $4000, of which feu m

conversation

It

vessel of 93 tons
Brooklin, Maine. She was from Boston hound
home and put into the harbor for refuge from
the gale. The gale struck her and blew her
sails away. Then she drifted ashore on the
was

Boston has removed the tax, the tendency of
immigration is to that port, and the loss falls

the tax.
Mr. Clark stated that in

wax wrecked on

day night

years. The tax is not a legal one and is only
submitted to as a petty annoyance which it
takes too much trouble to obviate.
Now, as

upon

lwtva

to the station.
We understand
that Finnegan's mother declines to prosecute.

be

cast

hatwâan th·

brought him

account

was

friMiKl·

for some time, and tlx Park street pupils armed themselves with pistols, in anticipation of
further hostiliti··. They assart that Finnegaa
threw the first rock. The Park street hoys
wera American, and the Clark street Irish.
Officer Wyman arrested the offender and

Mr. Anderson then made a suggestion that
as the tax
seriously affect* our trade with the
Provinces, and that Canadian skippers arc inclined to pass by Portland and go to Boston on

were

V)··

■AatYii

Commitfee.

migration

Friday evening next.

Bur-

at

Oysters.—H. Freeman & Co., 101 Federal
street, have just received another cargo of fresh
Virginia oysters, and to-day they will be prepared to serve them to thejr customers in any
desired quantity. Sunday is a great day for
oysters, and we would advise people to leave

with hair. These men lived in cavos, went
naked aud hunted the savage animals that in-

on

is

leiglis, 89

of Trade·
A meeting of the Board of Trade was holdcn
ι yesterday afternoon at half past three o'clock,
I for tbe purpose of discussing the abolition of
ι the head money tax on aliens.
i
After a brief informal discussion, the pro-

The professor cited many of the most learned
and eminent authorities in proof of his positions.
His next letture will be delivered at the same

He reports that the loans of the bank? of that
are 3X7,000,000, their surplus 820,000,000,
anil their loss only 81,500,000. He says the financial nrospects in view of the facts are cheerful,
aud business is fast resuming its usual charac-

city

I Police Station.

The Horse Railroad

Company llope t0 put
the city cars on their regular time
Monday
The members of St. Andrews
Society are to
hold a meeting next Wednesday
evening to
make arrangements for a celebration of St
Andrew's Day, which occurs on the 30th inst.
The second of those reviving Praise meeting!

narrow

WASHINGTON

ler, with rounder heads, but strong and muscuAU were covered
lar considering their size.

American

Friday.—Alired A. Izett.
<5. Paid.

heads aud thin features,
somewhat resembling the Australian savages
of the present day. The third were much smal-

powerful,

ceedings of tbe previous meeting were read by
The presence of Prof. Pierce
the Secretary.
I in town was announced.
A vote was passed
! increasing the number of the committee to confer with the Harbor Commissioners in relation
! to the condition of the harbor, and Messrs. D.
W. Clark, John Porteous and E. G Will aid
! were appointed.

Freeman.

Auother were less

enormously thick skulls.

Board

Fairbanks' Standard Scales.
Saved from the Fire—C. F. Hovey & Co.
Agents—A liare Chance.
The best selling Book.
Partner Wanted.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Timmons «S: Hawes—Oysters,
Clothing—Geo. W. Rich & Co.—3
Hot Bathe— Smith's.

at

inter-glacial, and the post-glacial; but confined
his statemeuts maiuly to the first of these. At
the time of their existence, Europe was covered
with dense forests, aud the difference between
the peoples was even greater than at the present day. One race had strong frames and

Two colored boys attempted to diaw maps of
the Boston burned district on each other's faces
1 last
eveniug, and were, in consequence thereof,
consigned to the care of Uncle Oliver at the

Fire—Dry Goods.
Administrator's Notice.

Prayer meeting Wednesday evening
people especially invited.

the commencement of the human
thousand years
race very far back of the six
ordinarily attributed to it—back of the glacial
period even, as early, indeed, as the drift formations. He classed the existence of early humanity under three ages, the pre-glacial, the

cert.

AUCTION COLUMN.
Positive Sale—Furniture, &c,
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Morris & Ireland—Safe·.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Announcement—Davis & Co.
To Let—Pleasant Kent.
Clerk Wanted.
Orders have been issued.
The State—To-day.

Oysters—H.

speaker.
He placed

damage!, and for an ordtv witraiain* tbi
latter from discriminating again** th· former,
has been dismissed at Denver.

Tstbeat ρίΜβ to buy Ciotblng U *t G«W
W. Blob &r Co,'·, 173 and 175 Fore « treat
SovSW&SSw

X. W. TAYLOR BOOT.
nov7tt

S

Up in a wild, where few men come to look,
There lives ami rings a little lonely brook:
Liveth and siugethin Hie dreary pines,

off sound of voices. A few more minute»,
and we beard the creaking of masts and cordage. Then the dim outlines of sails were
vf*ib!e through the mist, over a low neck of
laud two hundred yards up the river. And
at last, rounding the point, a large schooner
came in view, sbadqwy and ghost-like in the

Yet

dim

POETRY.
Up In the Wild.

creepeth

011

to where the

daylight

shines.

Pure from their heaven, m mountain chalice caught,
It drinks the rains, as drinks the bjuI her thought ;
And down dim hollows where it winds along,
Pouis its life-burden o( mdistened song.
I catch the murmur of its undertone,
alone!
That siglieth ceaselessly, Alune!
And hear af.ir the Hivers gloriously
the shining
Shout ou their paths toward

sea!

The YOiceful Rivers, chanting to the sun,
And wearing names of honor, every one:
Outreaching wide and joining hand wit h hand
To pour great gifts along the asking land.

Ah, lonely brook! Creep onward through the pines;
Press through the gloom to where the daylight shines!
Sing on among the stones, and secretly

light.

"Never mind your muskets, men," said
Forrester, as he saw them fingering and cock-

ing their

"Have your cutlasses ready,
and the moment we touch her side, jump on
board. Murray, you will eneage ou the starboard side, and I on the port."
The slaver was nearly abreast of us now,
the sound of voices on board bad ceased.
Noiseless as a phanton ship, the current bore
liei swiftly towards the sea.
^
"Now men, are you ready?"
"All ready, sir."
"Then
way," be shouted, "and hurarms.

give

rah tor the old Planet !"
floods
The twelve oars ot the two boats dropped
into the water at the word. One good cheer,
I
rain
the
sweet
the
Drink
gentle heaven sendeth
and iu a tew minutes we were alongside.
Hold bine own path, howeverward it tendeth
"An easy victory this," I thought, as the
For s miewhere, underneath the eternal skv
Thou, too, shalt find the Hivers, by and byf
bow-oar struck his boat-liook in the main
—Sunday Magazine. j chains, and held 011 without opposition.
I mistaken.
On jumping up,
; Mucli Was
I sword iu hand, on the sohooner's gunwale,
Oar
in Pirate Creek. Moore and my boat's crew following, we
found all progress barred by a hoarding netting, which, triced up to the yard arms, interposed between as and the deck. While
From Good Words fiortlio Young.
: struggling with this unexpected obstacle, a
"Away there ! first and second gigs. Gigs' cheer rose from the slaver's decks, and the
crews to muster on deck with tlieir arms,
sewne was lit up by the flashes of a dozen
bawled out the boatswain's mate after the muskets. The sudden
glare disclosed the
usual preparatory twitter oi his silver call.
lorms of our opponents, who, until then, had
The first gig was in charge of Forrester,
been concealed behind the bulwarks, and
the mate, and the second in mine, so very reshowed Forrester and his men on the other
luctantly, I got up from the hard lockers of side of the
ship slashing away at the netting
the midshipmen's berth of H. M. S. Planet,
—which went quite round the vessel—with
where we had been enjoying an afternoon
their cutlasses.
•iesta, and in obedience to the pipe went on
The discharge did some evil work ; two of
the quarter deck to Captain Dentloup, who
our poor tellows fell heavily back into the
us our orders.
gave
"Now, Mr. Forrester and you Mr. Murray, boat. Only Moore and two men stood by
I could see 110 chance of cutting
iny side.
you are both aware that for some days we
our way through this horrid network before
have been watching the mouth of the Congo,
the enemy would be ready with another volin hopes of intercepting a vessel which is believed to be lying concealed some miles up the ley. which would about finish us. Already
the rattling of ramrods showed they were reriver, in readiness to start with a full cargo of
loading, so I called out—
There can be little doubt that a
slaves.
"Back into your boat, and bring up your
watch is kept upon our proceedings, therefore
muskets."
I mean to set a trap lor her. This evening
They sprung down, leaving me alone, hold-we shall quit our cruising ground and sail
ing on by the rigging, and gradually cutting
some twenty miles to the souuhward, leaving
a hole through the netting.
the coast apparently clear. But as soon as it
At this moment, happening to look forward,
is dark you shall shove off in the two boats,
I made out the figure of a man who had
taking four days' provisions, and conceal
crept over the side, and. axe in
yourselves close in shore. I shall be very stealthily
band, was in the very act of lifting it in order
much disappointed if the slaver does not. drop
to cut off the head of the boat-hook. If he
down the river comfortably into your hands."
succeeded, and the boat, with its crew, were
Tiieu the captain added, turning to me :—
cast adrift, we were ruined. I drew out my
"They may show iiuht, and you are rather
pistol, yet unused, fired, and—missed ! The
young lor this sort of work, Mutray, but you
white splinters flew from a spot close by the
have been with me for two years now, and 1
1
fellow's head, I could see the faint glimmer
know you will do your duty."
I colored with pleasure when the captain of light on the axe as he started. TUen the
was raised again, but ere it could
•poke like this, but having no words ready, weapon a
boarding pike thrown javelin-wise
Forrester, the irrepressible, answered for me. descend, hurled
past and buried itself in the
"I would rather have him with me than by Moore,
wretch's
side. With a shriek which for
poor
anyone, Sir. Didn't he save my life on board
the time silenced all other sounds, he loosened
the Colorida when the Spaniard was cutting
his hold, clutched vainly at the vessel's side
me down? to say nothing of his shooting the
as he fell, and was s wall jwed up in the
depths
IlippopOLUlUUS ill UiHlitgrj.
of the muddy waters.
We went to work now, got the boats lowThe cry and appalling fate of this miserable
ered, aud kept thein on the offside of the ship,
being for the moment unnerved his comout of sight of any watches on shore, In an
Before they
hour we were all ready. Then there was a part- rades. There was a pause.
1
could recover themselves to give a second
ing cup of tea in the berth ; we cast off from i
volley, the three men were again by my side
the Planet, and pulled slowly with muffled
and firing right in their faces, Forrester's
oars towards the land, the tall white sails of ;
jmiaiso mazing away ;il ine same time.
our floating home slowly vanishing in the
The group on the dock seemed to waver—
gloom. As the boats shoved off the men beonly a shot or two was returned.
gan to jump up in the rigging to give us a
And now at
hy cutting and tearing
cheer; but we heard the captain hurriedly call I had made alength
tolerable hole through the
them down, and say; "Do you want to spoil
We forced our way
boarding netting.
it all, menl"
and leaped on the quarter-deck just
•'ïes,'' said Forrester to me, quietly, "and through
as a cheer from the
opposite side told us our
it will be time enough to cheer when we get
friends had done the same.
As my feet
back."
touched the deck I saw facing«e a tall felThe gigs were six-oared boats, so that we
low with his musket clubbed, the butt-end
numbered fourteen in all, twelve blue-jackets
lilted up and about to fall on my head. Had
and two officers, Forrester and myself, Evit thus fallen, my career in Her
Majesty's
ery man had his .nusketand cutlass, and in
navy had then and there ended, and this
addition «.here were two long boarding-pikes
had
never been told.
But
I
had
story
time
and two pistols in each boat.
One of the pisto jump on one side, and the weapon grazed
tols 1 gave to Moore, the quartermaster, who
Before it could he
my shoulder harmless.
was my stroke oar, and kept the other for
my raised again
my sword was through the man's
own use.
arm.
Disengaging it, I looked round.
In the way of provisions we had salt pork
Our opponents were crying "Misericorde"
ready boiled, biscuit, cocoa, tea, a keg of rum
throwirg down their arms and running forand water in' barricoes—or small four-gallon
ward to conceal themselves. One
casks. The surgeon had also presented us
figure only
with a large jar of quinine and wine, telling was to be seen, standing by the tiller—evithe captain. Forrester, giving me a
dently
us to take a wineglassful each man in the earwarm grasp by the hand, walked aft,
sayly morning, as a safeguard from fever. A
ing—
small portable stove was placed in boat, with
"You surrender, Senor?"
charcoal for fuel, that we might enjoy the
The answer was a pistol shot.
My poor
luxury of hot tea without fear ot the smoke friend
stopped short, staggered, and would
betraying our position. In fact, as I over- have fallen
; but I caught him in time and
heard Moore saying, "It was a regular jolly
laid him gently pown on the deck,
supporting
picnic, with the chance, too, of a fight."
his head iu my arms. Moore, a fine stalwart
One honr's pulling brought us to Shark's
six-foot Devonshire man, ran aft and with
Point, at the southern entrance to the Congo, one blow ofhis fist knocked
the »lave capwhich is here deep and broad enough lor lineof-battie ships. We thought to have found tain down.
"What shall I do with him, sir.
Shall I
some place on this side of the river suitable
pitch him overboard?"
tor our purpose; but the current was so
I replied. "Lash his hands and
strong—running about live knots an hour— feet"No; no," and
leave him there.
Then
securely,
that after struggling against it some time,
take the helm and iook after the
schooner,
gaining a few yards onu minute only to be for her sails are all aback."
swept back the next, we gave it up for a bad
Forrester now claimed my first care.
The
job, aud steered for the northern or right coxswain ofhis
boat, who—like all his boat's
bank of the river, which we soon gained.
crew—was devoted to him, helped me, and
We could just make out that we were close
to an inlet, called in memory of deeds of together we seai-ched for the wound, which I
much feared would be mortal. To our relief
blood once done there, Pirates' Creek, and
we found the pistol ball had struck
only the
iuto this creek we cautiously steered.
A
dark and horid place it was. As the trees upper part of (he leg, but still the blood was
out
With a handkerchief
welling
profusely.
meeting overhead gradually shut out all view twisted
tightly round the limb, we managed
of the skv, I felt as if we were entering a
at length to stop the
bleeding. Then having
vault, anil the cold, damp air and miasma
made him as com lor table as we could, and
from the mangrove bushes made me shiver.
covered him up with a blanket coat, I was
Forrester, not liking the idea of pushing
the bows of the boats among these mangroves able to take in the position of affairs.
I felt rather proud of my first command,
where snakes and reptiles might "make night
on looking round, and
observing what a fine
horrid," anchored both the boats in the middle of the creek ; aud the oarj being laid in prize she was. There was a long brass gun
and
amidships,
the tw-Ί gigs swung to the current.,
why it was not fired as we
lovingly, came
alongside—our attack being evidently
side by siife.
was
difficult to say.
expected—it
"Now then, my lads, you may make
However,
yourselves comfortable ; we shall see nothing of there was little time for reflection or enjoyment
of
the
sweets
ot
command
it
was
necesthe slaver to-night."
;
sary to act at once. The vessel was certainly
This order was obeyed better than might
so far won ; but what was won had to be
have been expected under the circumstances.
kept.
The question was "Would the beaten
The little stove being lighted, a cup of hot tea
crew,
whsn
discovered
our weakness, remain
they
followed by the evening ration of ruin, made
quiet, without attempting a rescue?" I callthe dry biscuit go down without much diffied our men together to ascertain how
maey
culty. Then, blanket frocks having been put were fit for
and found that seven, be011 over serges, the men lighted their
pipes, sides myself,action,
were
all
Forrèster
and
right;
and stretched their legs out, or rather tried
five others being quite disabled. Well,
eight
to, for a good stretch was out of the question. British
sailors ought to be sufficient to
We talked on till midnight, our men havkeep a
slaver's crew in order.
PL'ates and cuting dropped off to sleep some time before. throats
though they were, there could not be
Then I made a pillow of one of the watermore than twenty left, for several were
lying
k.;gs, aud wrapping myself well up in a blank- on the docks
dead or wounded.
et-coat, contrived, after some skirmishing
-i
■» '—
•\r
inuiuc.il
au
j>iui
illVUlUtVUlC
with the inusquitoes—who having discovered
first lieutenant.
our position were thirsting for English blood
he
"Beg
your
called
pardon, sir,"
—to get some hours' uneasy rest.
out from
the helm, "won't you anchor, anu then
I suppose it would be difficult to find a
we
shall
have
else
to
do
nothing
hut
more uuhealthy place in which to
secure the
spend the ruffians?"
in
an
night
open boat, t..an Pirates' Creek,
Λ capital suggestion.
We awoke at dayiight, cold, cramped and
Looking over the
side I found that in the ten or fifteen minute#
ahivfpino· r*ni* nlntliûj oohiiO<-u<1 «"'Hi
Such a collection of yellow faces ! We blessed which had elapsed since we began the attack,
the current and the land-wind
the doctor for his
as we each
together had
carried the schooner, with our two boats
took a glass of his quinine wine. Cocoa and
biscuit for breakfast afterwards made us fit towing along side, well clear of the mouth of
the river outside Shark's Point.
for anything.
The next
was to see if the anchor was
clear, aAi
Unluckily we had nothing whatever to do.
for
I
ran
ready
forward
letting go.
The expected prize would not come down
glaueed
over
the
bows
there
it
;
was
yes,
while daylight lasted, and we dared not bewith black
mud
to
Congo
in
clinging
it,
the
just
fact
of
tbo
same
our presence by leaving the
tray
state as when hove up an hour or two
creek and rowing openly on the river. We
ago.
I
gave the order ; and in another five minutes
must while away the houis as well as we
we were quietly at
could ; but a long, long day it seemed. There
anchor, sails clewed up,
and Moore at liberty to leave the helm
were some books in the boats ; Moore,
and
too,
join me.
had brought a fishing line, with which I was
So
far
so
good. But the pressing danger
speedily at work, and to my delight pulled
yet remained.
We were longing to release
up several fine fish to eke out our scanty dinthe
ner.
unhappy slaves below, but coald do nothAfter about an hour's successful sport, I ing while the defeated crew, out-numbering
-felt a tremendous tug at the line, which was us three to one, were unsecured. The young
moon was fast
a strong one lor deep sea
fishing. It deepen- was not yet sinking helow tl*e horizon; it
ed into a steady pull, more than
midnight; there were si χ or seven
my arms
hours of darkness stiU to be
could bear.
got through, nv
"Here's either a big conger or a shark !" I could the return of the Plauet be hoped for
exclaimed, leaning half out of the boat to before next morning at the earliest.
I had eome alt when busy in
prevent the line being carried right out of
anchoring the
priï«, hut now having carefully reloaded my
my hands. The words were scarce out of
hurried
(4»toi,
again to the bov.-s, Moore and
my mouth when I was fairly dragged overour six men following.
board and pulled down to a considerable
We were only just in
time.
Two
At
last
I
let go, and rising swam to
men, musket in hand, "ha·! aldepth.
made their way on
the boat. I did not mind the
ready
deck, and the small
ducking, but
the water was horribly
muddy and black. hatchway forward was full of others strugForrester helped me in, langhing at the fish gling to follow. The first two we seized and
hav:ng nearly caught ine instead of my catch- disarm,Qid in a moment; tbe rest jumped down
an,d began to fire through the hatch way, but
ing t.;e fish.
Feel how the

are

all akin to

thee !

■

Niglit-attack

«<*

...

»,

.w τ.

;

When we opened the hatches we saw the
poor wretches huddled together, manacled
two aud two, without any sort of arrangement. Apparently they had been hurried on
board at the news of the Planet being oft' her
cruising station, and thrown down anyhow
until the schooner should be safely at sea.
The wonder was that none were already
suffocated. There were two hundred men
and boys, and twenty women—some with
babies. It was really beautiful to see how
tenderly our sailors treated these women as
they knocked off their irons and lifted them
on deck.
The men among these slaves—no longer
slaves, though, now, thank God!—teemed
almost etupificd ; but the women,
observing
their late captors lying captive and bound,
understood at a glance what had happened,
and began a queer sort of
song and war-dance
of trinmpli over them. This they diversified
with an occasional cuff on the head, and were
proceeding to acts ol greater violence—magnanimity towards a fallen enemy not bei'ig a
virtue of savage tribes—had I not thought it
time to put a stop to their little
amusements,
rather to the regret of
my own men, who
were eujoying the fuu.
We could do nothing more now than attend to the wounded and wait patiently—or
impatiently—for the morning, which we
hoped would bring with it the dear old Planet ;
so after placing sentries over the
prisoners I
sat down by the side of Forrester. Struck
by
the faintne.su of his voice as he answered my
I
called
for
a
inquiries,
light, and was alarmed at the pale, pinched look which had crept
over his features.
Suspecting something
wrong I examined the wound, found it was
bleeding, and that he had evidently lost a
considerable quantity of blood. With difficulty I managed to replace the bandages.
Then recollecting there was a bottle of brandy
on the cabin table, I had it
brought up anil
poured a small quantity down his throat,
which fetched some color back into his white
cheeks and lips.
Sailors pick up a smattering cf all sorts of
knowledge at sea, and I had seen our doctor,
when his patients eemed
dying from sheer
weakness after yellow fever, keep them
up
with small doses of brandy. After the same
fashion I uow dealt with Forrester;
placing
my fingers on his pulse, aud as soon as it appeared to be dying away under the touch,
putting the glass to his lips.
I loved this man dearly. His manners were
sometimes rough—mates (they are called
sub-lieutenants now-a-days) were apt to become soured after
waiting six or seven years

for their lieutenant's commission—but he
ruled the riotous spirits in the
midshipmen's
berth with wi.«e authority, and would allow
no bullying.
He bad been as an elder brother to ine the two years we had been messand
mates,
helped me out of many a scrape.
And now the poor fellow was about to die, I
thought, just when this successful attack and
his wound must have eiven him nmmnHnn I
It did seem hard.
I think that was the very
longest night of
my life. At one time, about five o'clock in
the morning, I fancied my patient was
really
gone : I could find no pulse whatever. But
he swallowed some
braudy and got better
again, and afterwards seemed not to sink so
low. I remembered the saying, "It's darkest

just before the dawn."
And the blessed dawn herself came in
another half hour, and with her came the
Planet. I got up, scarcely able to stand on
my cramped legs, and saw with delight her
•ails, about a mile off. We hoisted the English ensign at the masthead to show that we
were in possession.
Then we watched two
boats lowered from the cruiser's side, in one
of which, as it came closer, we made out
Captain Dentloup with Dr. Gilbert, our surgeon.
They sprang on board, shook my
hand heartily, looked round.
"But where is Forrester?"
I took them to the spot where he
lay, pale
as death, with
bandages soaked in blood.
Gilbert'· face was very grave as he
inspected
the wound and asked what had been
given
him. I told him, aud was rewarded
by his
"You could not have done better;
nothing
else would have kept him
up during the
small hours. But
you need not look so
frightened, he will do well enough, now.
ν
please God!"
"Yes," said Captain Dentlcup, aud live to
wear the epaulettes he has won !
We lifted the wounded into the boat as
carefully as possible, Dr. Gilbert going with
us to the Planet.
I saw Forrester m*de
snug and comfortable in a bed made up for
the purpose in the
captain's cabin, and then
having time to realize the fact that I was a
dead beat, stumbled to my
hammock, and
was fast asleep almost before
my head touched
the pillow.
S. W. Sadi,er.

Meanwhile Moore had dexteriouslv
stopped

that part of the line which was still
inboared
out, and now with
another man was steadily
hauling in.
"If it's a shark he will be
smashing the
boat with his tail," 1 said; and
direoted a
man to stand by in readiness with a
boarding
pike. In auothor ten minutas a young shark,
live feet
came to the top,
long,
furiously and lashing the water all over «s,
A clever thrust with the pike prevented his
doing any mischief, and then the wen 3espatched the creatures with their
cutlasses,
the black water
b.;i\K Rsqdened with his

struggling

blood.

jailor» ai,vays

look upon sharks as merciless enemies, to whom is to
be shown no
mercy. Not to be wondered
at, uctbaps,
under the circumstances
of their lives.
After one has been
killed, there is
great curiosity to know what he has always
got inside him.
In this
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Office, 166 Fore St., Portland, Me.
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INSURANCE.

Montreal,

passenger tor every $500 additional value.
C. J. "BRYDGES,
Managing Director.
ri. BAILEY, LocalSuperintendent.
Portland, June 20 1872.
jun21tf

MAINE CENTRAL

RAILROAD.

Rockland, Augusta,
Reàdlîcld, Winthrop, Skowhegan, Bangor, Maltawamkeag at 1:00 p. m.
Portland for Lewiston, Bath and Augnsta 5:25 p.

«

«

$2,800,000

»

ROYAL INS. CO.
Assets over Boston losses,

$12,000,000

Insurance
Assets

Company.
$900,000

Boston losses,

over

TRADERS'
Insurance Company.

Assets over Boston losses,

$500,000

Augusta,. Bath and Lewiston at 8:35 a. in.
Oldtown, Mattawamkeag, Bangor, Skowhegan, Waterville, Augusta, Winthrop, ReadfieM, Bath
The losses of this Company by
the reeeut fire CANNOT EXCEED

$800,000, and

Assets over Boston losses,

every claim will be

PBOMPl'LY

ADJUSTED

AND

PAID.

HALF MILLION DOLLARS, and
in finaueial strength and houorable reputation it stands pre-eminently in the front rank. It paid
last year tor Chicago losses over
Two million Dollars, without a

single litigation or the calling in ot
Dollar of its large loans
Bond and Mortgage.

011

At the present time, when

(he

one

community

FIRST NATIONAL
Insurance Co.
$150,00(1

auxiously seeking
RELIABLE
INDEMNITY, their
attention is particularly called to
this Leading Americau Company.
are

Good risks at current rates

re-

to

not be to careful in

Be

and

sure

reinsure can-

placing it.

DOW, COFFIN

no

LIBBY,

Exchange
novl3tf

I H

then

S l

St.

For Mt Kineo, Moosehcad Lake, take 12.15 a. m.
train for Dexter, arriving at Dexter at 6:50 a. m. At
8 o'clock stage leaves for Greenville, foot of
Lake,
where you take steamer fur Mt. Kineo,
arriving at
5:30 p. m. Passengers can by
stopping over night at
Dexter leave Portland at 1*00 p. in. and take
stage

next morning.
For Dover and Foxcroft take 1:00 p. m. train. Passengers ticketed through. Fare $5.00.
Tickets are sold in Portland at Station
and at Horse Railroad Ollicc for Houlton, Calais and
St. John, fare $8.00; and to Halifax $12.00.
J. M. LUNT, General Superintendent.
Augusta, July 2fi, 1872.
aug!2tf

Through

EASTERN AND PORTLAND,

ASSETS

...

ARRANGEMENT.

Passenger trains leave Portland dailly, for Portsmouth and Boston, (SunsFamay* excepted) at *1.30 A. M. 16.15 A.
M., §9.10 A. M., $5.30 P.M., t4.t5 P.
M., % 6.00 P. M.
Leave Boston i'or Portmouth aud Portland at t7.30
A. M., t8.30 A. M, 112.30P. M., t3.l5P.
M., *6.00 P.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at 19.55 A. M, J10.40
M., t2.48 P. M.. t5.55 P.M., } 8.00 Ρ M,*10.05 P. M
Leave Biddefora for Portland at 8.00 A. M., returnin j£ at 5.20 P. M.
*Pullman sleeping oar express train. Ν. B.
This
train runs Sunday Morning, does not run
Monday
morning.
+Accommodation train.
Mail train.

îFast Express.
SâfThe Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from the Depot of the Maine
Central Railroad, in Portland.
N. B. The 6.15, <U0 A. M., and 3.30, P. M.
traias from Portlaud, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.

Queen Insurance Company.
12,000,000,

F. CHASE,
P. S. & P. Division.

Supt.

400,000.

Insurance

Assets,

1.30 P. M.,
with trains for

Assets,

Fireman's Fund Ins. Co.,

Not

NEW

Company,

a

Dollar loss in Boston.

of

Dwellings

81,075,000.

Insurance Co. of No. America, of
PHILADELPHIA.

Capital & Assets, Gold, $1,000,000.

Assets,

NOT IN THE INSUBANCE BING.

93,312,000.

Boston losses less than half their

Losses in Boston less than 75,000.

Surplus.

Rates lower than any other

Manhattan Insurance Company,

Triumph
ON

Insurance Co.,
CINCINNATI,

Assets,

...

$430,000.

Boston losses about

30,000.

...

$800,000.

Losses In Boston

§50,000

Brewers' Fire Ins. Co.,

Cash Capital,

Company

Agents,

$200,000.

42

&

—

51,600,00-

B. BARNES,

Exchange St.

.A. Gr
30

Munger's

tf

W. P.

HASTINGS,

M.

PROCURE TICKETS

AGENCY.

Assets.

$25,000

MANUFACTORY

Narragansett Fire & Marine In. Co.
OF

Surplus

as

PROVIDENCE.

$762,421.59

AGENTS,

■

GUNS

L.
AILE*,
4x KXC.HANGE STKEKT. ·»

ST.

Received tlie HIGHEST
PREMIUMS in the New

"NABBAGANSKTT ALL BIGHT."

All Innlramcnf* War-

North Missouri Insurance Co.
Assets
$843,228.00

Price lists sent by mail.

"No Loeeei

$200,000.

PALMIER,

Travelers for

EXCHANGE

regards Policy

England

ranted.

Lom

niiiall.

McPhail

$230,362.82

C ompany all

right.

The

leading insti

After the disastrous fire occurred in1 Boston, I am
to present to the public the above named Companies SOLVENT, able and willing to meet all
their liabilities. The Policies issued by these Companies are all good. Thanking the public for their
patronage for the last 23 years, I respectfully request

happy

continuance of the

same.

s

manufacturer of

Pianos,

Awnings, Verandahs,
AND FLACSM.

manufactured in the United
States.

EXTINGUISHER !

Patented Feb. 11 & Dec. 26,1871 ; March 12,1872.

Canvas Signs, Flags and
Borders made and
the best manner.

2^™Wagon,

Entirely

Dif-

ferent from,

Best, Cheapest

and

Superior

to

Posters, Transparencies,
49 1-2

PB1WTING
Office.

JOB

2w

neatly executed

at

tlii·

for

descriptive circular to

C. M. & H. T.
7

UNION

JunlldGmTu&F 2taw

PLUMMER,
STREET,
PORTLAND,

Hie.

reak, sickly, suffering créastrong, healthy, and
happy men and women; ami
'/.· ralids cannot reasonably hestate to give il a trial.
See that each bottle has PERU*
7!AN SYRUP blown in the giass.
Pamphlets Free.
3ETH W. FOWLE L· SONS, Proprietors,

I

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)
A.T 7 O'CLOCK X*. »E.
Returning leave INDIA "WHARF, Boston; same
days at 5 P. M. Fare $1.50. Freight taken

aires, to

low rates.
JT. B.

W. L. BILLINCiM. Agent
COYLK IB., General Agent.mcbSOtf

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO
Enttport,

Calaia and β(. John. Diiby,
Windaor and Halifax.

FALL

Λ*ο.
Sold

ARRAN GEMENT.

to let.

Exchange

Street,If

*

PORTLAND.
All orders by mail promptly attended to.

Sewing Machines
BUTTEKICK'S

Patterns of Garments
PLUMSi Β

&

I'rucisîs (jj..nluallï.

d&weodl\i

Ayer's Cathartic Pills,

On and after MONDAY, Sept.
the Steamer New Yook,
Capt. Ε. B. Winchester, and the
►Steamer New Brunswick, Capt
ι—PS. H. Pike, will leave Railroad
wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY and
URSDAY, at 6 Γ. M. for Eastport and St. John,
eturning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

30th,

j

For all the Purpose* of

days of sailing

on

A. R.

Β

A.

N"

THREE

until 4

U

TRIPS PER WEEK.

of everybody, but formidable and
day
dangerous diseases. Most eminent clergymen, most
skilful physicians, and our best citizens send certificates of mire* performed and of great benefits they
have derived from these Pills. They are the safest
and be?t physic for children, because mild as well as
eftoctnal. Being sugar coated, they are easy to
take; and being purely vegetable, they are entirely
bai mless.
PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all druggists everywhere.
jajil-e3dw1v-J

•every Monday, Wednesday ana
Friday Evenings, at 10 o'clock,
commencing Monday, 1:2nd inet., for Bangor, (or jib
far as the ice will permit,)
touching at Rockland,
Camden, Lincolnville. Belfast, Sear8port, Sandy
Point. Ruflcs.-.vf -VV«...1 ur—
1—

land at 5 o'clock P. M.
For further particulars inquire of Roes & Sturd
▼ant, 179 Commercial St., or Cyrus Sturdivaut, General Agent.
Portland, March 17thi 1872.
apl7
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BOSTON

EXTRACT

—AND—

PHIL· A DEIPHIA
Steamship Line.

\o

Wed's'y & Sat'd'y.

A Standard Preparation, endorsed by the most reliable Physicians, and its astonishing curative powers
attested by thousands who have used it.
It is a sure, quick remedy for all diseases of the
Urinary organ* existing in male or te.male, Irritation
or Inflammation of lvidneys or Bladder. Gravel, DiaReddish Sediment' in I'rine, Thick, Cloudy
Urine, Mucous anu Involuntary Discharges from
Urethra, Retention or Incontinuence of Urine, Chronic Catarrh of Bladder, and all Chronic Maladies of the

Wharfage.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p.m.
From Pine Street Wharf, Phila-

delphia, at

10

betes,

n. m.

Insurance one half the rate ol
'sailing vessels.
for
the
West by thePenn. R. R., and South
Freight
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
►

For

Crino-Geuilal Organs.

For sale by all Druggists ancl Dealer*
everywhere.
uo28eodly

PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
Freight or Passage, apply to

Λ
is

311IL RTEAngHIP*

Queenstown, Cork Har.

DIRECT FROM BOSTON
SAMAKIA, Tue?. Nov. 5. .BATAVIA, Sat.Nov.

30.

MALTA, Tuea* Nov 12. HECTA. Sat. Dec. 7.
OLYMPUS,Sat, Not. 18. SAMARIA, SAT. Dec.14.
SIBERIA, Sat. Nov. 23.
CyPaiwcngcre embark at tbe Canard Wharf, East
Boston.

Eruptions

Carrency

Steamers appointed to sail
FROn NEW YORK.
ALGERIA. Sat. Nov. S.jBUSSIA, Wed. Nov. 20.
JAVA, Wed. Nor. 6. ABYSSINIA,Sat, Nov.23.
PARTHIA, Sat. Nov. 9.|CUBA,
Wed. Nov. 27.
Passage Money,'includingtare trom Boston to Ν York,
$130
Cabin, $80, S100,
gold—according to accommodation. Steerage, $30 Currency. Tickets to
Paris, $15
additional.
Return
Tickets on favorable terms
Gold,
Passengers enbark at Canard Wharf, Jersey

DR. J. C. AY2R & CO., Lowell, MassPractical ami Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all Druggists everywhere.
de '9d& we very 3d w 1y

Paralysis and Deformities Cureil.
The Orient Springs Health Institute is located near
the town ef Amherst, Mass., for the treatment aud
of Paralysis in all its ronus. Spinal
Diseases,
Contracted Cords and Limbs, Crooked Feet and
cure

and Hands, Enlarged Joints, Wry Neck. Curvatures
of the Spine, Hip Diseases,
Rickcts, St. Vivus's
Dance, and all deformities, Nenralgia, Rheumatism,
and all Lameness, Nervous
Disease*,
Gout, Con\ulbi 'us, Diseases of the Brain, Heart and
Lungs, Can-

Norfolk and Italtimore and
Washington,
D. C. Steamship Line.

Hvsteria, etc.
Applv to GEORGE W. RHODES, M. I)., Ainherst,
to F. E. FAXON,
ESQ., Ag< nt for the Institute,
No. 1 Pemberton

cers.
or

Steamships

of this Line sail from
of Central Wharf. Boston.
p. m for Noll
FOLK and BALTIMORE.

square, Boston.

end

Seml-Weeklv, 2.30

OCtl5-d&wî2w

Steamships:—
William LawrenceCapt. W. A. Hallett.
—

ΒROWN'S BRONCHIAL!

William Crane" Capt. Solomon Howes.

JOH

George Appold," Capt. Winslow Loretand.
Cant. Geo. H. Hallett.
"Blackstone,"
"
William KennedyCapt, Henry D. Foster.
%tAfcClellan"Capt. F. M. Howes.
Freight forwarded trom Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg a
Richmond, by river or rail: and by tlie
Va. & Ten
Air Line io all points in Virginia,
Tennessee, Al
bama and Georgia ; and over the
mo ocuuoara
Seaboard and
ami Ro
Jio
It Tf fA.ll ...!»*» i—"

Dr.

PROPRIETOR

noke ll. R. to all points in North and South
Carolina
tfc Ohio R. R. to
Washington and
places West.
rates
to
Through
given South and West.
Fine Passenger accommocat ions.
Fare including Berth ami Meals to
Norfolk $15.00
line 48 hours; to Baltimore
$15, time65 hours.
For further information
apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.
june2tt
ΛίΙ Central Wharf, Boston.

by baying

WILDEB

173 Middle St.. Up Staire.

OF

TUB

just published α new edition of his let lui ce,
containing moat valuable information on the
causes,cense<iucnces and treatment of diseases «1 the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriafr, rnd
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with. Ji II
instructions for its complété restoration ; also a eu j
ter on venereal infection, and the means of <*ure, *u :
lng the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. Address,

--

HAS

Dr. Jourdain*» CouMritlnf? Office,

WEST !
on

R. J. JOURDAIN,

Parisiau Gallerj of Aiifttoiny, Boston,

by the Bait,

$4

COUGHS, COLDS, Λ-c.
CENTS.

ONLY

Sept 5-demo*

......

can save

iηtei^J

arising

PREPAID STEERAGE FASSAGE.
From Liverpool, London, Bristol.
Glasgow, Queenstown or Derrv to Boston or New York,
^34r
CXJI-tftEISrC'V. Passengers booked to all
parts of the United States. Drafts issued on Great
Britain and Ireland for £1 and upwards. For
Freight and Cabin passage apply at the Company's
Office, 80 State Street. For steerage passage, at *99
State Street, Boston.

GO

are

from
ness, Sterility, Lcurorrhaa
ulceration ami uterine disease, liropsu, Dyspepsia,
Emaciation, and Central Debility. With their departure health return».
PREPARED by

City.

~

of the skin

the appearance on the surface ol humors that should
i»e expelled trom the blood. 'Internal
derangements
are the determination of these same humors to some
internal orgau, or organs, whose action they derange
ami whose substance they disease ami
destroy.
Ayer's Sar^aiwru.i.a expels these humors trom
the blood. When they are gone, the disorders they
produce disappear, such as Ulcerations qf the Liver
Stomach Kidneys, Lungs, Eruption* and Eruptive
Diseases of the Skin, St. Anthony's Fire, Rose or
Erysipelas, Pimples. Pustules, Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Tetter, and
Rheum, Scald Head, Rhuftcorm, Ulcers and Sores, Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Pain in the Bones, Side, and Ilead, Female Weak-

Cabin, $80 & &100 Gold, According to
Accommodation. Steerage, $30

li

medicine that cures
real public blessing.

a

Ayer's Sarsaparilla
makes nosltive cure of a
series or com plaints, which
are always afflicting and
too often fatal. It pnritiee
the blood, purges out the
lurking humors In the
which
undersystem,
mine health and settle into troublesome disorders.

SAILING FOB LIVERPOOL.
at

Medfcln

FOB PUKIFYI>« THE BLOOD.

-Li-LJN J±:

'Calling

in

Ayer's Sarsparilla,

WHITNEY Sc SAMPSON,
Agent·,
70 Long Wharf, Boston.

jn23-ly

^Ui>

complaints

ery

The Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, Capt. C. Kilby, wilLloav
Railroad Wharf, foot of State st..

Leave each port every

r.

ache, Piles, Rheum.i< ism ,Er uptions aud Sk i η
Diseases,
Blliousn·s».
Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Tetter, Tumor» a
Sail Khenm,
Worm a,
Gout, Neuralgia, iu> a
Dinner Pill, and Purifying the Blood,
are the most congenial purgative
yet perfected. The»
eft»-'*ts abundantly show liov much they excel all other Pill».
They are safe and pleasant to take, bill
powerful to cure. They imrgo out the foul humor»
of the blood; they stimulate the sluggish or disordered orçan into action, and they inîpart health and
tone to the whole being. They cure n-»t only the ev-

8TUBBS, Agent.

Ο

tivencss, Jaumli<

Dyspepsia, Indigent in,
Dysentery, Foul Stomach, Ervsif tolas. Head-

LINE!

G-

Family Physic,

< "of

day.
Connections made at Eastport for St. Andrews,
Robbinston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John for Digby,
Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Frederickton.
Shediac, Amherst, Charlottetown, P. Ε. I„ and Sum-

mcrside, P. Ε. I.
2^~Freight received
o'clock P. M.
sep23-t» then old

a

Ct'RIXO

same

61 Hancock

Strfft, B«tou, Jin mm.

junUdlyr

cach Ticket

mmmmMmmmw

?!?ΕυΒ0£ΙΙ"ΓΜΕ°ΐ'θ1'Ν Dw"obl^
jfCl/TL£K
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via

iTrîr" '*■"·.

BROS. & CO.

--

Pkoprizjors, Boston

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

»

Λ
<lA*12w

To Canada.
Detroit, Chicago, Mngiiinw,
M. Paul, .«alt LaUc
City, Denver,
Man Fraacieeo, and all points

West, Northwest

AND

1 Milton Place, Rcston.

by

ηοτ12

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!

kc.:^k.\VVv

other

An Absolute Protection from Fire.
Send

J. W. SirNCEU, Agent.

ATLANTIC WHAKF, Portland,

Advei-tisingM

Extinguishers.

ηονΙΓ»

and
ΙΙΟΜ'ΒΚΛΙ,,
Having commodious Cabin and State Boom accommodations, will run alternately, leaving

Tou

Box and

CoTers, Canvass
GËg^Tente

The Last,

LEAYITT

Yacht & Bout Sails,

ment

EFFECTIVE.

NO. 166 FORE STREET.

CITY

—

and Most

OFFICE.

steamers
FOBE8T

_

A.

Remember 144 1-2 Exchange St.
dc20
eodly
T1IE GARDXE t

FIRE

a

S «ltd

t3T"Reliablc information cheerfully furnished at
all times·.
w!5
aptSd&w
ielt

CELEBRATED

& Marine Ins. Co.
■

W. D. ΜΤΤΙ,Ε & CO.

also have the Agency for this State for the

$240,000

j-

%rr~>THE SUPERIOR SEA-GOING

CALIFORNIA

went, may obtain through Ticket·
—by the beat and moxt reliable
route from Portland or Boston, or Now York, to
any point desired, at the Iowe.«tt rates, at tho ol
aud reliable Union Ticket Ageccy of

ments.

....

»

FOR BOSTON.

jfSfiànd*the We·!,' NoiTth "η.ΓNortl-

f

Oilier, 49 1-3 Exchange

Will sell to be paid lor in Install-

til Boston.*'

Atrlakin the l>urnt (lis rio*. Boston, $33 OOO.

Capital

and State Fairs in

1809.

Meriden Fire Insurance Co.

Newport Fire

OLD

Passenger Ticket Agency !

144 1-3

onu'PDATTo

i>iseascs of tlio Kidneys and
Bladder, Female Complaints,
and all diseases originating in
a bad state of the blood, or accompanied by debility or a low
slate of the system, lieing free
from Alcohol, in any form, its
energizing effects are not followed by corresponding reaction, but arc permanent, infur.ing strength, rigor, and near
life into all parts of the system,
and building up an Iron Constitution.
Thousands have been changed
by the use of this remedy, from

JAME8ALEXANDER, Agent.

SALES-

Holders
492,484.92
Losses reported Boston Fire,
250,000
Secretary telegraphs Nov. 12, 1872,

$200,000.

I. E. DOW &

&

ROOM,

Iff^

Jn2dlv

MELODEONS

Assets

norleo<12w

p.

Street.

Exchange

Waldoboro,

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincoinville, Νorthport. South Thomaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Thomaston for St. George daily.
At Warren for Union, daily.
At Warren for Jefferson and Whltefield,
Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays.
At Wa.doboro' for North
Waldoboro',
Washington,
and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and
Pemaquid, daily.
Freight Trains dailv and freight taken at low rates.
C. A. COOMBS, Sup't.
Jy29dtf

ORGANS

OF Κ It IK, PA.,

Capital,

Direct rail route to Wise asset. New
Warren and Rockland.
No change of cars between Portland

and Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Machias, Mount Desert Vinal Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islande.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.00 a. m., ami 1.00

ENT,

German Insurance Co.,
Capital and
Losses in BOSTON

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.
1

Jr.,

at 4 P.

Steamers appointed to sail

Boston.

PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
353 Commercial Street, Portland.
June 24. 1872
iun21tf

AND—

PROTECTION.

.mirxT

•Accommodation.
tFast Express.

Damariscotta,

novl2tf

John W.

1873.

^Mondays, Wednesdays and Friday».
W. MERRITT, Superintendent,

norl2

Losses in Boston.

ouMtf

daily.
Passenger station in Boston, Haymarket Square.
Freight station, Causeway street.

,,

LIBBY,

INSURANCE.

Assets January 1,1873, 311,933.82.

let,

leave P. S. <5fc P. R. R. StapÎM^âjwplJtiou, Portland, for Boston. *6.15, *9.10
M., 3.30t, 4.15*, 6.00* (express) P.M.
—533
Returning *7.30, t8.30 A.M., *12.30,
*3.15, 6.00* (express) P. M
For Rochester, Alton Bay, *6.15. A. M.
Manchester ami Concord, Ν. H., via C. & P. It. R.
Junction, 6.15* A. M., 3.30* P. M.
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M.
Lowell,6.15*, 9.10* A. M.. 3.30t, 4.15* P. M.
Milton aud Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.30f, 4.15* P. M.
NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives ii Boston in
time to connect with Shore Line at 11.10 for New
York, the South and the West. 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Springfield Route and Sound
Steamers for New York and the South. 3.30t P. M.
train with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore
or Springfield line.
The above trains leave P. S. & P. R. R. Station
foot of State street, where tickets can be purchased
ami baggage checked.
S^'Freight trains between Portland and Boston

!

Unsurpassed Security

Telegraph "All Right."
Other Cos. not officially Reported.

OFJ MILWAUKEE,

Capital,

Summer Arrangement, July

$300,000.

DOW, COFFIN

tions, and leaving nothing for
disease to feed upon.
This is the secret of the wonderful success of this remedy in
curing Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Chronic Diarrhoea, Boils, Nervous Affections,
Chills
and Fevers, Humors,
Loss of Constitutional "Viffor,

FOR HALIFAX DIRECT.
Making close connections with the Nova Scotia
Railway, for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and
Pictou, i#nd steamers foi Prince Edward's Island ; also at New Glasgow, N.
S., with Lindsey
Co.'s
Stages for Capo Rreton.
i-lr RETURNING leaven Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4 P.M.
Fare, including State room,
$7 00
For freight and further information
apply to J
B. COYLK, Jr., Atlantic Wharf, or

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

OF ΝJEW YORK,

Bangor Insurance Co., Bangor.
Assets,

Contents

and

Towns and Cities.

in

Boston losses less than Ι.ΟΟΟ,ΟΟΟ.

8ΛΚΓ FRANCISCO.

$650,000.

-

Every Saturday,

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
Portland, May 20, 1872.
decl6-te

Insures only Farm Bisks,

YORK.

Assets,

ι

The favorite steamship CARLOTTA, Capt. E. D. Mulligan,
deaves Portland

daily.

Not in Massachusetts.

$6,400,000.
750,000.

Home Insurance

Halifax, Nova Scotia.
DIRECT !
ARRANGEMENT.

making
Boston,

direct connection at Rochester
Boston & Maiue and Eastern Railroads. Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and
Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Qreat
Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.30 A. M., and 12 M.
The ί.'όυ train connecting with down trains on Dover and Winnipiseogee, ami Portsmouth, Great Falls
and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o'clock train making direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Boston &
Maine, and at 8.30 A. A. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 0.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows :
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

at 9.15 and 3.45 i\

The Peruvian Vt/rup, a Protected Solution of the Protoxide of,
Iron, is so combined as to have
the character of an aliment, as
easily digested and assimilated
with the blood as the simplest
food. It increases the quantity
of Nature's Own Vitalising
Agent, Iron in the blood, and
cures "a thousand ills," simply
by Toning up,Invigorating and
Vitalizing the System. The enriched and vitalized blood permeates every part of the body,
repairing damages and waste,
searching out morbid secre-

WINTER

Trains

HARTFORD., CONN.
Boston Losses,

OF

of

Company,

For

—το—

M., and

Landing

Iron in iae Blood

Steamers Dirigo and Franconia
will, until further notice, run as
follows :
Leave Gait's Wharf, Portland,
'every MONDAY ai.d THURSDAY, at S P. M., and leave Pier 38 E. It., New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
The Dirigo and Franconia are titted
up with fine
accommodations for
passengers, making this the mosl
convenient and comfortable
route for travelers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room .$5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from
Quebec
Halifax, St. John, and all parte ofMontreal,
Maine. Sliippe
are requested to send their
freight to the Steamers at
early as 4 P. Μ.,οη the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Paseage apply lo
HENRY FOX. Gait's Wharf, Portland
J. F. AMES, Pier 3f, E. R., New York.
May 8-dtf

and after Monday, May 20th.
passenger trains leave Portland
A.

leave Jon·14**

Fare down and back 25 cent*, children half price.
Special arrangements can be made by applying to
oclifclti
the Capt.

NEW ARRANCGTIENT.

I ÎT S I Ι> Ε

Limington, daily.

Stock Yalue $400-Par $100.
I Aetna

Returning
M.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINK

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

tf

SAFE INSURANCE.

j

Maine Steamship Co

A.

STAIRS.

novl3

CAPTAIN A. S. OUVKK.
the end of Custom House Wliarf daily f« r
Jones* Binding, on and aflerOct 10, 1872,at 8.45 Λ.
M and 3.15 P. M.
Will leave

For further particulars inquire of Robs & Sturdlvant, 17U Commercial St.,
ClRiH MTURMVANT,
General Agent.
Portland, Oct. 7.1872.
ocl) ti

M. *8.00P.M.

At Buxton Centre for W est Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Limington .daily.
At Centre Waterboro' for Limerick, Newfleld, Parsonafield and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, returning alternate days.
At* Centre Waterboro' for Limerick, Parsonsfield,

—

Watertown, Ν. Y.
UP

913,000,000.

Losses in BOSTON

OF

No. 1 Exchange Street,

600,000

assets

FIRE INS CO.,
—

Losses in BOSTON

—

AGRICULTURAL

AGENTS,

North British & Mercantile.

MTKAnBR

Ε W I 8 Τ
Ο Ν

CAPT. DEERING,
Will leave (nntil further notice) Railroad
Wharf,
FRIDAY
Portland, every
EVENING, commencing
Friday, tlie 11th inn!., at ΙΟ o'clock,
Or on arrival of Express Train from Boston, for
Rockland, Castinc, l>eer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. llnrbor, (Mt. Desert) Millbridge, Jonesport and Macliiatj»ort.
Retiming will leave Maschiasport every Tuesday
morning, at 5 o'clock, touching at the above named

g!;??l?l?if?fSll8T2,
feffi "jS^'lfor Rochester and intermediate stations

—

IN THE

&

MframbentCorapaay.

EXPRESS.

The favorite Steamer
L

Commencing .llonduy, June 24ih, 1879·

On

DWELLINGS
—

AGENCY.

ft*enk'· Islam!

ONE TRIP PER WEEK

Spring Arrangement.

Κ JE

YOUR

SACO,

PORTSMOUTH R. R.
S UMMER

**~at 7.15

—

m.

Bangor, &c., 1:25

a. m.

je21tf

STo. 43

higher in the best

&

AGENTS,

get the Best in

and Lewiston at 2Λ5 p. m.
From Augusta and Lewiston at 6:45
p.
From St. John, Houlton, Calais,

§

spectfully solicited by
People having

m.

From
From

The Cash Assets of this sterling
Institution are over FOUR AND A

PENNSYLVANIA

Portland for Lewiston via Danville at 8:20 p.
Train· Dae at Portland·

OF NEW YORK.

After Dcdncling Bo· toil loawe,

Assets

Arrangement.—Comnaeacing Friday, OtUber 11th.

&c.. at 12:15 a. ra. (sleeping cars and
day
ears on this train.)
Portland for Lewiston, Rockland and
Augusta at
7:00 a. m.
Portland for Lewiston, Bath,

m.

FRANKLIN IN. CO.,

Fall and Winter

Portland for Bangor, Houlton, Calais, St. John,

COMPANY

of

Policy

For Peaks' Island.

Halifax,

pre·

are

a

INSURANCE

TO

Desert and Macliias.

«Arrangement of Trains,■Commencing July 22,1
11872.

can be found.

as

train for South Paris at
for Island Pond, Quebec,
and the west at 1.30 P. M.
Stopping at all

stations.
Mail train (stopping at all stations) for Islaud
Pond, connecting with night mail train for
Quebec,
Moutreal and the West.
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate
stations at 5.00 P. M.
From Montreal, Quebec, Island
Poud, Gorham
and South Paris at 2.50 P. M.
From So. Paris at 8. 20 A. M,
Pullman Palace Drawing Room and
Sleeping Cars
are attached to the Mail Trains between
Portland and

—

before.

after Monday, Nov. 4th

and

Passenger
"7.30 A. M.;

one

Have passed through the Boston
fire unhurt, and are as Sound and
Solvent

On

li^iffffffffHÏTraine will run as follows :

Companies

our

TRAINS.

OF

ARRANGEMENT.

Montreal.

κοτηκ

All

QUAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.
ALTERATION

STEAM EUS.

landings.

Express trains run through to Moutreal without
change of cars at Island Ponil.
The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding §50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of

TO THE PUBLIC
THAT

HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 2,1*72..
nov4ti

$14,806.812 37

dlm-eoilllm&wGw

—

Portland at Depot of M. C. R. R.

WINTER

INSURANCE

vliich with five killed or wounded, and the
instance the investigation
disclosed tlie ιΐίίπιι of &
-aptain, made up a crew of thirty. Taking a
young negro cliiid·
Befoie this discovery thoie
an tern, which Moore fourni below. I
had been some
passed
talk of eating the more delicate
portions of I he light over each scowling upturned face,
the shark, but now in disgust it was
J. S.
md
from
every eye there flashed back a glance
allowed ! >f
to float away with the tide.
malignant hatred. Pirate and murderer
At length the long, hot afternoon
eemed written 011 every feature, and when
hours
passed away. Night came on
oon afterwards I went into the cabin and
as
suddenly,
it ever does in the tropics, and we
liscovered books and charts lying about with
began to
prepare tor the coming fight, or surprise
Afferent ships' names written 011 them, our I
without a fight—there was no
uspieions that the schooner was a pirate a»
knowing fell
which of the two it would turn out.
as slaver, were confirmed.
I ruinmag» d
The
NO. 1 EXCHANGE STREET,
weather suited our
mong the papers to find the name of our
purpose. There were no
clouds in tho
but
irize,
she
owned to neither name or nasky, and although a mist was
ion. The chart showed she
creeping over the
had come lately
yet a young moon
run» Havana, and the
gave sufficient light water,
to enable us 10 see
crew were ab-out half
anyPORTLAND.
half Brazilian.
thing coming down the river. We
novI2
ipanisb,
It
was pleasant to
ood2w
got the
boats anchors
eflect that her career of criin-e
up, and pulled to the entrance
was cut
hort.
St'» «Hier the
shadowren ,ùVhT' keeI,inS
I breathed freely now. We were
trees, we rested on our
oars.
secure,
nd could begin to release the
slaves, who all
lis time had been closely shut
up below,
to
A fresh importation of
ightened enough at the noise going on over
English
watch, when Forrester's "Iluch™ °i
)cir heads, but ignorant that the
Double Guns, Muzzle, and Breech-Losdlu
°U'i
the
struggle
as one in which tJ îeir interests were
for sale at low
so I
ened \es. .There was the
price», wholesale ami retail.
;eply involved.
unmistakable fari
«.
Β

happening" TeHevTX^?*
whispering
^e lik-

386,739 41

Telegraphed

j

$8,143,240 00
3,379,050 CO
217,500 00

Total Amount of Assets,

Feb. 7,1871!.

STAGES
Connect daily with 3.15 P. M.,
For Cornish, Kezar Fails, Porter, Freedom, Denmark, Bridgton, Lovell,and North Lovell.
The 8.30 a. in. from No. Conway connects with
afternoon trains for Boston, via Eastern or Boston &
Maine R. li's., and the 1.00 p. m. train arrives in
Portland in season to connect with Steamers for Boston.
Ticket Office in

INMIUK LINK

Mt.

On and after Monday, Nov. 4th, and
furl|ler notice, "traîna will' run
follows :
-**
*a":
A. H.
P. M.
Leave Portland,
7.15
3.15
Leave N. Conway, 8.30
1.C0
The 7.15 a. m. and 1 00 p. in. Trains will be Freight
with passenger cars attacned.

2,405,937 95
274.345 01

JOHN W. MUNGER,

R.

J.

Six per cent interest on the outstanding cert ificates of profits will be paid to the holders thereof, or their
legal representat ives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next.
The outstanding certificates of the issue of 1868, will be redeemed and paid to the holders thereof, or their
legal representatives, on and after Tuesdav the Sixth of February next, from which date all interest thereon
will cease. The certificates to be produced at the time of payment, and cancelled. Upon certificates which
were issued (in red scrip) for gold premiums; su«ii payment of interest and
redemption will be in gold.
A dividend of Forty Per Cent, is declared on the net earned premiums of the
Company, for the
year ending 31st December, 1871, for which certificates will be issued on and after Tuesday the Second oi
April next.
By order of the Beard,
JT, H. CHAPMAN, Secretory.
J. D. JONES, President.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President,
W. H. H. MOORE, 2nd Vice-Pres't.
J. D. HAWLETT, 3rd Vice-Pres't.

OF PHILADELPHIA.

counted,

$5,375,793 24

the Company, estimated at

ROLLINS & ADAMS,

National Insurance Co.,

man

in all we

sundry

PALMER,

Capital.

in turn appeared above the hatchway, kept my pistol
at
his
pointed
head, while Moore took away
bis arms and handed him over to our
who now begau to take it quite as a fellows,
joke, and
binding their prisoners hand and foot, iaid
;hetn in regular lines along the deck,
>,lc1i on the back as he was finished. patting
It was

long job, twenty-four

Real Estate and Bonds and Mortgage*,
and
notes and claims due
Premium Notes aud Bills Receivable
in
Bank.
Cash

GIVE US A CALL.

S.

one

as

York.

—

Interest,

R.

TIME.

1.m«|lnitjl

$7,446,452

No Policies have been issued uj>ou Life Risks ; nor upon Fire Risks-Disconnected with
Marine Risks.
Premiums marked Off from 1st January, 1871, to 31st December, 1871,
Losses paid during the same period
$2,735,980 63
Returns of Premiums and Expenses,
$973,211 84
The Company has the following Assets, viz :
United States and State of New York Stock, City, Bank and o*Ler Stocke,
Loans secured by Stocks, and otherwise,

OF

over

OF P1IIIjADEI<PHIA.

At which I ordered them to come on
deck
at a time,
bringing theii arms -with

William, New

in the poorest.

Fame Insurance Company,

tire."

Corner of

STEAMERS.

OGDENSBURG

CHANGE

The Trustee», in Conformity to the Charter of the Company, submit the following Statement of its affaire
oil the 31st day of December, 1871.
Premiums received on Marine Risks, from 1st January, 1871. to 31st December, 1871.
$5,412.777 51
Premiums on Policies not marked off 1st January, 1871,
2,033,675 18
Total nmount of Marine Premiums,
69

Gross Present Assets

Mingled sounds arose from the darkness
jelow id" Youd
disputing; curses, and even
)lc»«w. \,ut at last came a shout—"Si, Senor !

them.
I knelt down, and

STREET,

PORTLAND *

1849.)

DOW

vu

seeing our men with levelled muskets, ceased
faring.
"Do you surrender?''' I
demanded, in the
mongrel Spanish r; bad picked up on the

51 WALL

Rates

tiling

from running quite

(ORGANIZED IN

the Market.

J. E.

RAILROADS.

ATLANTIC
MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY.

saying:

■

'forethought

INSTJBANCE.

and Southwest !

THE GRAND TRUNK in In splendid running condit ion, is fully supplied with tirst-class rolling stock,

including

For Sale in Portland by HALL L.
DAVIS, LOU& HARMON, R. K. Il L NT
A CO.
aug29

the

ISC., SHORT

CELEBRATED PULLMAN PALACE CAR,
and is making ihe best connections and quickest
time of an ν route from Bangor,
Baggage checked from Bangor to Chicago, anu not
subject to Custom House examinai on.
For full particulars enquire at Kailwav Station
or any of the Companies agents in New hngl nd.

P. H. BLANCHARD, oppo. Preble House,
No, 28·-' Congres· St., Portland Me.
WM. FLOWEKS,Eastern Agent,

aug28-tf

Bangor, Me,

t'xl 1 y

j

"REMOVAL!
A BOVLE.
HODOOOX
Produce
Gem
Merchant*
in

Ν·. ΙΟΙ
caatof T.

aud
have removed

Wholes·* dealer·

pal
to Willin'

CommiM.oii

Commercial N«rcet. OneBlock,
<loor
Weelqu Α" Ι'β'ι,

Juyiedtt

